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Globaalsel gaasiturul on viimastel aastatel leidnud aset olulised muutused. Maagaas on muutu-
mas järjest atraktiivsemaks energiakandjaks ning gaasiturg oluliselt mitmekesisemaks ja likviidse-
maks mittekonventsionaalse gaasi reservide kaustusele võtmise, veeldatud gaasi transportimise 
võimaluste avardumise, kliimapoliitika ja tuumaohutuse reeglite karmistumise tõttu. Gaas 
primaarkütusena on paljude riikide energiapoliitikas liikumas üheks keskseks lahenduseks. Eesti 
peab senisest oluliselt enam analüüsima nii majanduse konkurentsivõime, kliimapoliitiliste ees-
märkide saavutamise kui ka energiajulgeoleku seisukohalt neid võimalusi, mida gaasi laialdasem 
kasutamine endas kätkeb. 

Lähtuvalt Euroopa Liidu kolmandas energiaturu paketis sätestatust peavad 2014. aastast 
toimima Euroopa ühtsed elektri- ja gaasiturud. Põhieesmärk on tekitada gaasisektoris efektiivne 
konkurents ning võrdne kohtlemine kõigile osapooltele. Selle saavutamise keskse lahendusena on 
pakutud välja ülekandevõrkude omandiline lahutamine tootmisest ja müügist. 

Kuigi Eestile on antud direktiivi omandilise eristamise nõudes erand, ei ole see keelava iseloomuga 
ja siseriikliku õigusega on võimalik sätestada direktiiviga analoogsed normid, kui need osutuvad 
Eesti energiavarustuskindluse seisukohalt otstarbekaks. Omandilise eraldamise nõude otstarbe-
kust Eestis on kinnitanud Konkurentsiamet, mis 2009. aasta Eesti elektri- ja gaasituru aruandes  
asus seisukohale, et konkurentsi tekkimiseks gaasiturul ning varustuskindluse tagamise eden-
damiseks oleks oluline samm müüjast ja importijast sõltumatu gaasi ülekandevõrgu ettevõtte 
moodustamine.

Vabariigi Valitsus tegi 2010. aasta lõpul Elering AS-ile 
ülesandeks kujundada ettevõttes välja maagaasialane 
kompetents, arvestades energiavarustuskindluse 
tagamise eesmärgil vajadust elektri- ja gaasiturgude 
integreeritud modelleerimiseks ja käsitlemiseks. 

Ühe osana Vabariigi Valitsuse poolt seatud ülesande 
täitmiseks tellis Elering konkursi korras globaalselt 
tunnustatud energeetika valdkonna ekspertorgani-
satsioonilt Pöyry Management Consulting (UK) Ltd 
raporti Eesti maagaasi turu arendamise eeldustest, 
võimalustest ja mõjudest. 

Käesolevas Eleringi Toimetiste teises numbris teeme 
koostatud raporti avalikkusele kättesaadavaks koos 
alljärgnevate meiepoolsete kommentaaridega, mis 
tiheda koostöö käigus Pöyryga esile kerkisid. 

Globaalsel gaasiturul leiavad ��
aset olulised muutused, 
mis on juba oluliselt gaasi 
atraktiivsust suurendanud.

Gaasimajanduse paremaks ��
korraldamiseks telliti 
raport Eesti maagaasi turu 
arendamise eeldustest, 
võimalustest ja mõjudest.

Hea lugeja



ÜlekandesÜsteemide täielik omandiline eraldamine

Eesti gaasisüsteem on ajalooliselt olnud orgaaniline perifeerne osa Venemaa maagaasisüsteemist. 
Siinse gaasivõrgu kõigi kolme ülepiirilise ühenduse kaudu oleme otse või kaudselt seotud Venemaa 
ühtse gaasisüsteemiga. Eesti territooriumil puuduvad nii maagaasi tootmise kui ka hoiustamise 
võimalused. Seega on vastutus Eesti gaasisüsteemi varustatuse ja reguleerimise eest sisuliselt 
meie naaberriigi süsteemihalduri ehk Gazprom OAO kätes. Lisaks Eesti gaasisüsteemi tehnilisele 
seotusele sõltuvad Eesti gaasitarbijad Gazpromist ka gaasitarnete osas, kuna Vene Föderatsioonis 
on eksklusiivne maagaasi eksportimise õigus antud Gazpromile.  

Selleks, et Eestis õnnestuks asuda gaasiturgu arendama, on esmane ja vältimatu samm eristada 
omandiliselt täielikult põhivõrguettevõtjast süsteemihaldur vertikaalselt integreeritud gaasi-
monopolist AS Eesti Gaas. Nagu ütleb Direktiivi 2009/73/EÜ preambula, „kui võrke ei eraldata 
tegelikult tootmis- ja tarnetegevustest („tegelik eraldamine”), on oht, et võrke mitte üksnes ei 
kasutata diskrimineerival viisil, vaid vertikaalselt integreeritud ettevõtjatel puudub ka stiimul oma 
võrkudesse piisavalt investeerida“.

Senine praktika Euroopas ja Eestis on näidanud, et äärmiselt konsolideerunud ja monopoolse sek-
tori üle kontrolli saavutamiseks jääb riigi tavapärasest regulaatori rollist sageli väheseks. Riik vajab 
energiaturgude toimimise tagamiseks lisaks efektiivsele regulaatorile ka avalikus huvis tegutseva 
põhivõrguomanikust süsteemihalduri olemasolu. Kui Eesti riik soovib olla osaline Euroopa ener-
giasüsteemide ja -turgude tuleviku üle toimuvates aruteludes, siis peavad põhivõrguettevõtted 
olema Euroopa Liidu poolt seatud eesmärkide saavutamiseks üha enam riigi poolt otseselt või 
kaudselt kontrollitavad kvaasiriiklikud organisatsioonid, mis täidavad kombineeritult nii avalikke 
kui ka eraõiguslikke ülesandeid otsest turuhuvi omamata. Ainult kahe samaaegselt töötava hoova 
– toimivate regulatsioonide ja põhivõrguettevõtjast süsteemihalduri omamise – kaudu on riigil 
võimalik tagada efektiivsed energiaturud.

maagaasi kasutusalade mitmekesistamine

Gaasi keskkonnasõbralikkus ehk madal süsinikuheide teiste fossiilsete kütustega võrreldes, tema 
kasutamise mugavus ja kõrge efektiivsus ning viimasel ajal eelpool kirjeldatud arengud globaalsel 
gaasiturul on muutnud maagaasi atraktiivseks kütuseks. Mitmes arenenud riigis peetakse 
maagaasi järgmistel kümnenditel „sildkütuseks“, mis lubab asendada kõrge süsinikuheitega 
fossiilseid kütuseid seniks, kuni inimkonnal on võimalik üle minna täielikult kliimaneutraalsetele 
energiaallikatele.   

Ülekandevõrgu eraldamine AS-ist Eesti Gaas on konkurentsi tekkimise esmane eeldus.��

Gaasituru edasine arendamine ja gaasi kasutamise laiendamine realiseerub  ��
tõenäoliselt ainult juhul, kui gaasi põhivõrk kuulub Eesti Vabariigile.  
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Samal ajal pole Eesti riik energiajulgeoleku ja varustuskindluse kaalutlustest lähtuvalt saanud 
viimastel aastatel maagaasi laialdasemat kasutamist toetada. Monopoolse gaasituru tingimustes 
pole mõeldav liigne energeetiline sõltuvus Euroopa Liidu väliseriigi ühe tarnija poolt müüdavast 
kütusest.

Eesti maagaasi turul on tekkinud teatud „muna-kana“ dilemma, kus ühelt poolt on gaasituru 
väiksuse tõttu vähe huvilisi, kes sooviks siin gaasi müüa, teisalt on ühe tarnija ja ühe tarneahela 
tõttu maagaasi laiem kasutamine piiratud. Selle dilemma murdmiseks on vaja paralleelselt astuda 
põhjalikult läbi kaalutud samme nii maagaasile uute kasutusalade leidmiseks kui ka alternatiivsete 
tarneahelate arendamise ja uute müüjate turule tulemise toetamiseks.

uute tarneahelate rajamine

Maagaasituru areng saab toimuda vaid läbi uute gaasimüüjate turuletulemise.  Kuna Eesti 
turg eraldivõetuna on arvestatavate tegijate huvi pälvimiseks väike, siis peitub vastus turgude 
ühendamises. 

Lisaks riikidevaheliste uute ühenduste rajamisele ning olemasolevate laiendamisele tuleb Eestil 
ja tema naabritel luua võimalused uute, Gazpromile alternatiivsete gaasimüüjate turule pääsemi-
seks. Selleks on kaks tõsiseltvõetavamat võimalust – gaasitarned Poolast kõigisse Baltimaadesse 
läbi loodava Poola-Leedu ühenduse või siinsesse regiooni veeldatud gaasi terminali rajamine. 

Soovitatav on rajada kogu Balti regiooni varustav keskmise suurusega veeldatud gaasi terminal. 
Projekti teostatavuse huvides võib esimeses etapis olla põhjendatud välja ehitada kohaliku tähtsu-
sega väike terminal.

Veeldatud gaasi terminali rajamine on üks element Eesti maagaasituru arendamise protsessis. 
Detailsemate hinnangute andmiseks terminali asukohale, suurusele, maksumusele, veeldatud 
gaasi hinnale on vaja läbi viia veeldatud gaasi terminali rajamise teostatavus- ja tasuvushinnang. 
Kindel on aga, et veeldatud gaasi terminali rajamine on kõige reaalsem viis avada ligipääs teiste 
gaasimüüjate jaoks Balti riikide ja Soome ühisele gaasiturule. 

Võimalused maagaasi kasutamise laiendamiseks:��

väävliemissioonide drastiline piiramine meretranspordis pärast  ��
2015. aastat – maagaasi kasutuselevõtt laevakütusena;

sarnane suund emissioonide vähendamisele maismaatranspordis;��

soojamajanduses põlevkiviõli asendamine gaasiga  ��
peale 2017. aastat, kui põlevkiviõli tootmine lõpeb;

põlevkivi järk-järguline asendamine elektritootmisel maagaasiga  ��
2020-ndatel, kui põlevkivi tolmpõletusplokid tööst välja langevad.
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Maagaasi turu arendamine toob gaasitarbijale kaasa konkurentsivõimelisema hinna, kindlama 
tarne, laiema pakkumiste valiku ning kvaliteetsema teenuse. Kuna gaasituru arendamisest tõuseb 
tulu ka teistele olulistele sektoritele nagu näiteks elektrimajandus ja transport, siis on kaudselt 
kasusaajateks suur osa Eesti majandusest. Samal ajal tähendab see Eesti riigile terve rea ülal 
kirjeldatud suure mõjuga otsuste tegemist.

Koos oma Euroopa Liidu naabritega on  meie ees „võimaluste ajaaken“ – soovi korral tuleb gaa-
situru arengut juhtida selliselt, et põhimõttelisemad otsused oleksid tehtud ning võimalusel ka 
rakendatud enne 2015. aastat, mil võib eeldada uutest allikatest nõudluse teket maagaasi järele 
ning ühtlasi toimub lepingu uuendamine Gazpromiga. 

Head lugemist!

Taavi Veskimägi 
Eleringi juhatuse esimees

Maagaasi varustuskindluse parandamiseks ning konkurentsi loomiseks  ��
tuleb Eesti gaasiturg ühendada piiranguteta Soome ja Läti turgudega.

Parim võimalus uutel gaasitarnijatel turule pääsemiseks on regioonis  ��
veeldatud gaasi vastuvõtu ning taasgaasistamise võimekuse olemasolu.

Regionaalse veeldatud gaasi terminali esimese etapina tuleb  ��
analüüsida kohaliku tähtsusega väikese terminali rajamist.  
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eestikeelne sisukokkuvõte uuringule 
gaasituru liberaliseerimine eestis
Tõlge Pöyry Management Consulting (UK) Ltd. raportist lk 1 – 11
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eesti gaasiturg

Elering tellis Pöyrylt hinnangu Eesti maagaasituru liberaliseerimise võimalikkuse kohta. Käesolev 
aruanne võtab kokku Pöyry poolt alates 2011. aasta maist tehtud töö. Aruande koostamise käigus 
oleme intervjueerinud erinevaid gaasivaldkonna huvigruppe, mõistmaks turuosaliste seisukohti  ja 
töötamaks välja praktiline lähenemine maagaasituru liberaliseerimiseks Eestis.

Rahvusvaheliste hinnangute järgi on Eesti maagaasiturg aastase tarbimise ja tarbimise tippkoor-
muse poolest väike. Elektri tootmiseks kasutatakse Eestis gaasi väga vähe, samal ajal on  gaasil 
arvestatav osa soojuse ja elektri koostootmisel ning kaugküttesüsteemides.

Eesti maagaasi ülekandevõrk on Narvas ja Värskas ühendatud Venemaa ning Karksis Läti võrguga. 
Hoolimata sellest, et Narvas olev ühendus on halva seisukorra tõttu olnud aeg-ajalt rivist väljas ja 
gaasi saadavus sealt on olnud piiratud, piisab ülekandevõrgu võimsusest Eesti aastatarbimise ja 
tipukoormuse rahuldamiseks.

Eesti maagaasiturgu kontrollib Eesti Gaas, kellele kuuluvad ülekandesüsteemid, suurem osa 
jaotusvõrgust ja kes on praegu Eesti ainus gaasi hulgimüüja. Eesti Gaasi omanikud on Gazprom 
(37%), E.On (33,66%), Fortum (17,7%), Itera (9,9%) ja mitmed väiksemad aktsionärid. Eesti Gaas 
varustab gaasiga üle 90% jaeturust. Eestisse imporditakse maagaasi ainult Gazpromilt. Eesti 
gaasiturule pakub paindlikkust Inčukalnsi maa-alune gaasihoidla Lätis, mis on lepinguliseltkäes-
oleval ajal samuti Gazpromi ainuvalduses.

Maagaasi vabaturu poole pürgimisel loodi vastavalt Eesti seadustele 2006. aasta jaanuaris eral-
diseisev süsteemioperaator EG Võrguteenus, mis on täielikult Eesti Gaasi tütarettevõte. Alates 
2007. aasta juulist on Eesti gaasiturg de jure konkurentsile avatud ja teoreetiliselt peaks kõikidel 
lõpptarbijatel olema võimalus tarnijat valida.

Hoolimata kõikidest pingutustest on Eesti maagaasiturul olemas vaid minimaalne, et mitte öelda 
olematu, konkurents. Meie arvates võivad selle põhjused olla järgmised:

Eesti gaasiturg on üldiselt väike ja seega ei ole see uutele turule tulijatele atraktiivne, kuna ��
tegevuse alustamise kulud on võimaliku kasuga võrreldes suured.

Vene gaasitarnetele pole alternatiivi ja seega puudub gaasi hulgiturul konkurents. Selleks, et ��
uued tulijad saaksid pakkuda konkurentsivõimelist hinda, puudub gaasi hulgiturul piisav vaba 
maht.

Teiste ELi riikidega võrreldes on gaasi lõpptarbija hinnad olnud suhteliselt madalad ja seega ei ��
ole ka lõpptarbijatel olnud erilist stiimulit praegust turuolukorda muuta.

Elektriturg ei ole jaemüügi tasemel veel konkurentsile täielikult avatud ja seetõttu pole gaasi- ja ��
elektriturgusid valitsevatel ettevõtetel seni olnud võimalik teha kaht kütuseliiki hõlmavaid dual-
fuel pakkumisi. Mujal maailmas on see tekitanud gaasi- ja elektriturgusid valitsevate ettevõtete 
omavahelist konkurentsi.

Kuna jaekliendid on ühendatud kaugküttesüsteemiga, puudub neil võimalus gaasi tarnijat ��
valida. Lisaks võib kaugküttesüsteemidele seatud piirang ühe kütuseallika kasutamiseks 
soodustada gaasi asemel hoopis biomassi kasutamist.
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Praegu toodetakse Eestis elektrit gaasist vähe ja seega puudub välisinvestoritel motivatsioon ��
gaasiturule investeerida.

Aruanne käsitleb ülal toodud aspekte ning esitab mitu järeldust ja soovitust Eesti gaasituru 
väljaarendamiseks tulevikus.

gaasivarustuse varustuskindluse tagamine

Eestis gaasivarustuse varustuskindlust ohustavad tegurid on seotud:

üheainsa tarnija olemasoluga,��
füüsilise taristuga.��

 
Konsulteerides huvigruppide ja eriti Eesti valitsusega, nimetati ühe tarnija riski peamise põh-
jusena, miks gaasi tarbimise laiendamisele vastu seistakse. Väidetavalt on kogu Baltikumis 
probleemid sarnased. Jooniselt 1 on näha, kuidas kõik Läänemere-äärsed riigid sõltuvad 90–100% 
ulatuses Venemaalt tarnitud gaasist. Vene-Ukraina gaasivaidlus 2009. aasta jaanuaris näitas, et 
nende riikide mure varustuskindluse pärast pole olnud alusetu. 

Kuigi aruande eesmärk ei ole eraldi analüüsida maagaasi varustuskindlust, oleme korduvalt 
täheldanud probleeme, mis on seotud kriitiliste gaasisüsteemi osade, eriti Inčukalnsi hoidla 
suutlikkusega rahuldada, näiteks, külmast ilmast tulenevat kõrget tipunõudlust. Lisaks Venemaa 
varustusvõrkude võimalikele piirangutele laiemalt, on oht, et Inčukalnsi hoidla ei suuda piisavalt 
katta tipunõudlust Eestis, Lätis ja naabruses Loode-Venemaal. 

Pärast Vene-Ukraina gaasivaidlust esitas Euroopa Liit uue määruse (EL) 994/2010, mis võeti vastu 
2010. aasta oktoobris. Selle kohaselt peavad liikmesriigid andma maagaasi varustuskindlusele 
värske hinnangu ja võtma tarvitusele vajalikud meetmed, sealhulgas rakendama piiriülest koos-
tööd, kui see tundub parima lahendusena. Määruses kehtestatud varustuskindluse mõõtmise 
„N-1“ testi on Eesti EÜ esmasel hinnangul läbinud, samas ei suutnud seda testi läbida Soome ja 
Leedu. On ka analüütikuid, kes usuvad, et terve Läänemere piirkond ei vasta varustuskindluse 
nõuetele. Seega on Eesti võimudel piisavalt põhjust praeguse olukorra pärast muret tunda ja näha 
gaasituru liberaliseerimist ühe võimalusena olukorra parandamiseks.

Varustuskindlust saab suurendada mitmel viisil. Mitmed Euroopa riigid, sealhulgas näiteks Ungari 
ja Belgia, kasutavad selleks strateegiliste varude hoidmist. Mõned riigid on sätestanud tarnijatele 
kohustuse, mille järgi peab tarnijatel olema alati  gaasihoidlas teatud hulk gaasi, et katta kind-
laksmääratud osa nõudlusest. Üheks võimaluseks on ka ehitada väike veeldatud maagaasi (LNG) 
terminal.

Varustuskindluse olukorda võib parandada ka Balti riikide võrkude ulatuslikum ühendamine, aga 
sellest on kasu ainult siis, kui peetakse silmas ka üheainsa tarnija riski. See tähendab, et hoolimata 
sellest, et Eesti regulaatori hinnangul on varustuskindluse probleemi oluliseks lahenduseks 
Balticconnectori toruühenduse rajamine Soomega, osutub see efektiivseks ainult siis, kui samal 
ajal rajatakse ka taristu üheainsa  tarnija riski välistamiseks. Balticconnectori rajamine ei ole veel 
lõplikku heakskiitu saanud ja Eesti Gaasi hinnangu kohaselt hakatakse gaasitoru kõige varem 
ehitama 2013. aastal.
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Vabaturu üks peamisi eeliseid on varustuskindluse suurendamine tarnete mitmekesistamise 
kaudu ja me oleme seda Eesti gaasituru tulevaste arengute stsenaariume luues arvesse võtnud. 
Nagu juba eelpool välja toodud, saab varustuskindluse suurendamiseks võtta ette ka muid kui 
turu liberaliseerimisega seotud meetmeid, kuid sellised sammud ei pruugi vabaturu saavutamist 
lihtsustada ega ka selleni viia.

Joonis 1. Vene tarnijatest sõltuvad riigid (2010)

90–100% sõltuvus

70–90% sõltuvus

40–70% sõltuvus

1–40% sõltuvus

0% sõltuvus

Allikas: BP World Statistics 2010

Gaasituru liberaliseerimise eesmärk on luua klientidele hüvesid läbi efektiivsemate ja konkurent-
sivõimelisemate turustruktuuride ja protsesside. Liberaliseeritud turu tekkimise eelduseks on 
võrdsete „mängureeglitega“ turg, kus ühelgi turuosalisel ei ole teise ees olemuslikku konkurent-
sieelist.  Tavapärane moodus selle saavutamiseks on loomulikuks monopoliks olevad gaasi trans-
pordiga seotud tegevused eraldada gaasi tootmisest ja tarnest. Konkurentsile avatud turul sunnib 
konkurentsisurve nii tootjaid kui ka jaemüüjaid efektiivsust suurendama ja kulusid vähendama, et 
hind ja teenus oleksid konkurentsivõimelised.
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Lisaks sellele on konkurentsi tekkimiseks vajalik hulgiturule konkureerivate gaasitarnete tekkimine 
ning mitmete lõpptarbijaturul konkureerivate ettevõtete lisandumine. Turukonkurents paneb 
turuosalised käituma soovitud viisil:

gaasi tootjad pööravad tähelepanu uute leiukohtade arendamisele minimaalsete kuludega ning ��
kasutavad olemasolevaid leiukohti otstarbekamalt, näiteks, vähendades gaasi kadusid; 

gaasi jaeturule tarnijate ja transportijate eesmärgiks on vähendada tarne- ja transpordikulusid, ��
pidades läbirääkimisi uute lepingute sõlmimiseks ja kasutades gaasivõrke tulusamalt. 
Nad töötavad samuti välja uusi tooteid ja teenuseid, innustades tarbijaid valima parimate 
pakkumiste vahel;

kõik osapooled püüdlevad tegevuste tõhususe maksimeerimise poole, optimeerides oma äri ��
ülesehitust. 

Tarbijate kasu seisneb järgmises:

gaasihinnad on mõistlikud, põhinedes pakkumise ja nõudluse tasakaalule;��
klientidel on suurem valik; ��
teenuse kvaliteet on kõrgem; ��
varustuskindlus on suurem; ��
tarbijate kaitstus on parem;��
tarbijatel on ligipääs uuenduslikele toodetele, mis on kohandatud tarbijate konkreetsete ��
vajadustega.

 
EL liikmesriigid on aja jooksul võtnud oma õigusesse üle mitu gaasidirektiivi. Kolmas maagaasi-
direktiiv, mis hakkas kehtima 2011. aasta märtsis, asendas teise maagaasidirektiivi ja kehtestas 
ühised reeglid gaasi ülekandmiseks, jaotamiseks, tarnimiseks ja hoiustamiseks. Direktiivi järgi 
tuleb eraldada ülekandevõrk konkurentsile avatud tegevustest. Teisisõnu, ülekandevõrgu omanik, 
kes tegeleb siiani aktiivselt ka tootmise või tarnimisega, peab vähemalt õiguslikult ja funktsio-
naalselt eraldama ettevõtte selle osa, mille alla võrk kuulub ja allutama selle seejärel välisele 
kontrollile. 

Maagaasidirektiivid pole seni Eestit tema gaasituru isoleerituse ja ühestainsast tarnijast sõltumise 
tõttu eriti mõjutanud. Näiteks on Eestile, Lätile ja Soomele antud erand direktiivi nõudest tagada 
kolmandate isikute juurdepääs võrgule. Erand kehtib seni, kuni need riigid on ühendatud muude 
riikidega kui Läti, Leedu ja Soome. Leedu taolist erandit ei taotlenud ja peab seega täitma kol-
manda gaasidirektiivi nõudeid.

2011. aasta mais tutvustas Eesti valitsus huvigruppidele maagaasiseaduse eelnõu, milles sisaldub 
ka eesmärk viia aastaks 2015 läbi Eesti Gaasi omandiline eraldamine. Eeldatavasti võetakse seadus 
vastu 2011. aasta lõpus või 2012. aasta alguses. Seaduseelnõu seletuskirja järgi on eesmärk maa-
gaasi turg liberaliseerida suurema läbipaistvuse pakkumise ja konkurentsi suurendamise kaudu, 
lubades turule biogaasi ja luues õigusliku aluse LNG terminali ehitamiseks.
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gaasi hinnad vabaturul

Laialt levinud arusaama kohaselt saavad lõpptarbijad gaasituru liberaliseerimisest kasu siis, kui 
gaasi tarneallikate vahel on konkurents. Eesti gaasiturul on kõige tõenäolisemaks alternatiivse 
tarnekanali tekke võimaluseks LNG turuletulek.

Küsimus on selles, kas juurdepääs üleilmsele LNG turule toob Eesti gaasiturule piisavalt positiivset 
mõju, arvestades, et ka LNG hinnad on seotud naftatoodete hindadega. Kuigi alternatiivsete gaasi-
tarnete turulepääs suurendab selgelt varustuskindlust, tuleb arvestada ka  lisanduvate kuludega.

Rahvusvahelise LNG turu areng on viimastel aastatel avanud varem vaid sisemistest gaasiressurs-
sidest ja torusüsteemi kaudu tulevast impordist sõltunud Euroopa gaasituru rahvusvahelisemale 
turule. Euroopa konkureerib nüüd LNG osas nii USA kui  Aasiaga ning Euroopa gaasi vabaturgu 
varustatakse üheaegselt nii sisemiste ressurssidega kui ka torusüsteemi kaudu ja LNG-na tarnita-
vast importgaasist.

Euroopa gaasituru liberaliseerimise protsessi tulemusena on eriti Suurbritannias ja Hollandis 
pandud alus mitmele kauplemiskeskusele, mis määravad efektiivselt gaasi hetkehinna Euroopas. 
Joonis 2 näitab Hollandi gaasibörsil TTF kaubeldava gaasi hinna ajalugu võrreldes naftahindadega 
seotud Vene gaasi hindadega Waidhausis (Saksa ja Tšehhi piiril) ning Velke Kapuszanys (Slovakkia 
ja Ukraina piiril). Joonisel on selgelt näha, et liberaliseeritud turu börsihind reageerib märksa enam 
nõudluse/pakkumise muutumistele ning seetõttu on ka tema volatiilsus oluliselt suurem kui 
naftaga seotud hindadel. Jooniselt on samuti näha, et gaasibörsi hinnad ei ole alati madalamad kui 
naftaga seotud hinnad, kuigi nii mõnigi analüütik on seda eeldanud.

Joonis 2. Börsihinna ajalugu versus nafta suhtes indekseeritud lepinguhind (€/MWh)
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uue taristu võimalused

Varustuskindluse probleemide vähendamiseks, gaasinõudluse suurendamiseks ja konkurentsi 
soodustamiseks on mitu võimalikku arengusuunda. Samal ajal pole ükski neist eraldivõetuna 
piisav liberaliseeritud turu saavutamiseks.

LNG terminali võimalik ehitamine Paldiskisse või Muugale Eestis või mujale Balti riikides, mis ��
lubaks uutel tarneallikatel turule tulla.

Võimalik Balticconnector torujuhtme rajamine, et ühendada Eesti ja Soome gaasiturud.��

Uute kombineeritud tsükliga gaasiturbiinide (CCGT) arendamine Eestis, et asendada pärast ��
2020. aastat keskkonnanõuete tõttu töö lõpetavaid põlevkivijaamu.

Piirkondliku gaasituru arendamine, mis koondaks Eesti, Soome, Läti ja Leedu Baltimaade ��
energiaturgude ühendamise plaani (BEMIP) raames.

Eesti Gaasi ülekandetaristu eraldamine müügifunktsioonidest, et julgustada uute ettevõtete ��
turule tulekut, luues kõigile võrdsed tingimused.

Eesti ja teiste Balti riikide energiapoliitikas selge suuna võtmine laiemale maagaasi ��
kasutamisele.

Me oleme hinnanud uue gaasitaristu rajamise valikutega seotud kulusid ja võrrelnud neid nii 
taandatuna ühikhindadele kui ka kogu tarbimisele. Viimast meetodit kasutades võrdleb Tabel 
1 kohalikku lahendust (väikese võimsusega LNG terminali arendamine Eestis) piirkondliku 
lahendusega (keskmise suurusega LNG terminal ja riikidevaheliste ühenduste parendamine Balti 
riikides, sh. Balticconnector). Kolmas võrdluses esitatud variant hõlmab keskmise suurusega LNG 
terminali ehitamist ning ainult Eesti ja Läti vahelise ühenduse täiustamist. Analüüsist nähtub, et 
piirkondliku lähenemise eeliseks on madalaimad kulud tarbijale, kõige enam liberaliseeritum turg, 
võrrelduna kohaliku või ainult Eesti + Läti lahendusega.

Tabel  1. Kohaliku ja piirkondliku lähenemise majanduslik mõju

Lähenemine
Kogukulud, 

miljonit eurot

Gaasi lõpphinnale 
lisanduv maksumus 

20 aasta jooksul, 
€/1000 m³

Gaasi lõpphinnale 
lisanduv maksumus 

20 aasta jooksul, 
$/1000 m³

Lõpphinna kasv,
%

Kohalik 125 8,9 12,2 2,0%

Piirkondlik 972 4,7 6,4 1,1%

Eesti + Läti 412 8,2 11,2 1,9%

Allikas: Cedigaz, Euroopa Komisjon, Foster Wheeler, TGE gas, Pöyry

Märkus: tegelikud kulud tarbijatele võivad ülaltoodud tabelist erineda, kui operaatorid  
kasutavad madalamat tootlust kui eeldatud 10% ja pikemaid amortisatsiooniperioode.

Tuleb siiski arvestada, et uue taristu rajamise rahastamisel vajatakse tõenäoliselt ELi toetusi ja/
või finantseerimist, eriti Euroopa Investeerimispanga kaudu. Meie senised kogemused taoliste 
projektidega näitavad, et võimalike LNG terminali ja riikidevaheliste ühenduste erafinantseerimine 
ei ole piirkonnas eriti tõenäoline ilma EL-i rahaliste vahendite ja toeta.
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Eesti saaks arendada oma gaasiturgu, tehes otsuse minna põlevkivielektrilt üle puhtamale maa-
gaasist elektritootmisele. See otsus toetaks laiemalt kogu majandust ja annaks signaali maagaasi 
tarbimise tõusust, mis omakorda aitaks kaasa keskmise suurusega LNG terminali rajamise otsuse 
vastuvõtmisele.

veeldatud gaas versus torugaas

Isegi kui Eesti valitsus ja teised Balti riigid oleksid valmis rahastama eespool kirjeldatud taristut 
läbi maagaasi ülekandetariifide, tuleb uute gaasitarnijate turule pääsemiseks kindlaks teha, kas 
LNG suudab konkureerida tulevaste potentsiaalsete torugaasi hindadega.

Tabelis 2 on näitlikult kujutatud LNG terminali ehitamise järel omavahel konkureerima hakkavate 
Venemaalt pärit torugaasi ja LNG tõenäolised prognoositavad turuhinnad.  Oluline on märkida, et 
hinnad põhinevad Pöyry keskse stsenaariumi prognoosidel, mille aluseks on teatud kindlad eeldu-
sed. Tegelikud hinnad tõenäoliselt erinevad meie prognoosist. Teistsuguste eelduste kasutamine 
annaks erinevad prognoosid, kuid stsenaariumipõhisel lähenemisel saame teha samade eelduste 
põhise võrdluse ning saame indikaatori sellest, millised võivad olla maagaasi hinnad tulevikus.

Tabel  2. Maagaasi eri allikate näitlikud hinnaprognoosid, 2011-2020 (€/MWh)

Gaasi hind Eestis praegu  (80% naftapõhine) 21-24

Eeldatav gaasi hind uute Venemaa gaasiarenduste puhul 27-28

Gaasi hind keskmise suurusega LNG terminali puhul (tarnituna Eestisse) 26-29

Gaasi hind väikese LNG terminali puhul (tarnituna Eestisse) 29-32

Tabelis 2 esitletud LNG hinnad põhinevad  näitlikul Atlandi ookeani keskmisel LNG hinnakorvil, 
millesse on arvestatud sellised tarneallikad nagu Alžeeria, Nigeeria, Egiptus, Norra ning Trinidad ja 
Tobago. Samuti on hindades arvestatud nende tõenäolist seotust naftahinnaga ning lisanduvaid 
transpordikulusid LNG transportimiseks Baltikumi. Keskmise suurusega LNG terminali puhul 
eeldatakse standardsuurusega LNG tanklaeva kasutamist. Väikese LNG terminali puhul eeldatakse 
LNG saabumist Eestisse kahes etapis – kõigepealt saadetuna suurte tankeritega suurde LNG 
taasgaasistamise terminali (näiteks Zeebrügge Belgias või tulevikus Gate terminal Hollandis) ning 
seejärel seal ümberlaadituna väikestele LNG tanklaevadele ja tarnituna Eestisse.

Torugaasi hindade puhul on lähtutud uutest tarnetest Venemaa Jamali piirkonna maagaasi 
leiukohtadest, võttes arvesse Gazpromi lepingutes tavapäraselt rakendatavat indekseerimist 
naftahindade suhtes.

Lisaks määrasime naftaga hinnaga indekseeritud gaasi piirhinnad Eestis lähtuvalt praegu kehtivas 
Eesti ja Gazpromi vahelises lepingus sätestatud hinnavalemist ja meie tavapärastest naftahinna 
prognoosidest, millele on viidatud eespool.  

Tabel 2 näitab, et võrreldes erinevaid stsenaariume, oleksid keskmise suurusega terminali LNG 
hinnad ja uutest leiukohtadest pärit torugaasi hinnad Eestis pikas perspektiivis väga lähedased. 
Väikese LNG terminali gaasi hinnad oleksid seevastu mõnevõrra kallimad ja seega vähem konku-
rentsivõimelised, kuna lisanduksid täiendavad transpordikulud. Tabel näitab samuti, et praegu 
Eesti turul oleva maagaasi hinnad on madalamad tänu juba varem tehtud investeeringutele 
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tootmisesse ja gaasi lihtsamale kättesaadavusele, kui need on võrreldes lähitulevikus Venemaal 
uutest leiukohtadest kasutusele võetava maagaasi hindadega.

Gaasihinna konkurentsivõime hindamise osas tuleb ka märkida, et LNG kasumimarginaalid on 
suuremad kui torugaasil, mistõttu on võimalik selle hinda rohkem langetada. Seda eriti juhul, kui 
esineb tarnekonkurents ning on olemas piisav nõudlus gaasitarnete järele. Globaalne huvi LNG 
vastu võib tähendada ka seda, et Aasias makstavad ülikõrged gaasihinnad võivad kaasa tuua 
olukorra, kus märkimisväärne osa spot tarnetest ei ole ülalkirjeldatud hindadega Euroopa turul 
saadaval. Antud võimaluse mõju ulatus sõltub sellest, kuidas kasvab järgmisel kümnendil Hiina ja 
teiste Kaug-Ida riikide gaasinõudlus.

Kokkuvõttes võib öelda, et väikese LNG terminali jaoks oleks Vene torugaasi tarnetega konkureeri-
mine raske. Keskmise suurusega LNG terminalil oleks konkurentsipotentsiaali, eriti kui on piisavalt 
lisanduvat nõudlust või turumahtu, mis muudaks täiendava transpordikulu tasuvaks. Sellest 
hoolimata ei suuda LNG tõenäoliselt konkureerida, kui praegust Eesti ja Gazpromi vahelist lepingut 
pikendatakse 2015. aastal edasi praegu kehtivatel tingimustel.

eesti gaasituru arengustsenaariumid

Eesti gaasiturul on võimalikud mitmed arengud. Praegu pole ükski neist kindel ning seetõttu on 
võimalike tulevikuväljavaadete spekter üpris suur. Analüüsisime Eesti gaasituru kolme võimalikku 
stsenaariumi, mida on kirjeldatud allpool ja mis on kokku võetud Tabelis 3:

Eesti varustuskindluse tagamine��  – Eestisse ehitatakse väike LNG terminal, gaasiturg kasvab 
vähe, Balticconnectorit ei ehitata ning sõltuvus Vene gaasist jääb alles. Seadusega nähakse ette 
ülekandevarade eraldamine Eesti Gaasist.

Eesti üleminek gaasipõhisele elektrile��  – keskmise suurusega LNG terminali ehitamisel tekib 
energeetikas võimalus üle minna gaasile ning põlevkivijaamad asendatakse kombineeritud 
tsükliga gaasiturbiinidega (CCGT). Lisaks sellele viiakse sisse gaasi pakkumise programm („gas 
release programme“) ning nähakse seadusega ette ülekandevarade eraldamine Eesti Gaasist.

Regionaalne liberaliseerimine��  – luuakse piirkondlik Balti turg, kus on vähemalt üks keskmise 
suurusega LNG terminal, gaasinõudlus konkureerivate tarnijate jaoks on tänu piirkondliku 
nõudluse tekkele suurem, ülekandevarad eraldatakse Eesti Gaasist, ehitatakse Balticconnector 
ja teised riikidevahelised ühendused. Selle stsenaariumi korral eeldame ka kõigi Balti riikide 
gaasiturgude liberaliseerimist ning gaasi pakkumise programmide sisse viimist turgu 
valitsevate gaasiettevõtete poolt. Me ei eelda selle stsenaariumi puhul Eesti elektrienergiaturu 
üleminekut maagaasile.
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Tabel  3. Turuarengu stsenaariumide kokkuvõte

Stsenaarium

Varade 
omandiline 
eraldamine

LNG  
terminal

CCGT  
nõudluse kasv

Piirkondlik 
turg

Balticconnector 
ja muud 

riikidevahelised 
toruühendused

Eesti varustuskindluse 
tagamine  Väike   

Eesti üleminek gaasi-
põhisele elektrienergiale  Keskmine   

Regionaalne 
liberaliseerimine  Keskmine   

Kõigi stsenaariumide puhul oleme eeldanud, et leiab aset maagaasi ülekandevarade omandiline 
eraldamine, kuigi on selge, et see samm ei pruugi olla otstarbekas, kui teised gaasi kättesaadavust 
puudutavad meetmed, näiteks uus infrastruktuur ja suurem turg uute sisenejate ligitõmbamiseks 
ei rakendu.

Eesti varustuskindlust tagava stsenaariumi korral paraneb varustuskindlus tänu väikese LNG 
terminali ehitamisele, kuid kuna LNG hinnad on konkureerimiseks liiga kõrged, tuleb Eesti LNG 
tarbijatel see hinnavahe kinni maksta.

Eesti gaasipõhisele elektrienergiale ülemineku stsenaariumi korral muutub Eesti turu suurus, 
mistõttu muutub LNG terminal arendajatele atraktiivseks. LNG rahvusvahelised hinnad võivad 
suuta torugaasi tarnetega konkureerida ning märkimisväärne lisanõudlus võib teha võimalikuks 
lepingute sõlmimise LNG toomiseks Eestisse. Alternatiivne tarneahel kindlustaks ka selle, et 
hinnad ei oleks kunstlikult suuremad, kui nad peaksid olema. Tarbijatele tekkiv lisakulu ei oleks 
LNG terminali erasektoripoolse rahastamise korral kõrge, sest tasuvust toetab müük uutele CCGT-
dele. Varustuskindlus paraneb samuti, sest Eesti tarbijatel tekib juurdepääs veeldatud maagaasile 
ning Eesti saab majanduslikku kasu suuremast põlevkiviõli ja saastekvootide müügist.

Regionaalse liberaliseerimise stsenaarium kindlustab võimalikele uutele tarnijatele kõige suurema 
nõudluse, andes neile juurdepääsu kõigile Eesti ja teiste Balti riikide gaasiturgude tarbijatele. 
Vajaliku täiendava infrastruktuuri rajamise kulud on kõigi regionaalsete tarbijate jaoks väiksemad 
kui juhul, kui Eesti ehitaks oma väikese LNG terminali, samuti rakenduksid teised liberaliseerimise 
eelised (näiteks piirkondlik gaasibörs). Me mõistame siiski, et taolise piirkondliku lahenduse saa-
vutamisel on olulisi poliitilisi ja logistilisi takistusi ning et see variant võib olla reaalne kaugemas 
tulevikus. Sellest hoolimata oleks ELi toetuse saamine uue infrastruktuuri ehitamiseks Eesti ja 
teiste Balti riikide valitsuste koostöö korral tõenäolisem ning tooks kaasa ka kulude vähenemise 
kõigi tarbijate jaoks.
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järeldused ja soovitused

Aruandes on vaadeldud võimalikke stsenaariume Eesti ja Balti gaasiturgude edasisel 
liberaliseerimisel.

Gaasituru liberaliseerimisega kaasneb hulk probleeme, kuid kogemus on näidanud, et tasakaalus-
tatud, avatud ja konkurentsivõimelised turud pakuvad tarbijatele ilmseid eeliseid. Eesti valitsus on 
neid võimalikke eeliseid mõistnud ning algatanud gaasituru liberaliseerimise, näiteks, koostades 
selleks maagaasi seaduse eelnõu.

Efektiivse vabaturu saavutamiseks on vajalikud mitu eeldust. 

Tähtsaim on juurdepääs konkureerivatele gaasi tarneallikatele.��

Turu suurus on piisavalt atraktiivne uutele sisenejatele ja sisenemisega kaasnevate ��
käivituskulude katmiseks.

Mittediskrimineeriv juurdepääs toruühendustele ja muule infrastruktuurile , näiteks hoidlatele, ��
eeldab üldjuhul ülekande eraldamist varustamisest ning selgeid juurdepääsueeskirju.

Turgu valitseva ettevõtte reguleerimine nii, et see ei kuritarvitaks oma positsiooni näiteks ��
ristsubsideerimise või röövelliku hinnakujunduse teel.

Abinõude pakett turu avamiseks – nende hulka võib kuuluda nõue, et turgu valitsev ettevõte ��
peab müüma osa pikaajaliste lepingute raames ostetavast gaasist hulgiturul oksjoni teel.

Võttes arvesse Eesti gaasituru praegust sõltuvust Gazpromi poolt tarnitavast Vene gaasist, on 
konkureerivate gaasiallikate olemasolu kõige olulisem eeldus liberaliseerimiseks. Tuleb märkida, et 
ainult liberaliseerimise ja varustuskindluse perspektiivist vaadatuna ei ole sõltuvus Vene gaasist 
iseenesest tingimata probleem, kuigi ilmne põhjus muretsemiseks. Eesti gaasituru muudab 
keeruliseks ka gaasiga varustamine praegusel ajal üheainsa ettevõtte kaudu.  Kui Vene sõltuma-
tud gaasitootjad saaksid gaasi ise eksportida, looks see piisava tarnekonkurentsi edendamaks 
vabaturu teket Eestis. Kuigi Venemaal võib olla gaasi ülepakkumus, on väljavaated selleks, et seda 
ekspordiks keegi teine peale Gazpromi, minimaalsed. 

Igal juhul on mure maagaasi varustuskindluse pärast viinud selleni, et Eesti valitsuse senise polii-
tika eesmärk on olnud  pigem piirata gaasi rolli riiklikus energiakasutuses ja mitte tegeleda turu 
arendamisega.

Seetõttu on tugev seos turu liberaliseerimise soovi ja varustuskindluse suurendamise vahel, luues 
eeldused alternatiivsetarneahela kui peamise siduva teguri tekkeks. Selle saavutamiseks tuleb 
turu suurus muuta atraktiivseks kas elektrituru ümberkujundamise teel, minnes põlevkivilt üle 
gaasipõhisele elektritootmisele, või regionaalse turu loomise teel.

Väikese LNG terminali ehitamise ning ülekandevarade Eesti Gaasist eraldamise teel ei teki konku-
rentsivõimelist Eesti gaasiturgu ega tuleks turule uusi tarneallikaid, kuigi paraneks varustuskind-
lus, mille saavutamiseks vajaliku investeeringu katavad tarbijad läbi tariifi.
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Seetõttu on tegemist klassikalise kana ja muna dilemmaga, kus ühelt poolt ei saa turg ilma 
alternatiivsete tarneteta kasvada ning teiselt poolt on ilma turu kasvuta raske saavutada liberali-
seeritud keskkonda ja uusi tarneallikaid.

Leiame, et parim ja ühtlasi suurima kasuga viis Eesti ja Balti regiooni gaasiturgude jaoks selle 
dilemma lahendamiseks oleks Baltimaade gaasituru arendamine, keskendudes LNG tarnetele ning 
Eesti ja Soome vahelise ühenduse loomisele. Siiski mõistame, et see nõuaks ka kõige suuremaid 
kulutusi ning oluliste poliitiliste ja logistiliste probleemide lahendamist.

Sõltumata sellest, kas regionaalne lahendus teostub või mitte, võiksid Eesti ametkonnad viia ellu 
elektritootmise ülemineku gaasile – sellest piisaks keskmise suurusega LNG terminali ehitamiseks. 
See parandaks oluliselt varustuskindlust ning teeks seda soodsamalt kui väikese LNG terminali 
ehitamise korral, kuid ei pruugi kaasa tuua teisi liberaliseerimise kasusid, näiteks, arendades välja 
gaasiga kauplemise keskuse.

järgmised sammud

Eesti võimud peavad esmalt otsustama, kas Eestile on oluline lahendada kõigepealt oma varus-
tuskindluse probleemid või saavutada vabaturg. Kuigi esimest on võimalik saavutada ka teise 
eesmärgi raames, on olemas ka alternatiive, mis tagavad varustuskindluse, kuigi mitte arenenud 
turu.

Kuigi mõne huvirühma poolt on oodata vastuseisu, on meie arvates eri osapooltega peetud 
aruteludest selge, et soodsate tingimuste puhul on olemas potentsiaalne valmisolek investeerida 
alternatiivsesse infrastruktuuri, s.t. piiriülestesse gaasiühendustesse ja LNG terminali gaasi tar-
nimiseks alternatiivsetest allikatest. Seetõttu on esmatähtis kindlustada turule õigete signaalide 
andmine, et luua piisav impulss täiendavate tarneallikate kindlustamiseks ja turu laienemiseks. 
Sellisteks signaalideks on: 

Suurem nõudlus

Gaasi kasutamise edendamine, eelkõige elektritootmises, et parandada turu atraktiivsust uute ��
tarnijate ja sisenejate jaoks. Kõige tõhusam viis selle saavutamiseks on minna põlevkivielektri 
tootmiselt üle uutele kombineeritud tsükliga gaasiturbiinidele. See vähendaks ka Eesti CO2-
jalajälge.

Regionaalse lähenemisviisi väljatöötamine

Tõkete kõrvaldamine ja võimaluste edendamineBalti riikide edukaks integreerimiseks.��

Eelkõige tuleks edendada Balticconnectori projekti arendamist ning leida asukoht uuele ��
piirkondlikule LNG terminalile, kasutades selleks kokkulepitud kriteeriume.
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Gaasi tarnijate vahelise konkurentsi parandamine

koostada gaasi pakkumise programm, millega müüakse teatud protsent Eesti Gaasi ��
imporditavast gaasist hulgiturul kas oksjonil, fikseeritud hinnaga või rahvusvaheliste hindadega 
seotud tasemel (näiteks seos NBP või TTFiga).

Eraldamise strateegia

Soovitatav on ülekandevarade täielik omandiline eraldamine, kuid seda üksnes osana laiemast ��
liberaliseerimismeetmete paketist.

Riikliku gaasipoliitika väljatöötamine

Eesti gaasisektori arengukava väljatöötamine hõlmaks ülalnimetatud muutusi ja annaks selge ��
signaali muudatustele pühendumisest.

Kavas tuleks ette näha ka see, kas Eestisse ehitatakse varustuskindluse huvides väike LNG ��
terminal, mis ilma teiste muudatusteta (näiteks, turu nõudluse või mahu oluline suurendamine) 
tuleks katta kõikidel tarbijatel läbi tariifi. Laiaulatuslikuma liberaliseeritud turu saavutamise 
korral on oht, et väikest LNG terminali pole vaja, välja arvatud juhul, kui see on käsitletav 
lähteplatvormina suuremale regionaalsele terminalile.

Liberaliseerimise õnnestumiseks on vaja edasiminekut kõigis nimetatud valdkondades, sest vaid 
ühe komponendi saavutamine ei anna soovitud tulemusi. Eesti valitsusel pole vahetut kontrolli 
kõigi nende tegurite üle, kuid valdkondades, kus see on olemas, tuleb suhelda huvigruppidega, et 
saavutada ühine arusaam ja toetus muudatustele. Näiteks tuleks vältida õiguslikke vaidlusi, mis 
tekkisid Leedus seoses omandilise eraldamise seaduse vastuvõtmisega.

Samuti on eespool nimetatud meetmete puhul oluline, et kõik osapooled märkaksid võimalust, 
mis kaasneb Gazpromi gaasilepingu lõppemisega 2015. aastal. Liberaliseerimise tegevuskava ja 
programmi koostamine ja elluviimine, isegi kui kogu vajalik infrastruktuur ei saa selleks ajaks 
valmis, parandab positsiooni läbirääkimistel ja loob aluse Eesti gaasituru pikaajalisele edule.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Estonian gas market 

Pöyry has been commissioned by Elering to assess the potential for gas market 
liberalisation in Estonia.  This report presents the work that Pöyry has undertaken over a 
number of months since May 2011.  In the course of this work we have interviewed a 
large number of industry stakeholders in order that we are able to understand the views 
of market participants and to develop a practical approach to liberalisation in Estonia. 

The Estonian gas market is, by international standards, small in terms of its annual 
consumption and peak day gas requirements.  There is currently very little gas used in 
power generation in Estonia, although gas does have a reasonable share in CHP and 
district heating schemes. 

The Estonian gas transmission network is connected to Russia at Narva and Värska and 
to Latvia at Karksi. Even though connection at Narva has had periods out of operation 
due to its poor condition, and currently has limited availability, there is currently sufficient 
capacity in the transmission network to meet all annual and peak gas demands. 

The major player in the Estonian gas market is Eesti Gaas, which owns the transmission 
system assets, the majority of the distribution assets and is currently the sole wholesaler 
of gas.  It is owned by Gazprom (37%), E.On (33.66%), Fortum (17.7%), Itera (9.9%) and 
various smaller shareholders.  Eesti Gaas supplies gas to over 90% of the retail market.  
The sole importer of gas into Estonia is Gazprom.  Flexibility is also provided to the 
Estonian gas market via the Incukalns underground storage facility in Latvia, which is 
currently contracted solely to Gazprom. 

In order to progress towards a liberalised market, Estonian legislation has led to the 
establishment of a separate system operator, EG Võrguteenus, in January 2006, which is 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Eesti Gaas.  Since July 2007, the Estonian gas market has 
been open to competition, with all end users, in theory, being able to choose their gas 
supplier. 

Despite these efforts, however, little or no competition has developed in the gas market.  
We consider that this has been due to a number of reasons: 

 The overall size of the gas market is small and therefore not attractive to new 
entrants that would incur high start-up costs in relation to any possible benefits. 

 There is no alternative to Russian gas supplies and therefore no gas-on-gas 
competition at the wholesale level.  There is no surplus of gas available to the 
wholesale market to provide new entrants with competitive prices. 

 End user prices have been relatively low, in comparison to other EU countries, and 
therefore there has been little incentive for end users to question the status quo. 

 Competition in the electricity sector is not yet established at the retail level and this 
has meant that it is not possible for either the gas or electricity incumbents to offer 
dual fuel offers.  In other markets this has led to at least the gas and electricity 
incumbents competing with each other. 

 Retail customers have little choice of their gas supplier if they are tied into district 
heating schemes.  Furthermore, the limits that are imposed on the use of a single fuel 
source in district heating schemes may incentivise a move away from gas and into 
biomass. 
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 Currently, there is little gas fired power generation in Estonia, and a vibrant gas fired 
power sector is normally key to attracting new market entrants. 

This report addresses the issues detailed above and presents a number of conclusions 
and recommendations on the future development of the Estonian gas market. 

Gas security of supply concerns 

Within the Estonian context there are two main areas of concern relating to gas security 
of supply: 

1. Single supplier risk; and 

2. Physical infrastructure risk. 

As part of our discussion with stakeholders, and with the Estonian government in 
particular, the single supplier risk has been highlighted as the main reason for there being 
reluctance to expand the use of gas.  This is also quoted as being a similar concern 
across the region, and as can be seen in Figure 1, for legitimate reasons, as all the Baltic 
States are between 90-100% dependent on supplies from Russia.  Events such as the 
Russian-Ukraine dispute in January of 2009 provide grounds for these concerns.   

Whilst it is not the objective of this report to undertake a security of supply analysis we 
have noted concerns relating to whether some critical assets, including the storage facility 
at Incukalns, can meet very high demand as a result of cold weather.  Together with 
potential constraints in the wider Russia supply network, there are concerns that the 
Incukalns facility may not be able to support high levels of demand in Estonia, Latvia and 
neighbouring areas in NW Russia.  

Following the Russian-Ukraine dispute the EU has introduced a new Regulation, EU 
994/2010, which was adopted in October 2010.  This requires Member States to review 
security of supply and take any necessary action; including cross-border cooperation if 
that is seen as the most sensible solution.  The Regulation introduces a ‘N-1’ test for 
measuring security of supply, which according to the EC’s initial impact assessment, 
Estonia passes.  However, Finland and Lithuania did not.  Some commentators believe 
that the whole Baltic region fails against alternative security of supply measures and the 
EC’s final impact assessment may result in a different outcome form the initial results.  So 
the Estonian authorities are right to be concerned about the current position and consider 
liberalising the gas market as one of the options to improve the situation. 

However, improving security of supply can be achieved through different ways, including 
strategic storage, as used by various other countries in Europe (e.g. Hungary, Belgium).  
Some other countries put a public supplier obligation in place that requires suppliers to 
hold a certain amount of storage to cover a stated amount of demand.  The option of 
building a small scale LNG facility is another method that could be employed. 

Improving interconnection between the Baltic States may also improve the security of 
supply position, but only if the single supplier risk is also addressed.  So whilst the 
Estonian regulator has identified the Balticconnector interconnection with Finland as an 
important solution to this issue, this would only be effective if other developments remove 
the single supplier risk.  We note that the Balticconnector project has not yet received 
final approval and according to Eesti Gaas estimation, construction of the gas pipeline will 
not be started before 2013, at the earliest. 

Improving security of supply through diversity is one of the key benefits of a liberalised 
market and we have considered this when constructing the scenarios for the future 
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development of the Estonian gas market.  As already noted, measures, such as a small 
scale LNG terminal, can be taken to improve security of supply outside of delivering a 
liberalised market, although such steps may not facilitate or result in a liberalised market. 

Figure 1 – Countries reliant on Russian supplies (calendar year 2010) 

 

Source: BP World Statistics 2011 

Gas market liberalisation 
The process of gas market liberalisation is intended to generate benefits for consumers 
through efficient and competitive market structures and processes.  A pre-requisite for a 
liberalised market is a ‘level-playing field’ where no one market participant has an 
inherent competitive advantage over another.  In order to achieve this, it is common for 
the activities of gas transportation, which constitute a natural monopoly, to be separated 
from production and supply.  In a liberalised market, competitive pressures drive both 
producers and retailers to increase efficiency and reduce costs to be able to compete on 
price and service. 
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In addition to this, and in order for competition to develop, there need to be competing 
gas sources supplying the wholesale market and a number of companies that compete in 
the end user market.  A competitive market will drive desirable behaviour from the market 
participants. 

 Producers will look to develop new sources of supply at minimal cost and use 
existing sources more efficiently.  

 Transporters and their users, Shippers, will aim to reduce supply and transport costs 
by negotiating new contracts and by using the network more efficiently. 

 Suppliers to consumers will develop innovative products and services tailored to 
customer requirements to incentivise customer switching.   

 All will aim to maximise the efficiency of their operations by optimising their business 
structure.   

This should lead to benefits for consumers resulting in: 

 efficient gas prices linked to supply/demand fundamentals; 

 increased consumer choice;  

 higher quality of service;  

 improved security of supply;  

 better consumer protection; and 

 access to innovative products that are tailored to specific consumer needs. 

At the EU level, a number of Gas Directives have been published and transposed into 
Member State’s national legislation.  The third Gas Directive, which became effective in 
March 2011, superseded the second Gas Directive and established common rules for the 
transmission, distribution, supply and storage of gas.  The Directive mandates unbundling 
between network and competitive activities.  As a consequence, the owner of a network, 
which is still active in production or supply, will have to at least legally and functionally 
unbundle the part of the company which owns the network, which will then be subject to 
external regulation.   

Because of its isolated status and single source of supply, Estonia has been exempt from 
most of the major impacts of the gas directives.  Accordingly, Estonia, along with Latvia 
and Finland, are granted derogation from Third Party Access to networks until they are 
directly connected to other states other than Latvia, Lithuania and Finland.  Lithuania did 
not apply for derogation from the third Gas Directive and thus is expected to comply with 
its requirements. 

In May 2011 the Estonian Government issued a draft Natural Gas Law to stakeholders, 
which includes the aim of ownership unbundling of Eesti Gaas by 2015.  We understand 
that the expectation is for the draft law to be passed in late 2011 or early 2012, subject to 
satisfactory progress through Parliament.  According to a letter that accompanied the 
draft law it is intended to liberalise the market through greater transparency, increase 
competition by allowing biogas to enter the market and establish the legal basis for 
building a terminal for LNG. 
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Gas prices in liberalised gas markets 

It is widely accepted that in order for gas market liberalisation to deliver benefits to end 
consumers it will be necessary for competition in gas supply sources to be established.  
The most likely form of an alternative supply source to the Estonian gas market will be via 
the delivery of LNG into the market. 

However, critical to this is whether access to the global LNG market will bring benefits to 
the Estonian gas market as compared to the current situation, whereby gas prices are 
linked to oil products.  Whilst there are clear benefits to improving security of supply 
through introducing a second source of gas to a market, we also need to consider the 
potential impact on the price of gas. 

The development of the global LNG market in recent years has opened up the European 
gas market, once dependent on indigenous gas and imports through pipelines, to a more 
international market.  Europe now competes with the US and Asia for LNG supplies.  The 
liberalised gas markets of Europe are now supplied by a combination of indigenous 
supplies and imported gas via both pipelines and LNG. 

The process of gas market liberalisation in Europe, particularly in Great Britain and in the 
Netherlands, has resulted in a number of trading hubs being established that set the spot 
price for gas.  Figure 2 shows historical Dutch TTF hub prices alongside Russian oil-
indexed contracts at Waidhaus on the German-Czech border and at Velke Kapuszany on 
the Slovakian-Ukrainian border.  It clearly shows that the liberalised hub price has a 
greater degree of volatility than the oil-indexed prices, reflecting the supply/demand 
balance.  However, it also shows that it is not always the case that hub price are lower 
than the oil-indexed price, despite such an assumption by many commentators. 

Figure 2 – Historical hub price versus oil-indexed contract price (€/MWh) 

 
Source: Heren 
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New infrastructure options 

There are a number of possible developments that might help to mitigate security of 
supply concerns, increase gas demand and so encourage competition, although each by 
itself is not sufficient to result in a liberalised market: 

 The potential construction of a LNG terminal located in Estonia, either at Paldiski or 
at Muuga, or elsewhere in the Baltic region, which would introduce a new gas supply 
source to the market. 

 The potential construction of the Balticconnector pipeline to link the Estonian and 
Finnish gas markets. 

 The development of new CCGTs in Estonia to replace the oil shale plants that will be 
decommissioned from 2020 to meet environmental regulations. 

 The development of a regional gas market to include Estonia, Finland, Latvia and 
Lithuania under the Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan (BEMIP). 

 Ownership unbundling of the transmission asset and sales function of Eesti Gaas to 
create a level playing field that will encourage new entrants into the market. 

 A clear commitment to gas in the energy policies of the Estonian and other Baltic 
state’s governments. 

We have reviewed the costs associated with the new gas infrastructure options and 
compared them by both a levelised cost methodology and by a socialised levy on all 
consumption.  Using the latter methodology Table 1 show the results of a local solution 
for Estonia through the development of a small scale LNG terminal compared to a 
regional solution of a medium sized LNG terminal and improved interconnection between 
the Baltic countries, including the Balticconnector.  It also shows a more limited case of a 
medium sized LNG terminal and improved links only between Estonia and Latvia.  The 
analysis shows that the regional approach provides the least cost to consumers and has 
the benefit of facilitating a more liberalised market than the local or Estonia-Latvia 
solutions would achieve. 

Table 1 – Socialised economic impact of local and regional approach 

 
Source: Cedigaz, European Commission, Foster Wheeler, TGE gas, Pöyry analysis 
Note: Actual costs to consumers may vary from illustrations above if regulators use a lower rate of return than the assumed 
10% and longer depreciation periods. 

However, it should be noted that funding this new infrastructure will most likely require 
either EC grants and/or EU funding, especially via the EIB.  Our experience in such 
projects suggests that private financing will not be forthcoming for any of the potential 
LNG terminals and interconnectors across the region without such EU funds and support. 

Estonia could transform its gas market by making a commitment to switch from oil shale 
power generation to much cleaner gas fired CCGTs.  This would benefit the wider 
economy and signal higher gas demand potential, supporting the business case for the 
development of a medium scale LNG terminal. 

Approach Total costs, € mil
Additional cost for 

20 years, €/1000m3
Additional cost for 

20 years, $/1000m3
% increase over 
the current price

Local 125 8.9 12.2 2.0%
Regional 972 4.7 6.4 1.1%
Estonia + Latvia 412 8.2 11.2 1.9%
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LNG vs. pipeline 

Even if the Estonian government and other Baltic States are prepared to fund the above 
infrastructure through a levy on consumers, for new gas supplies to be attracted we must 
see if LNG can compete against potential pipeline prices in the future. 

In Table 2 we show various illustrative projections of likely market prices for both pipeline 
supplies from Russia and LNG supplies that could potentially compete if a LNG terminal 
was built.  It should be noted that these are based on our Pöyry’s Central scenario 
projections using an internally consistent set of assumptions.  The actual outturn of prices 
is likely to be different.  In addition, a different set of assumptions would produce a 
different set of projections but by using a scenario approach it does allow a comparison to 
be made based on the same set of assumptions and so provide an indicator of what 
future prices may be. 

Table 2 – Illustrative gas source price projections, 2011-2020 (€/MWh) 

 

LNG prices here are based an average of a basket of illustrative LNG costs in the Atlantic 
basin, including such supply sources as Algeria, Nigeria, Egypt, Norway, and Trinidad 
and Tobago and the likely oil indexation associated with such supplies and the additional 
transportation costs to bring it to the Baltics.  For the medium sized LNG project we 
assume a standard size LNG vessel is used.  For small scale LNG we believe it will be 
delivered to Estonia in two stages: firstly to a large LNG regasification (regas) terminal in 
a large LNG tanker, and then reloading this LNG onto a smaller tanker and delivering it to 
the small scale LNG terminal.  The Zeebrugge terminal in Belgium has such a facility and 
the GATE terminal in the Netherlands is considering investing in one. 

Pipeline gas prices are derived from new supplies delivered from the Yamal region of 
Russia taking into account the standard oil indexation used in Gazprom contracts. 

In addition, we have benchmarked the oil indexed gas price delivered using an estimate 
of the current Estonian gas contract price with Gazprom and our standard oil price 
projections used above.   

Table 2 shows that based on the scenario assumptions LNG and new pipeline gas prices 
to Estonia are very similar over the long-term.  Small scale LNG is expected to be more 
expensive and so to be less competitive with pipeline gas due to additional transportation 
costs involved.  It also shows that the gas price in Estonia based on current terms is 
lower compared to the projected price of gas from new fields, due to easier availability 
and existing infrastructure for the production of the gas from established fields. 

In considering how competitive the gas price could be it, is worth noting that LNG has 
higher margins compared to pipeline gas, so the LNG price can be reduced to a larger 
extent, especially when there is supply competition with sufficient demand to make LNG 
deliveries attractive.  However, the global nature of LNG also means that the very high 
prices being paid in Asia could result in a significant proportion of spot LNG cargos not 
being available to the European market at the prices identified above.  The extent of this 
will depend on how Chinese and other Far-Eastern gas demand grows in the next 
decade. 

Gas price in Estonia on current 
terms (80% oil indexed)

Projected price of new Russian 
pipeline gas developments

Medium size LNG price 
(delivered to  Estonia)

Small scale LNG price 
(delivered to Estonia)

21 - 24 27 - 28 26 - 29 29 - 32
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In summary, a small scale LNG facility would struggle to compete, on price, with Russian 
pipeline supplies.  A medium size facility has the potential to compete, especially if there 
is sufficient new demand or market size to make the extra delivery costs worthwhile.  That 
said, if the current Estonian Gazprom contract is renewed under the existing terms from 
2015, LNG is unlikely to be able to compete. 

Scenarios for development of the Estonian gas market 

There are a number of potential developments that are being considered for the Estonian 
gas market.  However, at the present time, none of these developments are certain and 
this introduces some scope for alternative futures.  We have considered three possible 
alternative scenarios for the future development of the Estonian gas market as follows 
and as summarised in Table 3 below: 

 Estonian supply security – where only a small scale LNG terminal is built in 
Estonia, there is little growth in the gas market, no Balticconnector is built and there 
remains a continued reliance on Russian gas.  Ownership unbundling of Eesti Gaas 
is enacted. 

 Estonian power switch – where a medium sized LNG terminal is built, there is a 
transformation of the gas market through the development of CCGTs as a 
displacement of oil shale in power generation.  In addition there is a gas release 
programme established and ownership unbundling of Eesti Gaas is enacted. 

 Regional liberalisation – where a regional Baltic market is developed alongside at 
least one medium sized LNG terminal, gas demand for competing suppliers is larger 
through access to all regional demand, there is ownership unbundling of Eesti Gaas 
and Balticconnector and other inter-state interconnectors are built.  Under this 
scenario we also anticipate the liberalisation of all Baltic gas markets and the 
establishment of gas release programmes by the incumbents.  We do not assume 
any transformation of the Estonian power market. 

Table 3 – Summary of market development scenarios 

Scenario Ownership 
unbundling 

LNG 
terminal 

CCGT 
demand 
growth 

Regional 
Market 

Balticconnector 
& other inter-
state pipes 

Estonian supply 
security 

 Small scale    

Estonian power 
switch 

 Medium 
size 

   

Regional 
Liberalisation 

 Medium 
size 

   

 

In all of the scenarios we have assumed that the recommended ownership unbundling 
happens, although it is recognised that this move may not be beneficial if other actions to 
address access to gas, such as new infrastructure and a larger market to attract new 
entrants, do not take place. 

Under the Estonian supply security scenario the security of supply position is improved 
through the building of a small scale LNG terminal but the prices are too high to be 
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competitive and so Estonian consumers end up having to pay for this through an 
additional levy. 

Under the Estonian power switch scenario the Estonian market size is transformed 
making the building of a LNG terminal attractive to developers.  LNG international prices 
could be competitive with pipeline supplies and the significant additional demand may 
allow contracts to be placed to bring LNG to Estonia.  This also ensures prices are not 
artificially higher than they should be.  The cost to the consumer should not be high with 
the LNG terminal financed privately, such financing being underpinned by sales to the 
new CCGTs.  Security of supply will also be enhanced as the Estonian consumer will 
have access to LNG and Estonia will have a positive economic outcome from selling its 
processed oil shale and carbon credits. 

The Regional Liberalisation scenario will deliver the widest demand to potential suppliers 
by providing them access to all consumers in Estonian and other Baltic gas markets.  The 
costs of providing the required additional infrastructure is lower for all the regional 
consumers than if Estonia builds its own small scale LNG terminal and other benefits 
from liberalisation will occur, such as a regional gas trading hub.  However, we recognise 
that there will be significant political and logistical barriers to the achievement of such a 
regional approach and that it may realistically be some way into the future.  That said, a 
commitment from the Estonian government and the other Baltic States is more likely to 
result in EU funding to support the new infrastructure; so reducing the costs for all 
consumers. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

This study has considered potential scenarios for the development of further liberalisation 
in the Estonian and Baltic gas markets. 

There are a number of issues associated with gas market liberalisation but experience 
has shown that on balance, open, competitive markets can deliver genuine benefits for 
consumers.  The Government of Estonia has recognized these potential benefits and has 
initiated moves to liberalise the gas market through, for example, the introduction of the 
draft Natural Gas Law. 

In order to achieve an effective liberalised market there are a number of key 
requirements:  

 First and foremost, access to competing sources of gas. 

 There is sufficient market size to attract new entrants and for them to recover their 
start-up costs. 

 Non-discriminatory access to pipelines and other key infrastructure such as storage – 
this typically requires the separation of activities between transmission and supply as 
well as clear access rules. 

 Regulation of the incumbent or dominant player to ensure it does not abuse its 
position through, for example, cross-subsidies or predatory activities in its pricing. 

 A set of processes to establish market opening – these could include requiring the 
incumbent to auction some of the gas it purchases under long term contracts on the 
wholesale market. 

Given the present reliance of the Estonian gas market on Russian gas supplied by 
Gazprom it is the first key requirement, competing sources of gas, that is most crucial.  It 
should be noted that from a liberalisation and security of supply perspective reliance on 
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Russian gas per se is not necessarily a problem, although an obvious reason for concern.  
The difficulty for the Estonian market is that at present there is a single company 
supplying its gas.  If independent Russian gas producers were allowed to export gas in 
their own right this could create sufficient competition in supply to precipitate a liberalised 
market in Estonia.  Whilst there may be surplus gas available in Russia the prospects of 
this being exported by parties other than Gazprom are presently very remote. 

In any event, concerns over security of supply are such that Estonian government policy 
to date has been aimed at restricting the role of gas in the national energy mix absent the 
achievement of a fully liberalised market. 

There is, therefore, a strong congruence between the desire for a liberalised market and 
increased security of supply with establishment of alternative sources of gas the key 
linking factor.  But for this to happen, the size of the market must be made attractive by 
either transforming the power market by switching from oil shale to gas-fired power 
generation or by delivering a regional market. 

Establishing a small scale LNG terminal and ownership unbundling of Eesti Gaas will not 
achieve a competitive Estonian gas market and attract new sources of gas, although the 
small scale LNG would improve the security of supply position, with consumers required 
to pay levy to cover the investment. 

Thus, we have a classic ‘chicken and egg’ dilemma whereby on the one hand the market 
cannot grow without alternative supplies and on the other hand a liberalised environment 
and attracting new supplies will be difficult to achieve without market growth. 

We consider that the best way around this dilemma, and one that delivers the greatest 
benefits to the gas markets in Estonia and the wider Baltic region would be through the 
development of a Baltic gas market with a LNG supply and an interconnection between 
Estonia and Finland.  However, we recognise that this approach will also have the 
greatest costs and will need to overcome some significant political and logistical 
challenges. 

Regardless of whether a regional solution is achievable the Estonian authorities could 
deliver the switch in power generation and this should be sufficient to attract a medium 
sized LNG terminal.  This would significantly improve the security of supply position at a 
cheaper cost than building a small scale local terminal but may not result in wider 
liberalised benefits, such as establishing a competitive gas trading hub. 

Next steps 

The Estonian authorities will first need to decide whether it is important to solve their 
security of supply concerns as a primary objective or to achieve a liberalised market.  
Whilst the former can be achieved by the latter there are alternative solutions that deliver 
security of supply but not a liberalised market. 

In our view, whilst there will be some resistance from some of the stakeholders, it is clear 
from discussions with various parties that there is a potential willingness to invest in 
alternative supply infrastructure , i.e. gas interconnectors and a LNG regasification 
terminal to bring gas from alternative sources, if the conditions are appropriate.  The 
priority is therefore to ensure that the appropriate signals are provided to the market in 
order to build momentum towards securing additional sources of supply and expanding 
the market size.  These signals should include:  
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Increasing demand 

 Encourage increased use of gas, especially in power generation, to increase the 
market attractiveness to new suppliers and new entrants.  The most efficient way of 
achieving this is to commit to converting oil shale generation to new CCGT gas fired 
plants.  This also has the additional benefits of lowering Estonia’s carbon footprint. 

Developing a regional approach 

 Commit to removing barriers and promoting options that allow the successful 
integration of the Baltic States. 

 In particular, assist in facilitating the development of the Balticconnector and 
resolving the location of a new regional LNG terminal using an agreed set of benefits 
criteria. 

Improving competition between gas suppliers 

 Mandate a gas release programme whereby a fixed percentage of gas imported by 
Eesti Gaas is either auctioned or sold at an agreed tariff or at a level to reflect 
international prices (say NBP or TTF linkage) on the wholesale market. 

Unbundling strategy 

 Full ownership unbundling is recommended but only as part of the wider package of 
liberalisation measures. 

National gas policy statement 

 Development of an Estonian Gas Sector Development Plan to encompass the above 
changes as a clear and open statement of the commitment to bring about change. 

 The plan should also consider whether, for security of supply benefits, a small scale 
LNG terminal should be built in Estonia, although without other changes, such as 
significant increases in demand or size of the market, this will have to paid for by a 
levy on all consumers.  If the wider liberalised market is achieved there is a risk that 
such a small scale LNG terminal would not be required, unless it forms the start point 
for the expanded regional facility. 

For liberalisation to be successful it will require progress to be made across all of these, 
as achievement of one, on its own, will not achieve the expected benefits.  The Estonian 
government does not have direct control over all of these factors, but where it does, it will 
need to engage with stakeholders to bring about a common understanding and 
acceptance of the changes being made.  For example, it should look to avoid the type of 
legal disputes happening in Lithuania in response to its new unbundling law. 

It will also be important, in delivering the above actions, that all parties recognise the 
window of opportunity that exists with the gas contracts with Gazprom coming to an end 
in 2015.  Establishing and delivering a liberalised agenda and plan, even if the required 
infrastructure has not all been completed before then, will improve the negotiating 
position and provide a framework for long-term success for the Estonian gas market. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Pöyry has been commissioned by Elering to assess the potential for gas market 
liberalisation in Estonia.  In the course of this work we have interviewed a large number of 
industry stakeholders in order to understand the views of market participants and to 
develop a practical approach to the planned liberalisation of the Estonian gas market. 

The Estonian gas market is, by international standards, small in terms of its annual 
consumption and peak day gas requirements.  There is currently very little gas used in 
power generation in Estonia, although gas does have a larger share in CHP and district 
heating schemes.  The Estonian gas transmission network is connected to Russia at 
Narva and Värska, and to Latvia at Karksi.  Even though connection at Narva has had 
periods out of operation due to its poor condition, and currently has limited availability, 
there is currently sufficient capacity in the transmission network to meet all annual and 
peak gas demands. 

The major player in the Estonian gas market is Eesti Gaas, which owns the transmission 
system assets, the majority of the distribution assets and is currently the sole wholesaler 
of gas.  Eesti Gaas is also the dominant supplier of gas and supplies gas to over 90% of 
the retail market.  The sole importer of gas into Estonia is Gazprom.  Flexibility is 
provided to the Estonian gas market via the Incukalns underground storage facility in 
Latvia, which is currently contracted solely to Gazprom. 

1.1 The gas market chain 

In order to understand the process of liberalisation it is necessary to understand the 
structure of the gas market and the roles carried out by its main participants.  Figure 3 
illustrates the gas market chain, showing how upstream activities such as exploration and 
production start the chain which then progresses downstream to distribution and supply. 

Figure 3 – The gas market chain 

 
 

The main gas market participants are summarised below: 

 Producers explore and drill for gas and send their gas production to market via 
onshore transmission pipelines or via offshore pipelines to entry terminals.  Some 
producers may liquefy their gas and transport it to market via liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) tankers.  Liquefaction is achieved through super cooling of methane gas to 
minus 162oC.  

 Transmission system operators (‘TSOs’) operate the high pressure transmission 
system, either their own or on behalf of the network owner.  The transmission system 
carries gas at high pressure from the point of production or system entry point (e.g. at 
a country’s border) to the system exit points, including large end users, 

Exploration Production Transmission Storage Shipping & 
Wholesale Distribution Supply

Midstream DownstreamUpstream
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interconnectors, storage facilities and offtake points to the lower pressure distribution 
systems.   

 Shippers buy gas from producers and/or traders at the system entry points or at a 
traded hub and use the gas transmission system and distribution network to transport 
the gas to the supply point.   

 Storage operators take gas into their storage facilities on behalf of shippers, when 
demand is low and/or prices are low.  They and release it, as instructed by the 
shippers, when demand and/or price is high.  There are generally three types of 
underground storage: depleted gas fields, salt cavities and aquifers.  LNG tanks can 
also work as storage, but are typically smaller in terms of capacity and so are 
normally used for assisting on peak demand days or for within day flexibility 
provision. 

 Distribution network operators offtake the gas from the high pressure transmission 
system and deliver it to the customers via low pressure pipelines.   

 Suppliers provide marketing and billing services and form the link between the 
shippers and the end users.  Suppliers to the domestic market usually have more 
stringent licence conditions than those supplying the industrial and commercial 
market.   

 End users are the customers who actually consume the gas.  They include everyone 
from homeowners to power stations.  The various consumer segments have different 
regulations applied to them.  Many suppliers will limit the number of market sectors 
they operate in order to reflect the required expertise and economies of scale needed 
for the service offerings.   

1.2 Structure of this report 

This report contains three main elements: 

 Background information on the Estonian market and the global context that may 
influence potential new supplies, split as follows: 
 in Section 2 an overview of the Estonian gas and electricity markets; and 
 in Section 3 an overview of the global and European gas market. 

 Consideration of the options for liberalisation, including the regional approach, and 
scenarios for achieving liberalisation:  
 Section 4 first summarises the background research into the liberalisation 

process, market design, regulatory structures and ownership unbundling that a 
liberalised market should employ before then considering potential options 
available within the Estonian sphere of direct influence; 

 in Section 5 we discuss regional opportunities, including the interconnection of 
Estonian gas market and a potential LNG terminal in Estonia; and 

 in Section 6 we review whether LNG could compete with pipeline supplies before 
considering the implementation scenario options, the timelines for various 
initiatives and some risks and commentary from interviews held with 
stakeholders before outlining the next steps and way forward to liberalise the 
Estonian gas market. 

 In the Annexes we provide some background analysis and assessment of the 
liberalisation process, which includes: 
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 Annex A – a description of the liberalisation process, with an appraisal of factors 
that may affect the implementation of liberalisation, changes that could increase 
the chances of a successful liberalisation; 

 Annex B – an outline of high-level market design issues, including network 
access, wholesale markets, and retail competition; and 

 Annex C – a discussion of the most appropriate regulatory structures to oversee 
a liberalised gas market, including regulatory tariff structures. 

In Annex D there is a glossary of industry specific terms and a table of the conversion 
rates used in the report. 

Annex E has some background on Pöyry, including its energy market reports and 
modelling capabilities. 

1.3 Conventions 

Unless otherwise attributed the source for all tables, figures and charts is Pöyry 
Management Consulting. 

All monetary values quoted in this report are in either GB pounds sterling or euros in real 
2010 prices, unless otherwise stated. 

Abbreviations are used within this document to aid reading.  The full text of the 
abbreviation is used where it is first encountered and thereafter we revert to using the 
abbreviation.   

The exceptions to this are physical and economic units which take their usual meaning, 
some of which are described below. 

 ‘mcm/d’ or ‘mcmd’ – millions of cubic metres per day; 

 ‘bcm’ – billions of cubic metres; 

 ‘bcm/a’ – billions of cubic metres per annum 

 €/MWh – euros per Mega-Watt hour; and 

 p/therm – pence per therm. 
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2. THE ESTONIAN ENERGY MARKET 
This section of the report provides background information on Estonia and the East Baltic 
and Estonian energy markets. 

2.1 Overview of Estonia 

Estonia is a democratic parliamentary republic with a population of 1.34 million.  Estonia 
is a member of the EU and adopted the Euro on 1 January 2011 becoming the 17th 
member of the Euro area.  Of the ex-Soviet Union countries Estonia has the highest GDP 
per capita, Estonia is listed as a high-income economy by the World Bank and is a high-
income OECD member. 

2.1.1 Economy 

Table 4 below presents a summary of the key indicators of the Estonian economy.  The 
figures highlight that the Estonian economy saw a return to growth of 3.1% in 2010 
following the economic downturn experienced in 2008 and 2009.  This return to growth 
led to an increase in GDP compared to 2009, however the 2010 level remains below the 
2007 level. 

Table 4 – Key indicators for the Estonian economy 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Population as of 1 
January (million) 1.36 1.35 1.35 1.36 1.35 1.34 1.34 1.34 

GDP at current prices 
(billion EUR) 8.7 9.7 11.2 13.4 15.8 16.1 13.9 14.5 

Real growth of GDP 
(%) 7.6 7.2 9.4 10.6 6.9 -5.1 -13.9 3.1 

GDP per capita at 
current prices (EUR) 6430 7178 8306 9966 11797 12014 10342 10821 

Unemployment rate 
(%) 10.0 9.7 7.9 5.9 4.7 5.5 13.8 16.9 

Source: Eurostat 

2.2 Overview of the East Baltic energy markets 

The following section presents a summary of the gas and electricity markets in the Baltic 
region.   

2.2.1 East Baltic gas markets 

Under the second energy directive1 which was in place until March 2011, the East Baltic 
countries (Estonia, Finland, Latvia and Lithuania) were covered by full derogations.  
However, with the implementation of the third energy directive, the EU set out explicit 
                                                           
 
1  2003/55/EC 
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derogations for Finland, Latvia, and Estonia, but not for Lithuania.  The derogations for 
Estonia, Finland, and Latvia will lapse once they are ‘directly connected to the 
interconnected system of any Member State other than Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and 
Finland’2. 

If the East Baltic countries continue to develop their markets in line with their own 
published priorities, they will be required to apply the provisions of the third energy 
directive during the next three to five years.  Further details on the energy directives are 
provided in Section A.4.2. 

2.2.1.1 Role of gas 

Total gas consumption by Estonia is the lowest amongst all Baltic States, see Figure 4.  
Latvian consumption is the second highest with 1.5bcm.  Lithuania consumes 2.7bcm of 
gas; about 40% of this amount is used for electricity generation.  Gas consumption in 
Lithuania has increased significantly since the beginning of 2009, due to 
decommissioning of the Ignalina nuclear power station.  Finland consumes most gas at 
around 4bcm, mainly for heat and electricity generation and for industrial use. 

Figure 4 – Total gas consumption by source in 2009 

 
Source: IEA, Latvian, Lithuanian statistics 

2.2.1.2 Supply of gas 

All four East Baltic countries are entirely dependent on gas imports from Gazprom.  This 
is a result of the historic development of the gas market within the region such that the 
current infrastructure does not allow gas purchases from elsewhere to be delivered 

                                                           
 
2  Article 49(1) of Gas Directive 2009/73/EC 
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physically into the markets.  The result is a continued dependence on physical gas 
supplies and commercial terms from Russia.   

The development of the gas markets has resulted in a single incumbent operator within 
each of the countries.  These are: 

 Lietuvos Dujos in Lithuania; 

 Latvijas Gaze in Latvia; 

 Eesti Gaas in Estonia; and 

 Gasum in Finland. 

Gazprom supplies the gas to all four countries and is, in addition, the major shareholder 
(partnered with E.ON) in three of the four national gas companies; the exception being 
Gasum.  Gas is supplied under long-term contracts, which in the case of Estonia are due 
to expire in 2015.  Despite being dependent on one source for their gas the end-user gas 
prices for Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania are all lower than the EU average, which is shown 
in Figure 5.  Note that the gas prices for households include any taxes charged by the 
Member States, which in particular explains the very high number for Denmark. 

Figure 5 – End-user, household gas prices in various EU countries, April 2011 

 
Note: Prices relate to domestic natural gas consumption under 15MWh/a; prices for Finland relate to consumption under 
12.5MWh/a; prices include all applicable taxes 
Source: Europe’s Energy portal, Statistics Finland 

2.2.2 East Baltic electricity markets 

The East Baltic electricity market is relatively small with approximately 3 million 
customers.  Consumption in the region is approximately 27TWh/a with a peak demand of 
around 5GW.  Figure 6 shows that Finland generates far more electricity than Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania, around 80TWh/a.  In 2010 Latvia and Lithuania generated similar 
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amounts of electricity, 6.6TWh and 5.7TWh respectively, whereas Estonia generated 
13TWh. 

Transmission capacity between countries within the region is limited; with a single 
interconnector connecting Estonia to Finland thus giving access to the Nord Pool spot 
electricity market.  However, transmission interconnection with Russia is well developed 
as a result of the development of the North-West Russian grid during the Soviet Union 
era.  There is concern across the region that it is over-dependent on Russia; and 
although there have been no serious supply incidents (unlike recent incidents in the gas 
market) there is a political desire within the region to reduce this dependency. 

Different sources of electricity generation are represented disproportionately in different 
states.  For example, most of electricity generated in Estonia is from solid fuels, in 
particular oil shale.  Latvia has a more balanced pattern of generating electricity from gas 
and hydro power.  Lithuania generated its electricity mainly from nuclear fuel.  In 2009 
Ignalina nuclear power station in Lithuania was decommissioned and its capacity was 
substituted by gas fired power plants, which has changed the percentage ratios in favour 
of natural gas.  Finland generates similar amounts of electricity from gas, nuclear, solid 
fuels, petroleum derivatives and biomass, see Figure 7.  

Figure 6 – Power generation in Baltic States by source in 2010 

 
Source: IEA, LitGrid, Latvian Ministry of Economics 
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Figure 7 – Power generation in Baltic States by source in % in 2010 

 
Source: IEA, LitGrid, Latvian Ministry of Economics 

2.3 Estonian energy markets 

The Estonian Competition Authority (CA) is responsible for energy regulation in Estonia.  
The responsibilities of the CA include the approval of prices for electricity and gas 
network services, approval of district heat prices, approval of marginal prices of gas sold 
to household customers by the market, and monitoring both the adequacy of prices for 
the balance energy sold by the transmission system operator (TSO) and the conditions of 
balance contract. 

As mentioned previously, Estonia has an exemption from the ownership unbundling 
requirements of the third energy package until the gas system becomes interconnected 
with another non-Baltic EU member.  In addition, Estonia has also negotiated a transition 
period for full electricity market opening.  This will take place in two stages; the first stage 
was recently completed in 2010 and involved opening the market for all large customers 
(35% of the market), whilst full market opening is required by 2013. 

2.3.1 Future trends in the Estonian market 

The Estonian government has set out its views on how Estonian energy use will develop 
until 2020 as part of the modelling for the National Renewable Energy Action Plan.  
Targets are set out in the context of meeting the EU target of 25% of energy consumption 
to be supplied from renewable energy by 2020: 

 Final energy consumption will increase by 13.4% compared to the average final 
energy consumption from 2005 to 2008. 

 Electricity consumption will increase by 30% compared to the average of 2005 to 
2008 (not including the energy sector). 
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 Heat consumption will decrease by 8% compared to the average of 2005 to 2008 (not 
including the energy sector). 

 Consumption of fuels will increase by 18% compared to the average of 2005 to 2008 
– the consumption of motor fuels will increase by 18% (not including the energy 
sector). 

 In the industrial sector and agriculture, energy consumption will increase by 27%; in 
transport it will increase by 15%; and in the business and public service sectors and 
households it will increase by 6% compared to the average from 2005 to 2008. 

 Energy consumption in the energy sector will decrease by 3%. 

2.4 Estonian gas market 

The Estonian gas network has two interconnections with Russia (at Narva and Värska) 
and one interconnection with Latvia (at Karksi).  Of these connections only the Värska 
and Karksi connections are operational; the Narva connection being typically closed due 
to congestion in the Russian side network.  In total the three pipes represent a technical 
daily flow capacity of 11.5mcm/d. 

Gazprom has significant influence over the gas market; being the sole importer of gas 
and a major shareholder in both the gas transmission system owner and operator (AS EG 
Võrguteenus) and the largest supplier of gas in the Estonian market (AS Eesti Gaas).  In 
the distribution market Eesti Gaas has a market share of about 92% which is equivalent 
to approximately 42,000 customers.  The remaining distribution operators share 76mcm/a 
in total gas sales and have fewer than 1000 customers.   

2.4.1 Overview of the Estonian wholesale and retail gas market 

From July 2007 the Estonian gas market has been fully opened to competition.  However, 
due to the dominance of Gazprom-owned Eesti Gaas in the Estonian market, and the 
wider dominance of Gazprom (all the gas sold in Estonia is bought from Gazprom and 
imported by Eesti Gaas) there is currently no competition in the wholesale market.   

In 2009 natural gas consumption in Estonia totalled 655mcm; of which almost half was 
used in district heating based applications (310mcm).  The remainder was divided 
between space heating (by domestic and commercial customers (163mcm) and industrial 
process needs (155mcm).  Only 25.4mcm was used for electricity generation, see Figure 
8 and Table 5.  

Table 5 – Key gas statistics for Estonia 

 

Source: Estonian Electricity and Gas Market Report 2009, Estonian Competition Authority 

Year

Proportion 
of market 
open to 

competition 
(%)

Consumption 
(mcm/year)

Number of 
retail 

companies 
with >=5% 

market share

Number of 
customers 

who switched 
supplier

Ownership 
unbundled 

TSOs

Net load 
flows 

(imports – 
exports, 
GWh)

2009 100 655 1 1539 0 6.1
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Figure 8 – Natural gas consumption in Estonia in 2009 (mcm/a) 

 
Source: Estonian Electricity and Gas Market Report 2009, Estonian Competition Authority 

2.4.2 Pricing 

Prices in the wholesale market are negotiated, and are not subject to approval by the 
regulator.  Eesti Gaas controls 92% of the retail market directly and the remaining 8% 
indirectly through being the sole supplier to the gas resellers.  Because of this market 
dominance, prices in the retail sector are regulated by the Competition Authority.  The 
retail price formula for Eesti Gaas is calculated by using a gas import price (the import 
price being linked to both heavy and light fuel oil prices for the preceding 6 months) plus a 
sales margin which is approved by the regulator.   

Table 6 overleaf presents a selection of key statistics for the retail gas market in Estonia.  
The table shows that gas consumption had been fairly constant over the last 5 years until 
2009, which saw a 15% reduction.  This fall in consumption coincided with an increase in 
the number of customers switching gas supplier. 

2.4.3 Gas network capacity 

Figure 9 shows a map of the Estonian gas network.  Gas to Estonia is supplied from two 
sources: via Narva and Värska from Russia and via Karksi from Latvia.  Russia meets 
most of the Estonian gas demand in the summertime, whereas winter demand is met by 
the gas from Latvian underground storage facility, located in Incukalns. 

The gas network in Estonia seems to be in a position to cope with future increases in 
demand.  Currently annual demand and peak day demand are well below system 
capacity, which means that there are no capacity constraints.  According to the annual 
Estonian electricity and gas market report from 2009, the total transmission capacity is 
approximately 11mcm/d while peak demand in 2009 was approximately 4.4mcm/d and is 
projected to grow to about 5.5mcm/d by 2016 according to the transmission operator 
Võrguteenus.   
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Figure 9 – Map of Estonian gas network 

 
Source: IEA 

Table 6 – Retail market statistics for Estonia 

 

 Source: Estonian Electricity and Gas Market Report 2009, Estonian Competition Authority 

Generation Large 
industry

Medium 
industry

Small 
business 

and 
households

2004 749 1 100 100 100 98 0
2005 774 1 100 100 100 97 0
2006 794 1 100 100 100 97 0
2007 796 1 100 100 100 93 28
2008 748 1 100 100 100 91 1109
2009 635 1 100 100 100 92 1539

Consumption 
(mcm)

Number of 
companies 
with market 
share >5%

Market share of 3 largest gas suppliers (%)

Customers 
switching 
suppliers

Gas from Russia 

Gas from Latvia 
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2.5 Gas security of supply 

Within the Estonian context there are two main areas of concern relating to gas security 
of supply: 

1. Single supplier risk; and 

2. Physical infrastructure risk. 

The single supplier risk was highlighted to Pöyry by the Competition Authority and other 
Estonian government bodies, who believe that the majority of gas coming from a single 
source (i.e. Russia) represents a significant security of supply risk, as the single supplier 
is free to impose prices on Estonia and take decisions without the consent of key 
stakeholders.  It also is also felt that the single supplier does not have the appropriate 
incentive to develop sufficient supplies to ensure that there is no interruption of supplies 
to Estonia when compared to its other supply obligations to Europe.  In discussions with 
these stakeholders it is clear to Pöyry that this concern is a major factor in driving their 
considerations for the future role of gas in the energy supply mix and this concern is 
shared by all of the Baltic countries. 

Estonia is not the only country to be dependent on Russian gas, as can be seen in Figure 
10.  The rest of the Baltic region and much of South-East Europe have a greater than 
90% dependency followed by Eastern Europe at over 70% dependency.  This 
dependency was highlight for real in the 2009 dispute between Russia and Ukraine, 
which is reviewed in more detail in Section 2.5.2 below. 

The physical infrastructure risk comes from concerns that various critical assets cannot 
match peak demand in a very cold winter.  Whilst it is not the purpose of this study to 
analyse security of supply we have noted concerns associated with potential interruptions 
from the Latvian storage facility at Incukalns in winter time, which could result in no 
additional gas being available from Russia because of constraints within the wider 
Russian supply network and/or its own reliance on Incukalns to match demand in the 
neighbouring parts of Russia.  There are also concerns that Incukalns is a bottleneck.  
According to numbers provided by Elering, the maximum output capacity at Incukalns is 
24mcm/d and the three countries directly dependant on it have peak consumptions of 
11mcm/d in NW Russia, 11mcm/d in Latvia and 6mcm/d in Estonia.  If peak demands 
coincided in these countries then there would be a 4mcm/d shortfall.  However, it should 
be noted that no such shortfall has occurred to date, although it may have been close on 
some occasions. 

2.5.1 Options to improve security of supply 

Improving security of supply can be achieved through different ways, including strategic 
storage as used by various other countries in Europe (e.g. Hungary, Belgium).  Some 
other countries put a public supplier obligation in place that requires suppliers to hold a 
certain amount of storage to cover a stated amount of demand.  Small scale LNG could 
be another option to improve security of supply and we discuss this further in Section 4.3. 

Improving interconnection between the Baltic States may also improve the security of 
supply position but only if the single supplier risk is also addressed.  So whilst the 
Estonian regulator has identified the Balticconnector interconnection with Finland as an 
important part of the solution to this issue, this would only be effective if other 
developments remove the single supplier risk.  We note that the Balticconnector project 
has not yet received final approval and according to Eesti Gaas estimation, construction 
of the gas pipeline will not be started before 2013, at the earliest. 
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As shown in Annex A.2.4, improving security of supply through diversity is one of the 
benefits of a liberalised market and we will address this again when we develop our 
scenarios available to Estonia for moving forward in Section 6.3.  In the meantime, we 
understand that Estonia has put in place demand side measures in case of a gas supply 
deficit that would see electricity generation in Tallinn and Narva switch to alternative fuels. 

Figure 10 – Countries reliant on Russian supplies (calendar year 2010) 

 

Source: BP World Statistics 2011 
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2.5.2 Russian-Ukrainian 2009 dispute  

Much of the concern over secure gas supplies stems from the dispute in January 2009 
between Russia and the Ukraine.  Following an escalation caused by Ukrainian 
disagreements on the gas prices being charged by Russia and the transit fees relating to 
exports into Europe, Gazprom first restricted and then completely cut-off all gas supplies 
into and through Ukraine.  The dispute lasted for 20 days and resulted in shortages of gas 
in many countries in Southern and Eastern Europe, see Figure 11. 

As a result, Germany, France and Italy were all called upon to access gas from storage 
and many pipelines around Europe changed their normal direction of flow from east-to-
west, to, west-to-east.  Figure 12 shows the increase in withdrawals from German, 
French, Italian and GB storage facilities in January 2009 as compared to the same period 
in 2008.  The gas demand in each state was similar in both the month of January 2008 
and January 2009, so the huge increase in withdrawals from storage was clearly the 
result from the disruption of Russian gas flows.  

Figure 11 – Countries affected by Ukrainian-Russia dispute January 2009 

 
Source: BBC 
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Figure 12 – Withdrawals from storage during January 2008 and 2009 

 
Source: Eurostats 

2.5.3 Economic impact of unserved energy 

When a situation such as the Russian-Ukrainian dispute results in gas supplies being 
disrupted there will be an economic impact felt by the countries and their consumers.  It is 
not within the scope of this study to estimate any potential economic impact of unserved 
energy in Estonia, however we outline here a description of a standard methodology that 
Pöyry and others have used when analysing such an impact.  

The methodology involves an estimation of the loss of Gross Value Added3 (GVA), which 
can be used as a proxy for the effect of unserved energy – i.e. the economic impact of a 
loss of load.  The main features of this approach are that: 

 interruptions are assumed to follow a ranking of industries by GVA/mcm (adjusted so 
that energy intensive industries are interrupted first); and 

 indirect or knock-on effects on upstream and downstream industries are also 
included.   

The analysis assumes a simple, proportionate relationship between gas use in a sector 
and its GVA potential, with similar relationships across the supply chain.  In general, 
these estimates are likely to represent an upper bound on the GVA impact as they do not 
account for the impact of stocks or flexibility in delivery profile that may mitigate some of 
these effects.  The analysis does not account for the consequential reduction of electricity 
demand and therefore gas-fired generation.  However, the GVA analysis does give an 

                                                           
 
3  ONS definition: GVA (value of goods and services less the value of the products used to 

make them) + taxes on products – subsidies on products = Gross Domestic Product.  GVA 
is therefore a measure of the commercial value added to the whole economy. 
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indication of the orders of magnitude involved when there is an involuntary curtailment of 
supplies.  Finally, the GVA figures are converted into a value of lost load (VOLL) to 
facilitate comparison with historical gas prices. 

2.5.4 EU Regulation on security of gas supply 

Another factor to consider is the new EU Regulation on gas security of supply, which all 
EU Member States have to adopt.  The EU Parliament and Council of Ministers passed 
the Regulation in October 20104, in an attempt to correct certain inadequacies in the 
previous directive5, in particular the lack of coordination between Member States which 
was evident in the January 2009 Russian-Ukrainian gas crisis. 

The Regulation repeals Directive 2004/67/EC and establishes provisions aimed at 
safeguarding security of supply, establishing a principle of solidarity at EU level when 
considering emergency planning and clarifying the roles that Member States, authorities 
and the Commission will perform. 

The EC believes the new Regulation will improve the framework for investment in new 
cross-border interconnections, new import corridors, reverse flow capacities and storage 
facilities. 

The Regulation requires each Member State to appoint a Competent Authority that will be 
responsible for: 

 establishment of Preventative Action Plans; 

 establishment of the Emergency Plan; 

 regular monitoring of security of gas supply at national level; and 

 updating the plans outlined above at least every two years. 

The Regulation requires the Competent Authority to ensure by 3 December 2014 that in 
the event of a disruption of the largest gas supply infrastructure, the remaining 
infrastructure (N-1) has the capacity to deliver: 

 the volume of gas necessary to meet total demand for a single day of exceptionally 
high demand (calculated as statistically occurring every twenty years);and 

 normal functioning of services to domestic households for a period of 30 days under 
average winter conditions.   

The Competent Authority should also ensure that demand from domestic households can 
be satisfied during a period of exceptionally high gas demand (calculated as the coldest 
period statistically occurring every twenty years) when all infrastructure is available. 

The Regulation lays down the criteria under which an emergency will be declared and 
also outlines the procedures that will need to be followed in an emergency situation.  In 
an emergency, the Commission will be responsible for coordinating the actions of the 
Competent Authorities and market based instruments should be given priority to mitigate 
the effects of any supply disruption. 

The Regulation recommends that joint emergency plans at regional level should be 
established where possible and necessary.  To strengthen the solidarity between Member 

                                                           
 
4   Regulation EU 994/2010 
5  2004/67/EC 
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States in the case of a Community Emergency and in particular to support Member 
States which are exposed to less favourable geographical or geological conditions, 
Member States should devise specific measures to exercise solidarity, including 
measures such as commercial agreements between natural gas undertakings, 
compensation mechanisms, increased gas exports or increased releases from storage.  
Solidarity measures may be particularly appropriate between Member States for which 
the Commission recommends the establishment of joint preventative action plans or 
emergency plans at regional level.  The actions of any Competent Authority during an 
emergency must not endanger the security of supply of any other Member State. 

The Gas Coordination Group, which was established by Directive 2004/67/EC, will 
continue to assist the Commission on issues related to the security of gas supply. 

2.5.5 Estonian ‘N-1’ impact assessment  

According to the EC communication COM(2010) 677/4, five countries do not currently 
meet the ‘N-1’ criterion (Bulgaria, Slovenia, Lithuania, Ireland and  Finland), with the initial 
impact assessment having taken into account the projects underway under the European  
Energy Programme for Recovery but excluding demand side measures 6.  However, we 
have been advised that the final impact assessment is currently being undertaken by the 
EC and Member States and this may result in a different outcome to the initial 
assessment. 

Some alternative research from the Electricity Policy Research Group of the University of 
Cambridge7 suggests that an alternative indicator should be used based on a security 
range in an N-1 situation as a percentage of peak day demand.  When this is assumed to 
be loss of Russian supplies under this measure all four Baltic States are below the 
threshold of 100%, with Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania well below.  That said it is not clear 
what assumptions have been made on how much fuel switching has been assumed or 
how much supply can be provided from the Latvian gas storage facility at Incukalns.  The 
implication is that the whole region needs to develop a solution to improve its supply 
position in relation to dependence on Russia gas, and this option is discussed in more 
detail later in Section 5. 

So regardless of which security of supply measure is used Estonia authorities are right to 
be concerned and to consider options to improve the position. 

2.6 Estonian electricity market 

The Estonian electricity market is also comparatively small within the EU Member States.  
In 2009 the peak load was 1535MW and in 2010 it was 1587MW, with annual generation 
in 2009 of 7.9TWh and in 2010 11.3TWh.  Domestic consumption was 7.1TWh in 2009 
and 8TWh in 2010.  The demand in Estonia has increased over time; between 1999 and 
2008 there was annual growth of around 4.5% in electricity consumption.  However, the 
economic downturn in 2009 led to a 4.7% decrease in consumption of electricity, falling to 
2006 levels.  In 2010 new capacity was added to the system and this reversed the recent 
trend in rising imports (see Table 7 below). 

The Estonian electricity market is dominated by indigenous oil shale; Table 8 below 
shows that in 2008 it accounted for 94% of total generation.  This means that Estonia has 
                                                           
 
6   www.energy.eu/directives/com-2010-0677_en.pdf 
7  www.eprg.group.cam.ac.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2010/11/PN_Tallinn_BalticGasSecurity_EVI_Secure.pdf 
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the lowest gas consumption for electricity generation amongst all Baltic States due to a 
large proportion of other fuels used.  Therefore, there is a potential of replacing other 
fuels with gas, as a cleaner burning fuel, for electricity and heat generation.  This is 
discussed as an option in more detail in Section 4.4. 

Table 7 – Overview of the electricity wholesale market 

  

Note: *€46.3 /MWh was 9-month-average market price in 2010; however, only 35% of the market is open to competition. 
Source: Estonian Electricity and Gas Market Report 2009, Estonian Competition Authority 

Table 8 – Fuels used for electricity generation 2008 

  

Source: Estonian Electricity and Gas Market Report 2009, Estonian Competition Authority 

Since this data was released, three new wood and peat CHP units have opened in 
Tallinn, Tartu and Pärnu with 24-25MW electrical capacity.  In addition, a 39MW wind 
farm in Aulepa (western part of Estonia), the largest wind farm in the Baltic region, has 
been commissioned. 

The continued use of oil shale for electricity generation has a considerable impact on CO2 
emissions and consequently meeting carbon reduction commitments.  This is because 
production of 1MWh of electricity generated from oil shale produces approximately 1tCO2 
emissions compared with 0.36tCO2 from generation using natural gas.  The dependence 
on oil shale will also affect the price of electricity in Estonia.   

The development of oil shale reserves is supported by the Estonian government.  The 
support is in the form of a strategic objective to guarantee the energy independence of 
Estonia.  Conversely, the government is also looking at ways to reduce the annual use of 
oil shale to 15 million tons a year by 2015; current Estonian oil shale consumption was 
around 18 million tons in 2010.  This involves increasing the efficiency in the use of oil 
shale to ensure sustainable energy supply and consumption in Estonia. 

Year
Consumption 

(GWh)
Import 
(GWh)

Export 
(GWh)

Peak load 
(MW)

Installed 
capacity 

(MW)

Average 
price 

(€/MWh)
2004 7440 347 2141 1318 2675 -
2005 7510 345 1953 1331 2433 26.2
2006 7978 251 1001 1555 2059 26.2
2007 8534 345 2765 1537 2052 26.2
2008 8557 1369 2310 1637 1960 28.5
2009 7977 3025 2943 1513 1888 31.7
2010 8010 1338 4663 1587 2474 46.3*

Generation type Percentage
Oil shale 94
Natural gas 4
Wind 1.3
Hydro 0.3
Other (including 
renewable sources and 
peat)

0.5
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2.6.1 Overview of the Estonian electricity network 

The Estonian electricity system was built as part of the ‘North Western Common Power 
System’ of the former Soviet Union; which included Russia, Belarus, Latvia, Lithuania and 
Finland.  The transfer capacity between these countries is generally high, although there 
is only the single 350MW Estlink 1 line between Estonia and Finland.  There is close 
cooperation between TSOs in the planning and management of the common 
synchronised parallel operation.   

The government-owned company Elering acts as the single TSO, while there are a 
further 38 distribution networks, the largest of which is owned by Eesti Energia which has 
annual sales of 6190GWh.  This network supplies approximately 600,000 people and has 
an 81% share of the distribution market.  The second largest operator is VKG 
Elektrivõrgud, which is owned by the Estonian shale oil producer Viru Keemia Grupp.  
This network is much smaller, having only 35,014 customers and annual sales of 198 
GWh. 

As mentioned above Estonia also has an interconnection with Finland through a 
commercial interconnector (Estlink 1).  The interconnector is owned by AS Nordic Energy 
Link; though there are a number of shareholders including Eesti Energia AS (Estonia), 
Lietuvos Energija AB (Lithuania), VAS Latvenergo (Latvia), and Finestlink (Finland).  A 
second, 650MW interconnector, Estlink 2, is expected to be commissioned in 2014. 

2.6.2 Power trading 

In April 2010 the ‘Nord Pool Spot’ (NPS) market power exchange was extended to 
Estonia as a result of interconnection through the Estlink price area and the development 
of a day-ahead trading power exchange (Elspot) and intraday trading platform, Elbas.  As 
a part of this process NPS together with five TSOs from Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, 
Finland and Sweden started the NPS BEMIP project with the target to open the NPS 
price areas also in Latvia and Lithuania. 

Based on the latest data available there are 17 market participants operating in the 
market, including companies from Latvia and Lithuania.  Trading volume increased 
steadily during 2010; in April traded volume was 134GWh while in May it had increased to 
172GWh and by December it had reached 238GWh.  Total trades over the first 9 months 
(April-December 2010) equalled 2.8TWh.  Prices in the region remain slightly lower 
compared to the rest of the EU Member States; daily prices for 2010 averaging 
€46.3/MWh with a maximum price of €461.9/MWh and a minimum of €19.2/MWh.  
Average EU prices, based on Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 
Nordpool, Poland, Portugal, Spain and the UK markets were €47.86/MWh in 2010. 

2.6.3 Retail market 

Estonia is currently going through a transition period towards the full opening of its 
electricity market.  So far Estonia has opened 35% of its electricity market by allowing 
large industrial and commercial customers to switch supplier where annual consumption 
is greater than 2GWh.  However there remains much work to do in order to open the 
remaining 65% (including residential customers) by the EU deadline of 2013.   

2.6.4 Security of supply 

According to the most recent supply security report produced by Elering, the Estonian 
power market should have ample capacity to meet demand until 2016 given normal 
operating conditions and provided the network is developed as planned.  Post 2016, any 
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surplus will depend on how much new generation is built, given the expected increase in 
electricity demand.  In addition, Elering has stated that under their optimistic scenario 
there will be sufficient production capacity to cover domestic consumption even in an 
event of extremely cold winter. 

2.6.5 Renewable energy policy 

As discussed previously Estonia’s current generation mix is dominated by shale oil with 
renewable fuels only making up around 2% of the mix.  However, there are opportunities 
to increase the use of renewable fuels in the energy mix; in particular Estonia has 
indigenous sources of biomass, biogas, hydro, and wind energy.   

Estonia has a mandatory target of 25% of final energy consumption to come from 
renewable energy sources by 2020 as part of the EU renewables directive.  There is also 
a long-term national development plan for the fuel and energy sector out to 2015 
(adopted through a decision of the parliament on 15 December 2004) which has set 
interim targets of 8% of gross national electricity consumption by 2015.  This legislation 
also has a target for biofuel of 5.75% by 2011. 

In terms of progress towards these targets, the production of electricity from renewable 
sources has been increasing over the past 5 years and was 9.7% in 2010. 

2.6.6 Renewable policy support 

To promote renewable electricity generation Estonia has put in place a feed-in tariff, 
regulated by the Electricity Market Act which entered into force on July 1st 2003.  This Act 
was later amended – in parallel to a revised feed-in tariff scheme a second scheme, the 
premium electricity tariff for sold electricity, was introduced.  Those schemes came into 
force on 1 May 2007 (the amendments were in response to unintended consequences in 
regard to the treatment of wind generation). 

As a result of these schemes, subsidies are paid to both CHP and renewable generation.  
Renewable generation (e.g. wood, wind and biogas) receives €53.7/MWh while CHP 
generation receives €32/MWh; both of these subsidies being in addition to the market 
price. 

The scheme is funded by a €8.1/MWh in 2010 tax paid by each electricity customer. 

2.7 Summary 

Estonia is dependent on Russia for gas supplies and this is a major cause of concern of 
the Estonian government.  In addition, opening the gas market to competition has had 
little impact on the dominant supplier, Eesti Gaas, with few customers changing suppliers.  
Alternative sources of gas through the Batlicconnector or a LNG terminal would increase 
security of supply as well as providing the potential for alternative sources to any market 
new entrant.  There is potential for growth in gas demand through the development of 
CCGTs which would reduce Estonia’s reliance on power generation from oil shale.  This 
is discussed as an option in more detail in Section 4.4. 
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3. GLOBAL AND EUROPEAN GAS MARKETS 

3.1 Overview 

Gas is a major energy source and is used worldwide for power generation, industrial 
processes and heating.  Global gas consumption was estimated to be about 3,200bcm in 
2010.  Major importers of gas are Germany, Japan and the US; and major exporters of 
gas are Russia, Canada, Norway, Algeria and the Middle East.  Russia has the largest 
proven reserves of any single country, which account for around 24% of world proven gas 
reserves8; whereas the combined reserves of the Middle Eastern countries accounts for 
41%, as shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 13 – World gas reserves (end of 2010) 

 
Source: BP Statistical Energy Review 2011  

Norway, Russia, and Algeria are the main suppliers of gas to Europe and are likely to 
remain so in the future, although LNG is playing an increasingly important role and re-
gasification capacity is likely to increase.  The rapid expansion of LNG supplies, the 
development of a LNG spot market and the growth of gas trading hubs in Europe has led 
gas markets to become increasingly global.   

Europe and the US have both experienced a decline in conventional gas production over 
the past decade.  This decline has been compensated by LNG supplies and new import 
pipelines to Europe, and was largely expected to be by LNG in the US.  However, the 
rapid growth of shale gas production over the last five years in the US has displaced the 
planned LNG imports and turned around the fortunes of US indigenous gas production. 

Shale gas production in the US has significantly changed the US supply/demand balance 
and this has been termed a ‘shale gas revolution’ by some commentators.  By 2030, 
shale gas is forecast to make up almost 50% of total US gas supply.  This has already 

                                                           
 
8  Proven gas reserves are the reserves, which, by analysis of geological and engineering 

data, can be estimated with a high degree of confidence to be commercially recoverable 
from a given date forward, from known reservoirs and under current economic conditions. 
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reduced the requirement for the US to import LNG, and has meant that more LNG is 
available for other regions of the world. 

The developments in shale gas and other forms of unconventional gas are timely 
because gas demand in some regions of the world is still growing.  According to the IEA, 
global gas demand is projected to increase at a 1.4% cumulative growth rate between 
2008 and 2035.  It is not expected to increase significantly in the EU, Japan, and the US, 
but the majority of demand growth is projected to occur in Brazil, China, and India.  In the 
IEA’s recent ‘Golden Age of Gas Scenario’ – which is a high scenario for gas demand; 
gas demand from China increases to be the same as the entire EU market demand by 
2035, and demand in India quadruples from current levels9. 

3.2 Liquefied natural gas 

The development of liquefaction technology in the 1960s allowed the storing and 
transportation of gas in a liquid form.  Natural gas is treated in a liquefaction facility to 
remove water and other components that would freeze to solids, and is then cooled to -
162oC.  Liquefaction reduces the volume of the gas by around 600 times. 

LNG is then loaded onto ships with special storage tanks, which allow storage of LNG in 
liquid form over a period of time, and delivered to regasification terminals, turned into a 
gaseous form and distributed to end customers, see Figure 14. 

Figure 14 – LNG value chain 

 

It should be noted that LNG is not the same as gas supplied through bottles or tanks for 
use in cooking and heating systems.  Such gas is referred to as “liquefied petroleum gas” 
(‘LPG’) which is typically a mixture of propane (C3H8) and butane (C4H10), whereas natural 
gas is mostly methane (CH4). 

LNG is a convenient way of transporting geographically remote reserves to the main 
consuming markets, and is more economically viable as a transportation method over 
long distances than pipelines.  The break-even point is quoted at between 3,000km and 
4,000km, depending on the type of geography to be traversed. 

LNG volume is typically reported in cubic metres on regasified basis and in tonnes on a 
liquid gas basis, see Annex D.  1bcm of regasified LNG equals around 1,300,000 tonnes 
of liquid gas. 

3.2.1 LNG supply 

Figure 15 shows the growth of LNG supply by country since its inception in 1964.  Qatar, 
which started producing LNG at the end of 1996, is now the world’s largest producer with 
expected production of regasified output of 102bcm/a by 2012-2013.  Through its link with 

                                                           
 
9  ‘Are we entering a golden age of gas?’, IEA,  2011 
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the South Hook regasification terminal in South Wales, Qatar has become a significant 
supplier of LNG into the UK and onward into Europe via the Interconnector between the 
UK and Belgium. 

Malaysia is currently the world’s second largest producer with regasified output of 
29bcm/a in 2009.  Other significant exporters include Algeria, Australia, Indonesia, 
Nigeria, and Trinidad and Tobago. 

A feature of the last decade has been the increasing role played by producers in the 
Middle East and in the Atlantic Basin (including the Mediterranean) in global LNG supply.  
The increasing role of the Middle East has added new flexibility to global LNG supply as 
the region is approximately equidistant from markets in Europe and North-East Asia 
allowing cargoes to be switched between destinations without a major disruption to 
shipping programs. 

Figure 15 – LNG by exporter  

Source: BP, Pöyry analysis 

3.2.2 LNG contracts 

To cover the costs of expensive liquefaction facilities, LNG suppliers favour entering into 
long-term contracts for financial security. 

In the Pacific Basin, contracts generally have rigid destination clauses, and Cost-
Insurance-Freight (CIF)10 and Delivered-Ex-Ship (DES)11 contracts predominated until 
about 10 to 15 years ago when buyers began to look for Free-on-Board (FOB)12 deals 
which gave them more flexibility to trade cargoes.  The buyers in the established markets 

                                                           
 
10  CIF – the buyer takes title and risk of the LNG somewhere between loading and before the 

arrival of the ship in the territorial waters of the buyer’s country.   Any request by the buyer 
to divert a cargo will require the agreement of the seller, since the seller is responsible for 
transporting and delivering the LNG. 

11  DES – the buyer takes title and risk of the LNG as it leaves the ship at the specified 
destination port.   The position with regard to diversions to alternative destinations is the 
same as for a CIF contract. 

12  FOB – the buyer takes title and risk of the LNG as it is loaded on the ship, although some 
FOB contracts have destination clauses, particularly in the Pacific Basin, which require the 
buyer to transport the LNG to a terminal in its own market. 
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in the Pacific Basin (Japan, Korea, and Taiwan) were prepared to accept the more 
restrictive conditions since they had no alternative sources of gas supply.  As a result of 
the lack of contractual flexibility, the Pacific Basin market was much less liquid than the 
Atlantic Basin market.  However, as the supply/demand balance has become more 
uncertain, buyers are now looking for more flexible contracts that allow them to vary 
quantities at short notice.  They have also increasingly purchased Atlantic Basin cargoes 
on a short or medium term basis when demand has increased more rapidly than 
expected or there has been a short-fall in production from regional producers (for 
example the failure of Indonesia to meet its contractual commitments over the last few 
years). 

In the Atlantic Basin, LNG contracts are more flexible in terms of the rights of buyers to 
divert cargoes, mainly when they are purchased under an FOB contact but diversions of 
CIF and DES cargoes have also become more common.  There are a number of FOB 
contracts that allow diversion at the sole discretion of the buyer, whilst others (FOB, CIF, 
and DES) give the buyer the right to divert, but only having obtained the seller’s 
permission.  In addition, some contracts allow destinations to be altered by agreement 
between buyer/seller with a sharing of the ‘upside profit’.   

In addition, some regasification terminals, e.g. Zeebrugge currently and GATE in the 
future, have reloading facilities allowing the buyer to divert LNG (following initial 
unloading) without reference to the seller.  There is even the example of Qatari LNG 
being delivered to Zeebrugge and then the LNG being re-loaded onto a different ship and 
taken to Kuwait or Korea. 

3.2.2.1 LNG spot trading 

The contracting position for LNG delivered to Europe is relatively flexible.  The trend in 
the increased flexibility of contracts can be seen in the growth in short-term LNG trading 
(defined as two-year or shorter contract duration), from around 2-3% of total trade in 2000 
to around 17% in 2008.  This trend has continued. 

3.2.2.2 Liquefaction & regasification 

The worldwide LNG liquefaction capacity currently amounts to 363bcm/a of regasified 
volume.  Liquefaction facilities tend to run at very high load factors, close to their capacity, 
whilst worldwide regasification capacity is about twice that of liquefaction, at about 
715bcm/a.   

The balance of liquefaction to regasification capacity demonstrates that there is 
considerable physical flexibility in terms of where LNG cargoes can be sent, though 
various contractual arrangements constrain this flexibility. 

3.2.2.3 LNG size classification 

There is no officially accepted LNG size classification.  A suggested guide presented at 
the Global Forum for flaring reduction and gas utilisation states that a small scale LNG 
terminal has a capacity of up to 100mcm/a, a medium size terminal has a capacity of up 
to 3bcm and a large scale terminal has a capacity above 3bcm. 

According to an Australian consultancy, CNGI, a small LNG carrier has a capacity of less 
than 1,100m3 of regasified output, a medium size carrier has a capacity up to 140,000m3 
and a large scale carrier has a capacity higher than 140,000m3 of regasified output. 
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3.2.2.4 Future of LNG 

With declining indigenous production in Europe there is a need to import more gas, and 
this will increasingly need to be supplied by LNG.  This also allows European buyers to 
diversify their supplies.  In addition, the rapid increase in energy demand in the Far-East 
will also require more LNG to be developed.   

The total global supplied volume of LNG is projected to reach 400bcm/a (4.3TWh/a) of 
regasified output by 2020 and LNG is expected to become even more competitive 
compared to gas delivered by pipeline.  However, it may experience competition from 
new sources of pipeline gas and unconventional gas. 

3.3 Unconventional gas 

Unconventional gas (coal bed methane, shale gas, tight gas13 and methane hydrates14) is 
expected to play an increasing role in the global gas market in the future.  As mentioned 
in section 3.1 the US has already seen a large-scale development of this resource and 
there is potential for developing unconventional gas in a number of European countries, 
including Poland, Germany, the Netherlands and Romania. 

Whilst the potential for unconventional gas developments is being pursued actively in a 
number of locations, there are a number of reasons why unconventional gas production 
may not expand as rapidly on a worldwide basis and in Europe in particular: 

 Impact on local communities – large scale unconventional gas extraction will have a 
range of impacts on local communities, including the need to secure access rights to 
land, disruption to infrastructure e.g. transport, and issues such as noise pollution.  
Whilst such issues have been directly addressed as part of developments in the US, 
there is no guarantee that local communities elsewhere will accept such 
developments, particularly if the direct benefits are not communicated effectively. 

 Environmental impact – unconventional gas extraction, and in particular that for shale 
gas, will typically result in disruption to a large area of landscape as a result of the 
high number of wells required to maximise gas production.  In this respect, the 
environmental impact would typically be greater than for other energy infrastructure 
projects such as a gas storage facility or a power station.  In addition, the extraction 
technique of hydraulic fracturing will require very large volumes of water, the 
treatment and disposal of which are likely to provide significant environmental 
challenges.  In addition, where chemicals are used in conjunction with the water, 
there is the potential risk of contaminating the supply of drinking water.  Given these 
environmental implications, projects may be subject to delay or additional cost as a 
result of the licensing and permitting processes, particularly in ecologically sensitive 
areas. 

 Geological uncertainty – in many cases, the potential for significant unconventional 
gas reserves is yet to be conclusively proven.  In addition, some resource areas are 
likely to provide only limited reserves which prove to be either technically or 
commercially un-exploitable. 

                                                           
 
13  Tight gas is specifically defined in US taxation rules according to the permeability of the 

rocks in which it is found.   Outside the US the term ‘tight gas’ is more loosely defined and 
reserves are not reported separately from conventional sources. 

14  Methane hydrates are not yet technically recoverable. 
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 Proximity to existing pipeline infrastructure – this has proved to be an important factor 
in the rapid development of unconventional gas in the US.  Where potential new 
reserves are remote from existing pipeline infrastructure, this may deter the 
necessary level of investment to exploit the unconventional gas sources. 

Figure 16 shows the worldwide resources of unconventional gas, and illustrates the huge 
potential of the Asia Pacific region.  By comparison, Europe has relatively small 
unconventional gas reserves but they could still be significant if they are developed at a 
reasonable cost.  However, at this stage there is a high degree of uncertainty about the 
future of European unconventional gas. 

Figure 16 shows Pöyry’s projections for unconventional gas production in Europe for our 
three standard scenarios.   

Figure 16 – Worldwide unconventional gas reserves  

  
Source: IEA 2009 

3.4 EU conventional gas production 

The main sources of indigenous gas production to the European Union are those in the 
North Sea belonging to the Netherlands and the UK.  Both are in decline, which any 
unconventional gas proportion would do little to offset, unless significant progress is made 
in Poland, the most promising area being investigated. 

3.4.1 UK continental shelf 

In 2010, the UK produced 57bcm of gas and exported nearly 16bcm to the Continent and 
Ireland.  UK demand was 94bcm in 2010 and the additional gas was imported from 
Norway and via LNG terminals.  The output from the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) is in 
decline, having nearly halved its production since 2000, in which it was 108bcm, and is 
expected to continue to fall. 
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3.4.2 The Netherlands 

In 2010, the Netherlands produced 70bcm of gas; this is an increase on the previous five 
years in which net production ranged between 62 and 67bcm.  Much of Dutch gas 
production is from the giant Groningen field.  To maintain the swing capability of this field 
for as long as possible, the Netherlands implemented the ‘Small Fields’ policy, which 
provides a set of incentives and obligations aimed at using more expensive smaller fields 
first and capping production from Groningen.   

3.4.3 The rest of the EU 

Although the UK and the Netherlands account for most of the indigenous supplies in 
Europe, Germany, Denmark, Italy, Romania, and Ireland also produce gas.  In the future, 
aggregate indigenous production capacity in the rest of Europe is projected to decrease.   

3.5 Gas imports to EU 

Traditionally, gas has been imported into the European Union from Norway, Russia and 
North Africa via pipelines.  More recently, as mentioned above, LNG, in particular from 
Qatar, has also become a significant source of European gas. 

3.5.1 Norway 

Norway has been and will remain a significant supplier of gas to Europe.  Norwegian 
production is expected to remain above 90bcm/a until 202415 and as Norwegian 
production has risen steadily over the last 20 years a network of offshore pipelines has 
been developed to enable exports to reach Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, France, 
and the UK. 

3.5.2 Russia 

As shown earlier in Figure 13, Russia has the largest gas reserves in the world and has 
supplied European markets since 1969.  It currently supplies 160bcm/a to the EU and to 
most of the markets in Central and Eastern Europe, including those in the eastern Baltic 
region, which are almost entirely dependent on supplies from Russia.  The state-owned 
gas company Gazprom has a monopoly on gas exports from Russia. 

To increase security and avoid transit states, Gazprom has just completed building the 
first of two lines (each of 27.5bcm/a capacity) of the Nord Stream pipeline, which will 
deliver gas directly into Germany under the Baltic Sea.  The second line should be 
completed in 2012. 

Gazprom has also proposed a 63bcm/a pipeline (South Stream) to bring Russian and 
Caspian gas under the Black Sea to Bulgaria and onwards with a north-western route 
going across Serbia, Hungary, and Austria, and a south-western route running through 
Greece and Italy.  Construction is proposed to start in 2013 with a target commissioning 
date for the first line set for 2015. 

3.5.3 North Africa 

Algeria has three main pipelines that connect it to Europe.  The first is the 31.5bcm/a 
Transmed line to Italy.  The second is the 11.5bcm/a Maghreb pipeline that supplies 

                                                           
 
15  ‘Ten Year Statement 2010’, National Grid 
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Spain.  A third pipeline, Medgaz, with an annual capacity of 8bcm, has been built to Spain 
and commissioned in May 2011. 

Libya has a 9.4bcm/a pipeline to Italy – Greenstream – developed by Saipem (an Eni 
company) as part of the Western Libya Gas Project.  Due to the current political situation 
in Libya, flows have been interrupted since February 2011.  Before this, there were 
proposals to increase this pipeline by 2-3bcm/a in the next few years.  Such an expansion 
will depend on the restoration of political certainty. 

3.5.4 Caspian Region 

The proposed 31bcm/a Nabucco pipeline would supply gas from the Caspian region and 
provide competition to Russian gas.  Its gas supplies are expected to come from 
Azerbaijan and possibly Iraq.  The gas will be delivered to a number of Central and 
Eastern European states, with Baumgarten as the final destination.   

Its construction is expected to start in 2013, one year later than initially proposed, to 
synchronise the project with the timeline of gas suppliers.  The Nabucco consortium now 
expects first gas to flow through the pipeline in 2017. 

3.5.5 LNG re-gasification 

Europe has a number of LNG regasification terminals, a few under construction and many 
more terminals planned, as shown in Figure 17.  Some projects which have been recently 
cancelled or postponed do not appear on the map. 

Belgium, France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the UK all have one or 
more regasification terminals, which supply gas into national gas networks on a regular 
basis. 

The newly built Gate terminal in the Netherlands has recently completed its 
commissioning stage and is in operation.  Terminals in Italy and Spain are under 
construction and expected to start operating in 2012.  The Polish terminal, Swinoujscie, is 
expected to start operation in 2014.  In addition, quite a few regasification terminals have 
been proposed in Southern Europe and in the Baltic region, however, it is not certain how 
many of these terminals will be built. 

Table 9 shows the capacities of all the existing LNG regasification terminals in Europe. 

European regasification capacity accounts for about 20% of worldwide regasification 
capacity.  Total European regasification capacity stands around 170bcm/a of gas and is 
expected to grow by another 30bcm/a by 2015.  Spain has the largest regasification 
capacity of 60bcm/a, which is expected to grow to 67bcm/a in 2012.  UK regasification 
capacity is around 50bcm/a.   

Most LNG owners and operators are public companies that work on a commercial basis 
and do not restrict third party access to the facilities.  This means that the European LNG 
market is non-discriminatory and contributes to the liquidity of the market. 
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Figure 17 – Schematic map of European gas infrastructure 

 
Source: GIE, Entsog 

Table 9 – Capacities of existing European LNG regasification terminals 

 
Source: GIIGNL 

Balticconnector

GALSI TAP
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Stream

Regas terminals

Operating
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Planned

Pipelines
Operating
Planned

ITGI

Transmed GreenstreamMedgazMEG

Operator TPA Start

Country Site

Total 
capacity ('000 

m3 liq.)
Nominal capacity 

(bcm/year, gas)
Belgium Zeebrugge 380 9.0 Fluxys LNG Yes 1987
France Fos-sur-Mer 150 5.5 Elengy Yes 1972

Montoir-de-Bretagne 360 10.0 Elengy Yes 1980
Fos-Cavaou 330 8.3 Elengy Yes 2009

Greece Revithoussa 130 5.0 DEPA No 2000
Italy Panigaglia 100 3.3 GNL Italia S.p.A.(Snam 

Rete Gas)
Yes 1969

Rovigo 250 8.0 Adriatic LNG Yes (20%) 2009
Netherlands Maasvlakte 540 12.0 Gasunie, Vopak 2011
Portugal Sines 240 5.2 Ren Atlantico Yes 2004
Spain Barcelona 540 17.1 Enagas Yes 1969

Huelva 460 11.8 Enagas Yes 1988
Cartagena 437 11.8 Enagas Yes 1989
Bilbao 300 7.0 Bahia de Bizkaia Gas Yes 2003
Mugardos 300 3.6 Reganosa Regulated 2007
Sagunto 450 8.8 Saggas Regulated 2006

Sweden Nynashamn 22 0.3 AGA (Linde) Yes 2011
UK Isle of Grain 1000 19.5 Grain LNG Yes (no RTPA) 2005

Teesside 138 4.6 Excelerate Energy 2007
Dragon 320 6.0 Dragon LNG No 2009
South Hook 775 21.0 South Hook LNG 

Terminal Company Ltd
Yes 2009

Storage Production
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3.6 Interconnection within Europe 

Much of Europe is well connected through gas transmission pipelines.  Through the 
presence of interconnectors, market traders are increasingly able to move gas between 
countries in order to balance their system needs: for example, some flexible long-term 
Dutch and Belgian contracts are able to supply GB in winter.  Interconnection plays an 
important role in increasing pan-European competition and in creating a single European 
gas market. 

However, the European gas network is not uniformly developed.  In particular, Eastern 
Europe, Spain and Portugal rely on gas imported to the EU and have very little 
interconnection capacity with the rest of the EU.  It is the aim of the European 
Commission to support the single market through an increase in interconnection.  To this 
end, both the new EU Regulation on security of supply and the financial crisis support 
package to the EU, both aim to bolster interconnection between the member countries, 
especially interconnectors allowing west-to-east flows. 

The development of trans-European energy networks (TEN-E) plays a crucial role in 
ensuring security and diversification of supply.  Interoperability with the energy networks 
of third countries (accession and candidate countries and other countries in Europe, in 
the Mediterranean, Black Sea and Caspian Sea basins, and in the Middle East and Gulf 
regions) is also essential. 

The European Commission assists a variety of TEN-E projects, and ranks them under 
three categories, as follows:  

 Projects of common interest must display potential economic viability.  The 
economic viability of a project is assessed by means of a cost-benefit analysis in 
terms of the environment, the security of supply and territorial cohesion.   

 Priority projects are selected from among the projects of common interest.  To be 
eligible, they must have a significant impact on the proper functioning of the internal 
market, on the security of supply and/or the use of renewable energy sources.  
Priority projects have priority for the granting of Community financial assistance. 

 Projects of European interest are certain priority projects of a cross-border nature 
or which have a significant impact on cross-border transmission capacity. 

In a separate development, following the economic crisis, some projects have also been 
recognised under the European Energy Programme for Recovery (EEPR) and are eligible 
for funding based on their importance in helping Member States’ economic recovery.  
This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.4.  Some examples of proposed 
interconnector projects include: 

 The proposed TLG pipeline crossing Austria from Germany to Italy (shown in Figure 
17), where it joins the TAG pipeline is a project of common interest. 

 The Lanzot reverse flow project allowing gas to flow from the Czech Republic to 
Slovakia  is an EEPR project. 

 Projects to improve linkage between the Baltic States and Finland to end their 
isolation from the rest of the EU. 

 Expansion of interconnector between Spain and France is a project of European 
interest and an EEPR project. 

 Two projects extending from the landing point of the Nord Stream pipeline in 
Germany – the NEL pipeline extending the WINGAS network towards the 
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Netherlands, and the OPAL project connecting Nord Stream to the Czech Republic 
(shown in Figure 17) – both have status of projects of common interest, priority 
projects and projects of European interest. 

3.7 Gas trading in the EU 

So far in this section we have discussed the increased global nature of gas markets and 
the development of the European gas network.  These drivers have both been factors in 
the development of gas trading across the EU, and a change in some of the traditional 
methods for purchasing gas in Europe. 

Gas purchasing typically occurs via either long-term contracts or sourcing from the short-
term market.  Long-term contracts (more than 5-years) delivered to a border point or to 
the entry point of a transmission system still account for the majority of gas sold across 
Europe.  Long-term contracts often helped to underwrite the development of new 
production facilities and/or transportation infrastructure.  The price of gas was typically 
indexed to an alternative commodity, usually oil, or a basket of oil products, as it was 
originally seen as a close substitute for gas, is traded worldwide, and is commonly used 
by the companies involved in gas exploration and production.  However, this pricing 
mechanism does not reflect the true cost of gas extraction and increasingly gives way to 
short-term contracts; according to our estimates around 30% of European gas was traded 
on short-term contracts in 2010.   

Short-term contracts at trading hubs usually have a fixed price and can be for periods of 
less than one day or up to one year.  The use of short-term contracts has increased 
significantly over the last 15 years with the gradual liberalisation of the gas markets, 
expiry of long-term contracts, more buyers and sellers, and increased transparency of 
prices.   

The development of short-term trading at the different trading hubs and the regular and 
reliable reporting of prices have resulted in indices that are now used in medium and 
occasionally long-term contracts delivered to hubs rather than the border/entry points. 

Whilst the UK increasingly relies on short-term and medium-term gas with prices linked to 
gas indices, the rest of Europe is still largely dependent on long-term oil-indexed 
contracts. 

3.7.1 Europe’s gas hubs 

The main hubs in terms of gas trading in Europe are shown in Figure 18.  These are: the 
NBP (National Balancing Point in GB), Zeebrugge (Belgium), TTF (Title Transfer Facility 
in the Netherlands) and the NCG (NetConnect Germany).  There is a second hub in 
Germany, Gaspool, three hub points in France, known as PEG Nord. PEG Sud, and PEG 
Sud-oest, and two others further south and east, the CEGH (Central European Gas Hub 
at Baumgarten on the Slovakian/Austrian border) and the PSV (Punto Scambio Virtuale) 
in Italy; however, these hubs are still in their infancy with regards to liquidity levels. 

Most of Europe’s gas hubs are ‘virtual’ hubs as the TSO facilitates a transfer of title to the 
gas in its transmission system regardless of where the gas has entered the system or is 
to exit the system.  This is a feature of the entry/exit gas balancing system that was 
introduced in GB in 1996 and then became the required model for all systems in Europe 
in 2005 following the implementation of the second gas directive.  Further detail can be 
found in Annex B.2.2.1 on page 110. 
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A physical hub is based around a relatively small part of a transmission system, usually 
around an entry point where a number of pipelines/sources meet and may include 
storage facilities, and is usually described by its geographical location, e.g. Zeebrugge or 
Baumgarten.  The world’s first and perhaps most famous physical hub is Henry Hub in 
Texas, USA, which played a significant role in the development of the liberalised US 
interstate wholesale gas market.  Virtual hubs are usually easier than physical hubs for 
traders to operate in, due to the guarantee of delivery and the lack of requirement for 
traders to obtain capacity, but this has not prevented the success of Henry Hub being 
used to price spot contracts in the US. 

Figure 18 – Europe’s gas trading hubs 

 

Of the hubs shown in Figure 18, the NBP is the most liquid.  Owing to the UK’s 
geographical location between Norway and the European continent, a variety of gas 
sources can be brought to market, particularly given recently commissioned LNG 
terminals.  Other hubs, including the TTF and NCG, are also growing in liquidity, but they 
are still some way off in approaching the scale of the NBP.  This is illustrated in Figure 19, 
which shows the quantities traded at the four most transparent and liquid hubs in Europe.   
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Figure 19 – Hub flows for the most liquid hubs 

 
Source: Huberator, APX, National Grid, NetConnect Germany 

3.7.2 Hub prices versus oil-indexed prices 

The shorter-term nature of trading at hubs means that hub prices are more volatile than 
long-term, oil-indexed prices.  They are sometimes lower and sometimes higher than an 
oil-indexed price, as illustrated in Figure 20, which shows historical TTF prices alongside 
Russian-German, oil-indexed contract prices.  The oil-indexed gas price shown was 
quoted at Waidhaus on the German-Czech border until October 2010, after which time a 
general Russian-German contract price has been quoted.16 

Hub prices are influenced by events which change the gas market’s supply/demand 
balance.  . Whether it is more or less economical over time to procure gas from hubs 
rather than on long term contracts thus depends on timing and exposure to risk.  Weather 
is a key factor affecting gas demand in northern Europe and hub prices often move above 
oil-indexed prices during the winter months.  However, LNG re-gasification capacity has 
increased considerably in Europe since the high prices seen in 2008 and this has helped 
keep hub prices low despite high oil prices and cold winters. 

Figure 20 also shows the border price quoted at Velke Kapuszany on the Slovakian-
Ukrainian border, which is further east than Waidhaus.  Russian gas delivered to this 
border has been transported a shorter distance, which is illustrated by the consistent 
small discount to the Waidhaus border price.  The transportation distance from the main 
Russian gas fields to Estonia is shorter than to Velke Kapuszany; so it would be 
reasonable to expect the discount to the Waidhaus price to be greater. 

                                                           
 
16  Quoted monthly in ‘European Gas Markets’, published by Heren. 
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Figure 20 – Historical hub price versus oil-indexed contract price (€/MWh) 

 
Source: Heren  

3.7.3 The future of oil-indexation 

The future of long-term, oil-indexed gas supply contracts is a highly pertinent issue and 
much discussed in today’s gas market.  There are many contract re-negotiations 
underway and much has been made of the changing dynamics of Europe’s gas markets. 

Pöyry projects gas prices for most of Europe’s gas markets, including Poland, which is 
the market closest to Estonia.  It has some interesting features which help us examine the 
future role of oil-indexed contracts.  Figure 21 shows the projected cost of oil-indexed 
contract gas from Russia supplied to Poland alongside the projected annual average 
market price of gas if a hub were to emerge in Poland.  The projected hub price varies 
from year to year and is considerably lower than an oil-indexed contract price (assuming 
an oil price around the 100$/bbl level).   

Currently, approximately two thirds of gas consumed in Poland is supplied by Russia.  
Polish consumption in 2010 was 14.3bcm and Russian imports amounted to 9.08bcm.   

In Figure 21 the volume weighted average price (of the projected hub and contract prices) 
is closer to the oil-indexed price, but as contracts expire and demand increases more 
volumes are supplied at a market price, and the weighted average moves closer to the 
market price.  If a hub in Poland does not emerge immediately, these volumes could be 
bought at the German gas hub or on the LNG market (after 2014, if the new terminal is 
constructed).  The influence of introducing a LNG terminal on the Estonian gas market is 
not clear at this point, as the gas price will depend on the contracts concluded; this does 
not mean that the gas price in Estonia will be lower than the current gas price. 
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The price differential between the potential marginal source of gas setting the hub price 
and the projected oil-indexed contract price is very large under the scenario shown, and if 
this were to be the case it is possible that this could lead to contract re-openers bringing 
down the contract price earlier than expected.   

Figure 21 – Projected contract price versus annual average hub price in Poland 

 
Note: Oil prices are assumed to fluctuate around $100/bbl in our central scenario 

3.8 The potential of gas in a low-carbon Europe 

In Section 3.1 we mentioned the IEA projection of global growth in gas demand.  In 
Europe the debate over the use of fossil fuels and the desire to reduce emissions of CO2 
has led some to forecast a much greater reduction in European gas demand.  However, 
gas is relatively clean and efficient compared to other fossil fuels and it has already 
played a part in reducing Europe’s CO2 emissions and has the potential to continue to 
play a significant role. 

There is an on-going discussion within the EU over the desirability of a move from a 20%, 
to a 30% reduction target in CO2 emissions by 2020.  If Europe is to establish a secure, 
affordable, sustainable and low-carbon future it will require a fundamental change in the 
electricity supply sector. 

Achieving such demanding targets implies electrification of heat and transport with rapid 
decarbonisation of the power sector (driven by major growth in renewable generation) 
and significant improvements in energy efficiency.  Such a vision relies heavily on 
extraordinary rates of renewable generation deployment, highly successful technical 
innovation, and dramatic changes in consumer behaviour.  There are significant risks 
along the current consensus of an ‘electricity focused’ pathway, which include, supply 
chain, funding, technology, security of supply, and affordability risks. 
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Gas has been the foundation for a large part of European success in meeting Kyoto 
carbon reduction targets; enabling the economy to both increase energy consumption 
(and hence maintain economic growth) whilst delivering carbon reductions.  It has also 
contributed to improved competitiveness, greater security of supply, and better air quality.  
Gas will likely be needed to compensate for reduced nuclear output in Germany following 
their decision to return to an early closure programme.   

Continued use of gas allows technologies to develop; it can make much better use of 
heat recovery from electricity generation and could result in a lower cost solution in 
achieving the future low-carbon world, as much of the required infrastructure is already in 
place. 

3.8.1 The relative cost of gas 

Levelised cost is often cited as a measure of the overall competiveness of different 
electricity generating technologies.  It represents the full life cycle costs associated with 
the constructing, operating and decommissioning of an asset.  Thus, it includes capital 
expenditure, fuel cost, fixed and variable operating and maintenance cost, financing and 
amortization costs – all costs incurred in producing energy. 

Levelised cost represents the present value of the total cost of building and operating a 
power generating plant, converted to equal annual payments and expressed in real 
money to remove the impact of inflation.  Levelised costs are usually presented on per 
unit of energy basis to compare projects of different sizes on like for like basis. 

Figure 22 shows that average levelised costs of electricity generated in Europe related to 
the levelised costs of one of the lowest generation sources, CCGT; CCGT generation 
levelised costs are assumed to be 100%.  Levelised costs of electricity generation using 
fossil fuels are much lower compared to levelised costs of electricity generated from 
renewables.  One should note that the major part of the levelised costs of fossil fuel 
generated electricity is fuel and CO2 costs.  Hence, fuel and CO2 prices determine the 
levelised costs of fossil fuel generated electricity. 

Renewables offer a broad range of technologies, with some technologies (biomass, 
geothermal electricity and hydro power) that may be competitive with fossil fuels in terms 
of cost.  In the future the levelised costs of most renewable energy technologies are 
expected to decrease due to technological development and lower investment costs per 
unit.  However, this will still not be to the level of CCGT’s levelised costs.   

3.8.2 Gas in power generation 

Demand for gas in power generation varies considerably around Europe, as illustrated in 
Figure 23.  Its use is expected to increase in countries like Germany and France, 
although the drivers behind demand for gas-fired power plants are fairly complex.  These 
include country specific power generation mix, the expected renewable deployment and 
relative fuel costs. 

Gas demand for power generation is more price elastic than for other sectors.  Assuming 
an economic dispatch of electricity power plants, small variations in relative fuel prices, 
such as gas/coal, can have great impacts on gas consumption.  Such high price elasticity 
causes gas demand for power generation to vary significantly year-on-year.   

Gas-fired generation can also provide base-load or flexible power and is not intermittent 
in nature - unlike renewables – which makes it one of the most robust and cost effective 
generation technologies 
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Figure 22 – Europe relative average levelised costs of electricity in 2011 

 
 Source: Pöyry, DECC, Mott Macdonald 

Figure 23 – Share of gas in power generation in Europe in 2010 

 
Source: European Commission, Energy trends to 2030, 2009 
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3.8.3 Future of gas in a low carbon world 

As with other sectors there is much uncertainty over the role gas will play in the transition 
to a low carbon world and its interface with power generation.  Future developments in 
the electricity sector could have contradicting impacts on gas demand.  Although the 
share of renewables in the electricity generation mix is set to increase, demand for gas 
from the power sector could either decrease or increase as a result. 

Firstly, the greater share of renewables will increase the need for flexible sources of 
supply to offset the associated intermittency.  Owing to technical constraints, such 
flexibility is usually provided by thermal and hydroelectric power plants.  Therefore, in the 
case where gas-fired power generation provides the swing, gas demand from the 
electricity sector may increase as the transition to a low carbon world takes place, 
especially if CCGTs were not running at base load until then.  Thus, the role gas will play 
in the transition varies across countries, depending on the degree of flexibility that is both 
required and available in European electricity markets. 

Secondly, changes in relative fuel prices can have different impacts on gas demand 
across European countries and will depend on their respective electricity generation mix; 
on a country level, it may rise or fall depending on fuel, CO2 prices and economic 
environment. 

3.9 Summary 

The global gas market is set for a period of change as many countries face limited 
indigenous supplies and increasing demand.  LNG has become a significant competitor to 
gas delivered through pipelines, and this is resulting in an increasingly global market for 
gas.  In Europe, LNG will compete with imports from Russia, Norway, and North Africa.   

Unconventional gas has transformed the supply position in the US, and LNG will struggle 
to compete against the shale gas revolution if development costs remain low.  Asia is 
likely to see a significant increase in demand, which will attract further LNG imports and 
encourage the development of unconventional gas resources.  However, significant LNG 
developments are already in development near to Asia and especially in Australia.  Some 
of this LNG will be linked to coal-bed methane unconventional gas production. 

The EU continues to encourage the increased interconnection of Europe and the 
development of gas trading.  Gradually this is beginning to impact upon long-term oil-
indexed gas contracts.  Eventually gas could become a freely traded commodity, perhaps 
reducing price but possibly increasing volatility. 

All these changes in Europe’s gas markets are happening against a background of plans 
to reduce carbon emissions, which could have a mixed effect on the future utilisation of 
gas.  However, gas is highly likely to remain a significant energy source to Europe for the 
foreseeable future. 
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4. ESTONIAN LIBERALISATION OPTIONS 
In this section, we summarise the issues to be considered in market liberalisation 
outlining the process to be followed, market design issues and regulatory considerations.  
However, these have to be considered by what is achievable and what options are 
available to Estonia and other regional countries.  In this context we will explore a range 
of options that may help in the realisation of gas market liberalisation.by considering to 
what extent Estonia should unbundle the gas transmission network, how access to 
competing gas supplies could be achieved with small scale LNG and how can demand for 
gas be transformed by switching away from oil shale power generation. 

4.1 Liberalisation analysis 

4.1.1 Liberalisation process summary 

The EU has been strongly in favour of the liberalisation of energy markets because of the 
consumer benefits that are expected to arise.  However, European experience 
demonstrates that the expected benefits will only materialise if market conditions are 
suitable.  Market liberalisation has been most successful where both ownership 
unbundling and competing sources of supply have facilitated genuine competition at the 
wholesale and retail levels.  However, in the absence of sufficient market size and 
competing and diverse sources of supply, competition is likely to be between the 
incumbent gas and electricity companies or between large European players, who have 
made strategic investments as part of their response to competition in their home 
markets.  An in-depth analysis of the liberalisation process can be found in Annex A. 

4.1.2 Market design 

Our analysis has involved an examination of the market roles, network access and 
pricing, including third party access rules, and the allocation of capacity.  We have 
reviewed the advantages and disadvantages of entry/exit and postalisation methods of 
capacity allocation and associated tariffs and concluded that the entry/exit model is the 
most appropriate form of capacity allocation and tariffs setting mechanism for Estonia. 

In addition to capacity and tariff regimes, any TSO or ISO will require mechanisms to 
physically manage the balance of the transmission network.  Our recommendation is that 
a residual balancing role is adopted which is based on shippers taking primary 
responsibility for their own balances with the TSO taking action where required.  

A successfully liberalised market will allow potential new entrants access to competitively 
priced gas supplies in order that they are able to compete with market incumbents.  This 
may require: the development of a gas trading hub for efficient price discovery; and/or a 
mechanism by which the incumbent could release gas to the market and support for new 
entrants to access gas, ideally through divestment by the incumbent of either part of their 
existing portfolio, agreed market share reduction targets or restrictions on tariffs. 

For competition to be deemed effective it is important that consumers have an easy 
mechanism to switch suppliers and are able to differentiate between cost reflective retail 
tariffs. 

An in-depth analysis of market design factors can be found in Annex B. 
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4.1.3 Regulatory considerations 

The role of an energy regulator is to ensure that energy wholesale and supply markets 
are competitive and that any natural monopoly, such as transportation and distribution 
networks, operated and cost-compensated for on a fair and non-discriminatory basis.  
The latter is typically done through rules that set the tariffs for a price control period based 
upon an agreed expenditure as well as incentives to be efficient and to innovate 
technically.  An in-depth analysis of regulatory considerations, including principles for 
tariff setting, valuing transmission assets, and a more detailed action checklist for 
promoting a liberalised market can be found in Annex C.  Getting the correct model for 
gas transmission access will be vital and this is discussed next. 

4.2 Estonian model for gas transmission unbundling 

4.2.1 Estonian transmission tariff setting 

Estonia’s current TSO, EG Võrguteenus, currently applies a regulated postalised tariff 
system for gas transmission rather than the recommended entry/exit tariff system (see 
Annex B.2.2 for more detail).  The amount of tariff paid is calculated based either on 
contracted capacity at exit points or on actual offtakes.  The capacity is allocated on first-
come-first-served principle. 

Standard transmission tariffs are set ex-ante by the Competition Authority (CA).  For 
transit tariffs there is only ex-post supervision.  The minimum contract duration for 
transmission capacity is one calendar year.  Multi-annual contracts do not obtain a 
discount to the annual tariff.  Approved gas network tariffs for different gas network 
operators with tariff classes can be found on the CA’s website. 

4.2.2 Relative importance of unbundling 

The Estonian gas market is served by a single gas supply company, Eesti Gaas, and the 
transmission system and the vast majority of the distribution system is operated by its 
subsidiary EG Võrguteenus. 

Eesti Gaas obtains all of its gas through long-term take-or-pay contracts with Gazprom, 
which also has a 37% stake in Eesti Gaas.  This reliance on a single supplier is the main 
source of security of supply concerns.  This is compounded by the perceived risk of 
transmission constraints within the Russian transmission system or an interruption in 
supply from the Latvian gas storage facilities.  

A secondary, but crucial, concern is the question of how to secure investment in 
infrastructure.  The current gas transmission network is based on Soviet era 
infrastructure, which results in delivery from Russia being the only physical option.  
Improving physical security of supply therefore depends on new investments, such as the 
proposed regional LNG terminal, which would introduce new supply source and provide 
the opportunity for alternative gas suppliers to enter the market.   

The liberalisation steps taken so far, by the Estonian authorities, have had little impact in 
creating a competitive gas market.  In other markets, such as GB, where competition has 
developed, the incumbent monopoly gas supplier sourcing its gas through take-or-pay 
contracts came under pressure from the availability of lower priced gas on the developing 
wholesale market.  This has not yet taken place in Estonia but demonstrates that market 
conditions are equally as important as legislation in achieving competitive markets. 
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The fundamental issue facing the Estonian gas market is its small market size which is 
isolated from the rest of the EU.  This issue has outweighed the fact that the market is 
fully open to competition and that transportation has been legally separated from supply.  
Given this, it is likely that the unbundling requirements of the 3rd Gas Directive will by 
themselves also make relatively little difference to the development of competition in 
Estonia.   

4.2.3 Recommend option under the 3rd EU Gas Directive 

The Third Gas Directive came into force in July 2009.  The unbundling requirements do 
not need to be implemented until March 2012 (with derogations available to 2013).  The 
rationale for the Third Directive is that the previous requirements have not led to effective 
ownership unbundling.  Under the Third Directive, Member States have the right to make 
unbundling optional for integrated natural gas undertakings serving less than 100,000 
connected customers.  The three options are: 

 Ownership unbundling:  transmission system operation and ownership can be 
carried out by the same entity but must have no common control ownership with 
production or supply activities 

 Independent System Operator (ISO):  a vertically integrated company is able to 
retain ownership of transmission system assets, but the transmission system 
operator must be an independent company.  Although the Directive is primarily 
focused on transmission, ISOs can undertake transmission system operation or 
combined transmission system and distribution system operation.   

 Independent Transmission Operator (ITO):  a legally separate and highly ring-
fenced subsidiary of the vertically integrated company owns and operates the gas 
transmission system (or gas transmission and distribution systems).   

At present the gas TSO in Estonia (EG Võrguteenus) is 100% owned subsidiary of the 
dominant supply company, Eesti Gaas AG.  Where the TSO is controlled by the dominant 
supplier in this way, there is little incentive for the TSO to invest in new infrastructure 
which would facilitate the entry of competitors to the market.  For this reason, and as part 
of a wider initiative to liberalise the gas market, full ownership unbundling should be the 
preferred outcome, particularly as it appears to be a component of the most successful 
liberalisation regimes17. 

4.2.4 Implementation of transmission system unbundling in Estonia 

As the accounts of gas market liberalisation in Section Annex A have shown, it has often 
been a controversial and highly politically charged process.  The form of unbundling that 
results is often an output of larger and separate considerations being resolved, rather 
than a conscious choice based on the merits of the various unbundling options.  The 
increasingly narrow requirements of EU legislation mean that the range of possible 
outcomes for unbundling as a result of the liberalisation process is now much more 
constrained.  However, within the range of options legally available it is likely that the final 
result will continue to be driven, or at least influenced, by wider political considerations.  A 
key part of developing an implementation plan for unbundling should therefore be a 
consideration of the likely influences that may make one outcome more practically 
feasible than another. 
                                                           
 
17  ‘The arguments for and against ownership unbundling of energy transmission networks’,  

Michael Pollitt, Judge Business School and ESRC Electricity Policy Research Group, 
University of Cambridge, 2007. 
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The derogation from the unbundling requirements of the Third Directive means that there 
is no EU requirement for Estonia to pursue unbundling at the current time. The derogation 
applies until Estonia is ‘directly connected to the interconnected system’ of a Member 
State other than Latvia, Lithuania or Finland.  Although the meaning of ‘directly 
connected’ is unclear in this context, a natural interpretation of the words would suggest 
that none of the LNG terminal, Balticconnector, or Poland-Lithuania interconnector would 
directly end Estonia’s derogation from the unbundling requirements, although this would 
need to be clarified in discussions with the EC.  Consequently, it is likely Estonia will need 
to pursue ownership unbundling without a requirement to do so under EU law, whether 
now or in the medium term to 2015.  

An added difficulty in achieving ownership unbundling is that the incumbent is a private 
company, not a state-owned monopoly.  Gazprom and the other owners of Eesti Gaas 
are strongly opposed to ownership unbundling and were highly critical of the 
announcement in June 2010 of the Government’s intention to proceed with a completion 
date of 2013.  In October 2010 the Government announced that the option of 
nationalising the transmission network would not be pursued, and subsequently, the draft 
Natural Gas Act published in June 2011 extended the deadline for implementation of 
unbundling to January 2015 (also the year that the take-or-pay contracts with Gazprom 
are due for renewal).  The draft Natural Gas Act proposes the unbundling of only 
transmission networks.  

A serious deterioration in the relationship between the Estonian government and 
Gazprom would be damaging to Estonia’s interests in the event that progress on gas 
market liberalisation continues to be slow and there are still no alternative suppliers to 
Gazprom at the time the take-or-pay contracts are renewed in October 2015.  As the 
monopoly supplier there is a risk, which may or may not materialise, that Gazprom 
increases prices higher than otherwise might be the case. 

Pöyry recommends that as part of a wider liberalisation plan the ultimate goal of full 
ownership unbundling of Eesti Gaas should be pursued.  It may be desirable, as an 
intermediate step, to move to an ITO model, which would enable the current ownership 
structure of Eesti Gaas and EG Võrguteenus to continue although with stricter ring-
fencing requirements. The need for heavy regulatory involvement in the ITO structure 
could also present a learning opportunity for Estonian regulators.  

4.2.5 Unbundling implementation risks 

Whilst unbundling has been successfully introduced across the majority of countries in 
Europe, Estonia will need to take into account the experience of Lithuania.  .  Lithuania 
announced, in May 2010, that it proposed to adopt full ownership unbundling as its 
preferred option for both the gas and electricity markets in order to be compliant with the 
3rd Directive.  During the next year there were differing views from the government on why 
it was making the change and from the incumbent company shareholders, Gazprom and 
E.ON, on why such a move was hasty and to the detriment of Lithuanian gas market. 

Then on 13 July 2011, the President signed into law a bill that delivered unbundling of 
Lithuania’s natural gas production, supply and transmission assets.  According to the 
statement released at the time the President stated that she “is convinced that the law is 
an important step toward reducing the country’s energy dependence. The separation of 
ownership will cut Lithuania’s dependence on a sole gas supplier and will open up the 
market to competition. This will allow the country to accelerate the implementation of its 
energy projects and ensure fairer gas prices”.  The law gives the government the powers 
to reorganise the gas import and transportation company Lietuvos Dujos (Lithuanian Gas) 
and transfer the ownership of its gas transmission pipelines to the state within two years.  
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However, Platts18 has subsequently reported that the ‘shareholder Gazprom has publicly 
attacked the government over unbundling, arguing not only that the EU rules allow for 
other approaches than the full break-up but also that the government failed to consult the 
other shareholders over its decision.  Gazprom says the move would violate the 
company’s privatization agreement, as well as a Russian-Lithuanian treaty to protect 
investments’.  In addition, Germany’s E.ON Ruhrgas told Platts ‘that it regards the 
Lithuanian choice, ownership unbundling without compensation, as a violation of the 
rights of E.ON Ruhrgas International. We are in talks with the Lithuanian government in 
order to find a solution.’  Both sides are publically talking about legal redress and this 
should inform Estonian decision makers. 

4.3 Potential of small scale LNG 

Section 3.2 outlined the development of large-scale LNG in Europe.  More recently, small 
scale LNG solutions have been developed for markets isolated from gas pipeline 
networks.  Examples of this can be found in Norway and Sweden, but also in South East 
Asia.  This has been possible because of high oil prices, making LNG cost-competitive 
with many petroleum products, including marine fuels.   

The characteristics of the small and large scale LNG businesses, value chains and 
economics are different, and the markets can co-exist only because of the isolation of 
small scale markets from the global gas business.  This section aims to illustrate some of 
the differences, beginning with scale, to provide some perspective on the issue. 

4.3.1 Reception terminals on the Norwegian coast 

Norway is one of the largest producers of gas and has large scale LNG liquefaction 
capacity (5.6bcm/a) at Melköya Island.  Despite this, it has a very small domestic gas 
demand with the vast majority of gas produced, including LNG being exported to other 
markets.  However, a local, coastal gas market has emerged, based on isolated industrial 
demand and marine fuel demand.   

Apart from a local gas network in Stavanger, owned by Lyse Gass, there is no onshore 
pipe-based distribution infrastructure in Norway.  So a number of very small scale 
liquefaction facilities have grown up to supply the coastal industrial and marine fuel 
market, transporting LNG on small tankers and barges.  LNG is also exported to similar 
coastal markets in Sweden from these small liquefaction facilities. 

The difference between small scale and large scale LNG is huge.  The existing small 
scale liquefaction facilities in Norway are shown in Table 10.  These small scale facilities 
are a factor of 10 to 100 times smaller than a traditional liquefaction export terminal. 

Table 10 – Small scale liquefaction facilities in Norway 

 

                                                           
 
18  Platts – European Gas Daily, 14 July 2011 

Facility Capacity t/year Capacity mcm/year Owner
Tjeldbergodden 12,000 17 Statoil
Kollsnes 140,000 200 Gasnor
Karmöy 20,000 29 Gasnor
Risavika/Skangass 300,000 430 Nordic LNG
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There are approximately 50 receiving terminals in Norway (Figure 24 shows those 
operated by Gasnor), mainly along the coast.  Delivery is either by ship, with further 
distribution by truck or pipeline, or by truck directly from the production facilities in the 
southwest.  The largest terminal in operation is located at Mosjøen in Northern Norway, 
with a current throughput of 30mcm/a. 

Some of the other, smaller terminals include: 

 Høyanger on the West Coast, throughput approximately 10mcm/a; 

 Lista in the South, throughput approximately 7mcm/a; 

 several ferry terminals on the West coast, throughput 5-20mcm/a; and 

 the Naturgass Grenlands distribution network in Eastern Norway (3 terminals, each 
taking around 5mcm/a). 

From 2011 one more LNG terminal in Fredrikstad, close to the Swedish border with a 
total tank capacity of 6.5mcm/a is expected to become operational. 

As far as Pöyry has been able to establish, all Norwegian receiving terminals are based 
upon standard, modular pressure tanks.  These have the advantage of facilitating a step-
by-step expansion, as well as being removable. 

Figure 24 – LNG receiving terminals 
operated by Gasnor 

 
Source: Gasnor 
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4.3.2 New LNG reception terminal in Sweden 

Until recently, part of Stockholm used town gas, obtained from naphtha/light petroleum.  
By 2010, Grontmij, a Dutch company, has completed conversion of 90,000 properties 
connected to Stockholm’s town gas network to be able to use natural gas and bio-gas. 

In 2011, AGA/Linde commissioned a new LNG reception terminal in Nynäshamn, south of 
Stockholm.  The terminal will supply industrial demand and the growing market for gas as 
a transport fuel.  LNG will also be used to replace naphtha in the Stockholm town gas 
grid. 

The terminal consists of a jetty and storage tank, with a capacity of 20,000 tons of LNG.  
Permits have been granted for reception of up to 300mcm/a.  The expected terminal cost 
is around €30 million (275 million Swedish Krona)19. 

4.3.3 Small scale LNG value chain 

A buyer of small scale LNG in an isolated market will have a different negotiating position 
and buying power than an established European incumbent with access to grids, hubs 
and spot LNG markets.  Effectively, in the European small LNG market, there is no gas-
on-gas competition whatsoever.  There are only two suppliers of small scale LNG in 
Northern Europe, and both reside in Norway and take gas from fields producing on the 
Norwegian continental shelf.  This means that a Norwegian producer of gas always has a 
choice between selling gas in large quantities to Europe or the UK, or to a local LNG 
production facility.  In order to attract sellers to the small LNG market, therefore, the price 
payable for gas is likely to be the European or UK price at landfall minus transportation 
cost.  This is likely to be significantly higher than the cost of production.  In this way, the 
producer captures part of the monopoly rent. 

Conditions at the beginning of the small scale LNG value chain are different than for an 
integrated large scale LNG supplier, which has more flexibility in pricing depending on 
market conditions.  A supplier of small scale LNG will have to recover the costs of 
liquefaction, shipping and potentially regasification to be cost competitive with alternative 
fuels in the market.  This can work if local fuel prices are high, for example due to 
taxation, but imported small scale LNG is unlikely to be able to compete on price terms 
with Russian pipeline gas. 

Small scale LNG is typically consumed by stranded customers, located in areas with no 
gas networks; and although the Baltic States are isolated from alternative supply sources 
and could technically import small scale LNG, Russian pipeline gas is always likely to be 
priced more competitively than small scale LNG.    

4.3.4 Small scale LNG economics to Estonia 

We believe that small scale LNG could potentially be delivered to Estonia via two stages: 
first to a large LNG regasification terminal in a large LNG tanker and, second, reloading 
this LNG onto a smaller tanker and delivering it to the small scale LNG terminal.  
Terminals such as Zeebrugge in Belgium have such a facility.  A limiting factor may be 
availability of small LNG ships to support this and any other small scale LNG terminals in 
the Baltic region, but such a review is beyond the scope of this study. 

                                                           
 
19  www.cisionwire.com/ncc/r/ncc-to-construct-lng-terminal-in-nynashamn,c421010 
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Estimating the costs for a small scale LNG terminal with a capacity of between 0.3-
0.5bcm has proved difficult as estimates have varied considerably.  The differences in the 
defined technical capability means we have seen a range from €30-150m of capex to 
build a small scale LNG terminal.  Using figures provided by Pöyry’s own experienced 
engineering consultants we have adopted a capital cost of €100m for a 0.5bcm facility, 
with on-going operating costs of €4 million, making a total levelised cost of €125m. 

Then, using the same methodology described in Section 3.8.1 and assuming a lifetime of 
20 years and 10% cost of capital this gives a levelised cost of €2.72/MWh.  This is a 
much higher cost when compared to other potential investment projects (see Table 11 on 
page 74), mainly due to lower capacity and relatively high capital costs. 

An alternative method of considering the economic impact is to assume that the cost of 
the terminal is socialised through a security of supply levy across all Estonian gas 
customers.  Based on the current consumption of 0.65bcm of gas, the above investment 
cost would equate to €9.5($13)/1000m3, which equates to a 3.7% increase in consumer 
bills over the assumed 20 year lifetime period.  This is a higher cost to Estonian 
consumers than the regional approach discussed later in Section 5.6. 

4.4 Replacement of oil shale generation capacity 

Finally in this section, we have considered options that provide a significant practical 
boost to expanding the market the size of the gas market within Estonia.  Whilst concerns 
over the single source have, in the past, limited the political desire to expand gas demand 
this must be considered a vital part of the potential options available to achieve a 
liberalised market, if a successful plan is to be developed.  A larger gas market will 
increase the attractiveness to investors and new entrants. 

Today, Estonia generates the vast majority of its electricity from oil shale.  Oil shale has 
the highest CO2 emissions per unit of energy produced compared to other conventional 
fuels (0.106t CO2/GJ for oil shale compared to 0.055t CO2/GJ for gas).  In addition, oil 
shale burning power stations are not as efficient as newer gas fired power stations 
(c.35% efficiency for oil shale vs. c.50% efficiency for CCGTs). 

In this option we have considered replacing oil shale generation by gas generation in the 
form of CCGTs.  Such a replacement will result in savings from the amount of fuel 
required and the CO2 emissions. 

Estonia’s electricity consumption is 8010GWh and it exports 4663GWh and imports 
1338GWh.  Of this total power production of 11,335GWh 94% comes from oil shale.  
Using various sources20,. we estimate the total amount of oil shale used for power 
generation to be 15mt at 35% efficiency.  This amount of oil shale can be converted with 
12.5% yield into 1.9mt of shale oil, which has a similar equivalence to heating oil, and can 
be sold on an international market at prices similar to LSFO.  Applying Pöyry’s proprietary 
annual projections of oil product prices and assuming that the amount of oil shale 
produced is constant and that Estonia can start selling its shale oil starting from 2012 to 
continue to 2040, we estimate that Estonia can obtain €22billion (2010 real) in shale oil 

                                                           
 
20  Unconventional Oil: Tar Sands and Shale Oil – EROI on the Web, The oil drum, 2008 

A study on the EU oil shale industry – viewed in the light of the Estonian experience, 
European academies science advisory council, 2007 
Unconventional Oil & Gas Production, The Energy Technology Systems Analysis Program, 
010 
New Tech to Tap North America's Vast Oil Reserves, Popular mechanics, 2009 
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sales.  Assuming €17/t mining costs and €7.3/bbl ($10/bbl) refining costs, the costs of 
producing and processing oil shale from 2012 to 2040 equate to €11billion (2010 real). 

To generate the same amount of annual electricity using CCGTs requires 2.3bcm of 
natural gas.  For this exercise we have assumed that the new gas would be supplied by 
LNG through a new 2.5bcm regasification terminal.  We have used our proprietary gas 
price projections for spot LNG plus the additional shipping costs to bring the LNG to 
Estonia.  Assuming constant gas demand from power generation into the future, we 
estimate the total costs of this gas from 2012 to 2040 to be €16billion. 

In addition, use of gas instead of oil shale will save 7.7million tCO2/a, which, and again 
using our proprietary annual projections of EU ETS CO2 prices, results in an additional 
reduction of costs of €9 billion (2010 real) between 2012 and 2040, (assuming the 
constant emissions of CO2 generated and saved) (the annual savings value will vary from 
year to year with the varying CO2 prices).  This amount of CO2 will contribute 78% of 
saving towards Estonia 2020 target of 6.9million t greenhouse gas emissions in 2020; 
2005 level of greenhouse emissions is 6.2 million t.  

We estimate the capacity of required CCGTs to be 1.5GW at a capital cost of around 
€1.4billion.  The expected costs of replacing the planned 600MW of the existing oil shale 
based power generation are €1 billion21.  This means that the additional capital costs 
required will be about €400million more than already planned for. 

So putting all of the above together and assuming 10% cost of capital, the NPV of 
replacing oil shale power generation with CCGTs is €65million.  Of course, the cost of 
capital for the Estonian economy may be lower than this, but for consistency with the 
other infrastructure options we have used the same value. 

One should interpret this number with great care, as in addition to the above mentioned 
costs, Estonia will face costs of expanding its gas and/or electricity networks.  The key to 
understanding the amount of these costs will be the location of CCGTs.  For example, if 
new CCGTs will be located near to the existing oil shale power plants, gas network 
expansion costs will be high, with little electricity network expansion costs, as existing 
power plants are already connected to the electricity network of the required capacity.  If 
new CCGTs will be located near to the new gas source of the LNG terminal, gas network 
expansion costs will be low due to proximity, whereas the electricity network expansion 
costs may be high.  .  Such additional gas and electricity expansion costs will need to be 
investigated further should this option be progressed.  However, it is unlikely that they 
would be more than the positive value identified from switching from oil shale to gas fired 
power generation. 

4.5 Summary 

In considering the options available to Estonia to directly influence some of the key 
activities required to deliver a liberalised market we have identified that Estonia has the 
option to unbundle its gas transmission ownership, to develop a small scale LNG facility 
and the potential to significantly expand its gas demand by switching its current oil shale 
generation to gas fired CCGTs, with the latter having a better economic analysis than the 
current situation.  We will consider these again as part of our liberalization scenarios in 
Section 6.2.  Another way of expanding demand and achieving diverse and new gas 
supplies is to consider a regional approach, our analysis of which follows in the next 
section. 
                                                           
 
21  ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/events/doc/2009/2009_11_25_hlg_report_170609.pdf 
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5. REGIONAL APPROACH 
In Annex A we discuss the importance of well-connected energy markets to the 
development of the single EU gas market.  For this reason the EC is keen to end the 
energy isolation of the East Baltic region.  This section will consider whether there is merit 
to considering the Baltic region as a whole in order to further gas market liberalisation.  
There is a president for this as the Baltic energy market interconnection plan (BEMIP) 
supports construction of new gas infrastructure in the Baltic region and seeks solutions to 
the economic and political challenges this presents22. 

However, new infrastructure alone is unlikely to encourage a large number of new 
competitors, unless it is accompanied by a harmonisation of market structure across the 
Baltic nations.  The benefits from liberalisation are most likely to occur (and then be 
shared among consumers) if the Baltic nations can encourage market participants to 
become active in the region as a whole rather than in one or two of the nations where 
infrastructure is developed. 

5.1 Baltic energy markets interconnection plan 

The gas markets of Finland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania are each supplied entirely by 
Gazprom.  As outlined in Section 2.2, all nations except for Lithuania are exempt from the 
EU third energy directive.  

Figure 25 – Regional gas consumption 
(bcm/a, 2010) 

 
Source: IEA 

                                                           
 
22  ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/bemip_en.htm 
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Figure 25 shows annual gas consumption in each of the four gas markets, each of which 
is small by EU standards.  By comparison, in the same year Denmark consumed 4.9bcm, 
Poland consumed 17.1bcm and Germany consumed 97.3bcm. 

The Baltic energy market interconnection plan (BEMIP) is an action plan for integration 
and market improvement in the Baltic Sea region.  The plan was initiated in 2009 and 
covers: 

 energy market integration; 

 electricity interconnections and power generation; and 

 diversification of gas routes and sources. 

The plan includes Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Germany, Denmark and 
Sweden, all of which are members of a high level group chaired by the Commission.  
Norway has an observer status. 

The BEMIP aims to end the isolation of the Finnish and Baltic gas markets, and to 
increase diversification and security of supply.  Implicitly, it thus assumes the 
implementation of the third energy package, and hence gas market liberalisation. 

For electricity market integration, the future market design for the three Baltic States has 
been agreed.  They will be integrated in the Nordic market model, already covering 
Finland, Sweden and Denmark.  Implementation is under way and will be completed in 
2013 with full market opening. 

For gas, required actions to improve market functioning have been identified.  There is an 
indicative list of projects that needs to be put in place to achieve integration.  In the case 
of Finland and the three Baltic States, this new infrastructure is crucial to market 
liberalisation to offer an alternative source of supply.  The infrastructure required to 
integrate the markets, diversify sources of gas supply, and connect to the wider European 
gas grid have been identified as: 

 the Balticconnector, a pipeline between Finland and Estonia; 

 the Amber PolLit link, a pipeline linking Lithuania and Poland; and 

 a LNG terminal with a capacity sufficient to meet security of supply requirements for 
the entire region (assessed to be 2.5 bcm/a), located in one of the three Baltic States 
or Finland. 

5.2 Interconnectors 

5.2.1 Balticconnector 

In February 2011, Gasum published an executive summary of a study on an offshore 
pipeline between Finland and Estonia.  The study covers technical concepts, routing and 
environmental impacts.  Two routes were studied: one between Inkoo and Paldiski (80 
km), and one between Vuosaari and Paldiski (140km).  The cost for the shorter route was 
estimated to be €96 million, (€1.2 million per km)23.  The offshore pipeline would have 
compression at both landfalls making it capable of physical reverse flow. 

                                                           
 
23  Balticconnector Executive Summary, 2011 
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The study concluded that it is indeed possible to lay an offshore pipeline between Finland 
and Estonia as part of an integrated solution to provide diversified supplies of gas to the 
region via connection to a LNG terminal in Finland or Estonia. 

Gasum has recently shown reluctance to develop the project, which has caused Estonia 
(Eesti Gaas) to request it takes over project leadership.  Initially the parties were due to 
report in May 2011 but the current status of these negotiations is not known.  

5.2.2 Amber PolLit link 

In April 2011, an agreement was signed between Gaz-System, the Polish TSO, and 
Lietuvos Dujos to conduct a pre-feasibility study to construct a pipeline linking the Polish 
and Lithuanian gas grids.  A European Commission grant covered 50% of the cost of the 
study.  The results of the first stage of the feasibility study, assessing the venture in terms 
of its economic viability were originally expected to be ready in July 2011.   

The second stage of the feasibility study, analysing three performance scenarios, 
providing the specification of project costs and expenses, technical description of the 
prospective variants of gas pipeline routes, an evaluation of the environmental impact and 
the schedule of performance, was planned for July 2012. 

There are potential developments that would mean that interconnection with Poland 
would be desirable.  These include the LNG terminal being developed at Swinoujscie 
(see below) and indications that Poland could in future be the leading European producer 
of shale gas (see Section 3.3).  Poland has also renewed its 10bcm/a contract with 
Gazprom until 2037.  With Poland so well supplied, it is possible that in future capacity at 
the LNG terminal could be used for gas destined for Lithuania, and potentially to the 
Baltic region. 

The first study of a gas pipeline between Poland and Lithuania was called ‘project 
Amber’.  Since then the term ‘Amber Pipeline’ has been used for different pipeline 
projects connecting the Lithuanian and Polish gas systems. 

The interconnector is expected to connect Poland with Lithuania with a capacity of 
3bcm/a at an estimated capital cost of €292 million or a total cost of €340 million24.  A 
proposed commissioning date is 2014.  However, the project work is in its infancy with no 
project managing/coordinating company appointed as yet. 

5.2.3 Infrastructure planned in Poland 

Poland is currently building a LNG terminal in Swinoujscie, on the Baltic coast close to the 
German border.  Commissioning is planned for 2014 and the investment cost is €950 
million.  The purpose of the terminal, which has received EU-financing of €200 million 
from the EBRD, is to diversify supplies and reduce dependence on Russian gas.   

The terminal will have an initial capacity of 2.5bcm/a, expandable to 7.5bcm/a.  It will be 
fully equipped with unloading jetty for large LNG tankers, two storage tanks and a 
regasification train.  A 20-year supply contract has already been signed with Qatargas 
which will supply its first shipment in July 2014. 

The Polish gas market is amply supplied by domestic production and imports from Russia 
and in addition there is significant potential for shale gas.  From a supply/demand 

                                                           
 
24  A. Jahn, Implementation of an Entry/Exit Model for the East-Baltic Gas Market, 2011 
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perspective, a LNG terminal is not required.   However, an additional motive may be to 
supply neighbouring Central European markets, with gas contributing to diversification 
and security of supply.   

Poland also plans to expand its cross-border gas links to Czech Republic and to 
Germany in 2011.  The Czech link will be new and have a capacity of 1bcm/a, 
expandable to 2.5bcm/a.   

Other links that are being considered include the interconnector with Lithuania (described 
above), and an additional link to Slovakia in the south.  Gaz-System, the Polish TSO, is 
building these links in order to ensure that the capacity of the LNG terminal in Swinoujscie 
is utilised.  They wish to create a North-South gas corridor, which will interlink the regions 
gas pipelines to increase security of supply. 

The potential benefit of these projects for the Estonian gas market will be access to 
further diversification and security of supply via Lithuania, but possibly with additional 
interconnection costs. 

5.2.4 Economic feasibility of interconnectors 

European interconnectors are currently underdeveloped as a result of insufficient funding.  
TSOs have normally have no incentive to develop interconnections with other networks 
as part of their regulated assets and rates of returns. 

In 2006, the European Commission introduced new guidelines for trans-European energy 
networks (TEN-E) which are outlined in Section 3.6.  However, the implementation of the 
planned projects has been progressing at a slower pace than was initially expected. 

One of the obstacles for building new gas interconnections is related to expectations of 
low profitability.  The aim of interconnection is to increase the competition in the gas 
market, which may change the use of existing assets and so result in less profit for the 
TSOs.  In addition, an uncertain regulatory framework, higher risks associated with capital 
intensive projects, an uncertain economic situation and lengthy permitting procedures 
impact construction of interconnectors. 

5.2.4.1 Financing gap 

In January 2009, the consequences of interruption of Russian gas supplies to Europe 
could not be mitigated due to a lack of reverse flow options and inadequate 
interconnection and storage infrastructures.   

As a result of gas supply disruptions, high oil prices in 2008, increased reliance on 
imported energy resources and the economic crisis, the European Parliament introduced 
a European energy programme for recovery (EEPR, as mentioned in Section 3.6) to 
increase Community spending in defined strategic sectors, addressing the lack of 
confidence among investors and strengthening the overall economy.  The European 
Council asked the Commission to present a list of specific projects to be included in 
EEPR, taking into account an adequate geographical balance and to reinforce investment 
in the development of infrastructure projects. 

In 2010/11, the EEPR supported the construction of 31 gas infrastructure projects with 
€1.39 billion of funds.  This support included €80million for reverse flow projects in 9 
Member States and c.€1.3bn for gas interconnectors and new import pipelines. 
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‘Energy infrastructure – a blueprint for an integrated European energy network’25, 
estimates that the investment needed into European energy infrastructure is around 
€200billion for the coming decade.  Regulated tariffs and congestion charges will have to 
pay for the bulk of these investments.  It states that under the current regulatory 
framework, the necessary investments will not take place or not take place as quickly as 
needed. 

It is estimated that only about 50% of the required investments for transmission networks 
will be taken up by the market by 2020.  This leaves a gap of about €100billion.  This gap 
is caused partly by delays in obtaining permits, difficult access to finance and lack of 
adequate risk management instruments, especially for projects on pan-European level. 

The report highlights that the European Parliament should facilitate regional cooperation, 
provide transparent and straightforward permitting procedures, involve participation of 
public into permit decision making process, arrange better ways of informing stakeholders 
and general public and create a stable financing framework through an improved cost 
allocation and mitigated investors’ risks. 

5.2.4.2 Justification of EC grant 

A feasibility study for a pipeline may come at a significant cost and typically these studies 
are financed in part by the European Commission or similar organisations. 

The potential interconnector between Finland and Estonia meets requirements of the 
TEN-E program it is a high-pressure gas pipeline making it possible to supply regions of 
the Community from internal or external sources.  It may, therefore, be eligible for an EC 
grant. 

An interconnector between Estonia and Finland is one of the TEN-E priorities26 for action 
to support delivery of these two objectives: 

 Adapting and developing the energy networks in support of the operation of the 
internal energy market and, in particular, solving the problems of bottlenecks, 
especially trans-frontier bottlenecks, congestion and missing links, and taking 
account of the needs arising from the functioning of the internal market for electricity 
and natural gas and the enlargement of the EU. 

 Establishing energy networks in island, isolated and peripheral regions, together with 
the connection of those networks, where necessary. 

The following gas projects are mentioned as priority projects by the TEN-E program: 

 Gas networks in Estonia; and 

 Gas pipeline between Finland-Estonia. 

The European Community provides financial aid for projects in one or more of the 
following forms: 

 Grants for studies or works. 

                                                           
 
25  European Commission, Energy infrastructure priorities for 2020 and beyond - A Blueprint for 

an integrated European energy network, 2010 

26  European Commission, Commission Decision on establishing the 2011 annual work  
programme for grants in the field of trans-European networks (TEN) - area of energy 
infrastructures (TEN-E), 2010 
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 Interest rate rebates on loans given by the EIB or other public or private financial 
institutions. 

 Financial contribution to the provisioning and capital allocation for guarantees to be 
issued by the EIB on its own resources under the loan guarantee instrument.   

 Risk capital participation for investment funds or comparable financial undertakings 
with a priority focus on providing risk capital for trans-European network projects and 
involving substantial private sector investment. 

 Financial contribution to the project-related activities of joint undertakings. 

The financial aid provided for the above mentioned forms (apart from the risk capital 
participation) can cover up to 50% of eligible cost of the feasibility study. 

A decision to grant Community financial aid will take into account: 

 the maturity of the project; 

 the stimulating effect of Community intervention on public and private funding; 

 the soundness of the financial package; 

 socio-economic effects; 

 environmental consequences; 

 the need to overcome financial obstacles; and 

 the complexity of the project. 

The Commission will decide the amount of financial aid granted to the study and will 
specify the conditions and methods for the implementation.  Payments will be made in a 
form of pre-financing and, where appropriate, divided into payment instalments. 

In conducting any study, Estonia, in cooperation with the commission, will need to 
undertake technical monitoring and financial control of the projects and certify the reality 
and conformity of the expenditure incurred.  Estonia will also have to provide a 
description of the control, management and monitoring systems set up for the project.  

5.2.4.3 Project financing 

Another critical consideration in economic feasibility will be whether the proposed 
interconnectors, and any potential LNG terminal, are able to attract financing of the 
capital investment costs.  Historically, many infrastructure developments across Europe 
were funded by utilities and often through joint-ventures.  Typically these projects also 
raised project financing by raising debt from Banks and other financial institutions.  These 
loans were typically over a 16-20 years period. 

However, since the recession in 2008 projects of this nature have found raising debt to 
more difficult.  Pöyry supports many utilities and financial lenders on the economics of 
potential projects and we have found nearly all major infrastructure developments that 
have proceeded to financial closure, and so allow construction to start, have required 
some form of EU funding, normally through involvement of the EIB.  Private lenders deem 
the risk to high without the commitment of the EIB and are unwilling to be part of any 
financing consortium.  So any new developments in the region will have to take into 
account the need to potential financial backers to see EU funding support, which is itself 
will have to be seen to be supporting the EU’s energy infrastructure objectives. 
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5.3 Baltic LNG terminal 

BEMIP foresees the construction of a regional LNG terminal in one of the four countries.  
The purpose of this terminal is to provide a means of diversification and security of supply 
for the entire region.  This means it will require a capacity of at least 2.5bcm/a, 
approximately 25% of regional demand.  As an investment, it is thus quite different from 
regular import terminals, which are typically built to meet incremental demand, not 
security of supply requirements. 

Given the fact that there is already ample capacity in existing import lines, and that gas 
provided by Gazprom is likely to remain price competitive with imported LNG, it is unlikely 
that imported LNG would replace all Russian imports.  The flows through the terminal 
may remain small and irregular, consisting of stranded spot cargoes acquired at low price 
to be put in storage, for example during the summer.  This means that the terminal cannot 
be financed based on throughput alone.  A different model will be needed. 

An additional purpose that the terminal could meet is to provide a means to build up a 
market for LNG as a shipping fuel as an alternative fuel source to meet the new sulphur 
regulations as designated by the International Maritime Organization (IMO)27.  Imported 
LNG can be reloaded onto smaller vessels and ferried to ports around the Baltic Sea.  
This is an important additional purpose for two reasons:  

 It helps to put infrastructure in place which is currently missing, but necessary for a 
market to develop (as required by new emission restrictions implemented by the EU 
and IMO, and effective from 2015). 

 It provides an additional source of income for the potentially under-utilised terminal. 

The East Baltic LNG Task Force, which is part of the BEMIP program, is evaluating 
where the regional terminal should be located.  The factors being assessed include 
security of supply, market development, commercial factors, financial plans, and 
timing/maturity.  Whilst the report prepared for the EC on the future development of the 
energy gas market in the Baltic sea recommended that the regional LNG terminal should 
be placed in Finland or alternatively Estonia, this has not yet been agreed to by all the 
parties involved.  Thus the location is still a critical point to be resolved. 

Several LNG terminal projects are under consideration in the countries across the region 
and these are shown in Figure 26.  That said, it is Pöyry’s view that the size of the market 
means only one is likely to be required as small scale LNG is not able to complete with 
Russian pipeline gas and without significant demand increases in each of the markets 
there is risk that the utilisation factors will not support a positive business case. 

5.3.1 Estonia 

Estonia has two locations for a possible LNG terminal close to the port of Tallinn; either 
Muuga Harbour or Paldiski South Harbour. 

The Muuga port authority Port of Tallinn has ordered a study with an initial risk 
assessment which also includes another six alternative locations.  As a part of the 
assessment, suggestions are given for the overall selection of technology for the terminal 
with regard to the existing facilities in the harbours and other site specific conditions.  Balti 
Gaas is one of the interested developers of the Paldiski LNG terminal. 

                                                           
 
27  DNV report on Greener Shipping in the Baltic Sea, 2010 
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Figure 26 – Proposed LNG 
regasification terminals in 
the Baltic region 

 
Source: Entsog, Pöyry 

During its interview with Balti Gaas, Pöyry obtained its views on progress with the Paldiski 
LNG terminal.  Balti Gaas said that the terminal is at planning stage and will be 
operational in 2013.  Initially, the project is planned to comprise a single 160,000m3 
container small scale terminal, with expectations that it will subsequently be upgraded to 
double the size in order to become a regional terminal.  It believes no external funding will 
be required for the small scale terminal and it is anticipated that the largest customer will 
be a new 400MW CCGT, located in close proximity.  

In time, the LNG terminal should, ideally, be connected to the Balticconnector.  The 
liberalisation of the Estonian gas market is not crucial for the small LNG terminal, but it 
will be a prerequisite for a larger one. 

As an alternative to Paldiski, another potential location that is being considered for a LNG 
terminal is Muuga, about 20km east of Tallinn, which will also be very close to 
Balticconnector.  This is being supported by Vopak, who have an interest in the GATE 
terminal in the Netherlands, and which would be the project developer.  In our interview 
with them they identified what they believed where a number of advantages this project 
has over the other LNG projects in the region, such as location of existing infrastructure, 
vicinity to large users and the ability to develop demand growth in the Muuga district. 

It also suggested that such a LNG terminal could act as a satellite, downstream of its 
Gate terminal in the Netherlands, to improve efficiency. 
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However, Vopak itself would not be a new supplier in the region.  It also acknowledged 
that the Estonian market on its own is too small and a LNG terminal would need to serve 
a bigger market than just Estonia. 

5.3.2 Lithuania 

Lithuania is planning the construction of a LNG regasification terminal in Klaipeda.  In 
June 2011, Klaipėdos Nafta, a national oil company and owner of Klaipeda oil import 
terminal, selected an international company Fluor as a managing adviser for preparation 
and implementation of the LNG terminal project. The expected capacity of the terminal is 
2bcm/a and it is planned to be operational in 2015. 

Fluor will be advising Klaipedos Nafta for 4 years, until the end of 2014, and will have to 
prepare a technical plan for the LNG terminal, assist in selection of technologies, carry 
out the works necessary for obtaining of mandatory permits, and solve the project 
security, navigation and other issues related to technical implementation of the project.   

Lithuania has a larger gas market than Estonia, although not sufficient on its own to 
support a LNG terminal at a national level.  In addition, EU funding support is not likely to 
materialise unless it is linked to future interconnection of a regional market. 

5.3.3 Latvia 

Latvenergo, the national energy company has proposed four locations for a LNG terminal 
in Latvia: Riga, Ventspils, Liepaja and Vidzeme.  Nominal capacity and a project 
developer have not been decided upon yet28.  A Latvian member of the European 
Parliament has announced that the EC will only support construction of the terminal in 
Riga29.  However, this is not our understanding of the EC position, as it has made it clear 
that any financial support must meet its requirements to link the Baltic States into the EU 
gas market. 

5.3.4 Finland 

Gasum has performed a feasibility study investigating the possibilities of constructing a 
LNG regasification terminal in Finland (Inkoo).  At present, the future of a terminal in 
Finland is not clear due to the political debate about what role, if any, natural gas should 
have in Finland and if it is to have an expanded role if it should be as part of a regional 
solution. 

5.3.5 Terminal location 

The East Baltic LNG Task Force is expected to make a decision regarding the location of 
a Baltic LNG terminal shortly.  Without a decision, there will be no EU funding, and 
implementation of the third energy package for gas will be severely hampered.   

It is clear to Pöyry that new infrastructure is neither commercially viable nor financeable 
using a national approach, and will not attract the support of the EC or EU funds.  Market 
integration and a regional perspective on liberalisation is the best solution.  Without the 
backing of the EC and availability of EU funds, including from the EIB, it is our view that 
the proposed LNG terminals will struggle to get the private financing needed to proceed. 

                                                           
 
28  www.baltic-course.com/eng/energy/?doc=40829 
29  www.baltic-course.com/eng/energy/?doc=42975 
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The location of the terminal will be determined only when agreement is reached between 
the four countries involved on the preferred location from a regional point of view.  It is 
clear from negotiations so far that objective structural, environmental, temporal and 
economic benefits and drawbacks alone will not be sufficient to make a decision – some 
sort of political compromise will be required.   

Of the proposed locations for the regasification terminals shown in Figure 26, Paldiski 
would appear to be a good solution as it sits next to the proposed interconnector with 
Finland, the largest of the four gas markets and it is critical that Finnish consumers can 
easily access this new supply source to facilitate LNG deliveries.  The proposed capacity 
of 2.5bcm/a would be suitable for the market size, although the throughput could be low 
without additional gas demand being developed. 

However, planning for the similar sized LNG terminal at Klaipeda in Lithuania is well 
underway and its national market has a higher current demand for gas than Estonia.  Just 
like Estonia such a facility is seen as critical in improving its security of supply.  So there 
are likely to be difficulties on settling on one location. 

5.4 Entry–Exit regulation 

Traditionally, gas transport fees have been set based on capacity required, volume of 
throughput and distance travelled.  The regulatory systems in place in the Baltic countries 
reflect this traditional approach.  As a result, there has been concern that due to 
locational factors, there would be differences in where and how costs are recovered.  This 
situation would arise if a national approach was adopted for tariff setting, where each 
country recovers costs for infrastructure in its own territory, and charges are added on 
along the way.  For example, Finland was concerned that it might have to pay transit fees 
to four different countries to get access to gas in Germany.  To avoid this, it is clear that a 
regional approach to regulation and tariff setting would be required. 

Our detailed analysis in Annex B.2 identifies that an entry-exit based model is the 
preferred way forward and this has been suggested for any new regional approach, which 
would: 

 avoid booking capacity in several systems; 

 promote gas trading; and 

 accord with EU recommendations for other liberalising gas markets. 

A regional entry-exit regulatory model effectively means that in order to get access to the 
joint infrastructure, a shipper has to pay an entry fee at the transmission system inlet, and 
an exit fee when leaving the system (for example at the interface with local distribution).  
With this regional model, costs can be shared regionally and location becomes 
unimportant.  The regional model can, if desired, be implemented on top of national 
regulation, which can then be gradually adapted according to local needs. 

5.5 Financing/ownership model 

As indicated above, entry/exit regulation is assumed for the infrastructure required under 
the BEMIP program.  This means that the capacity and throughput-based fees will be 
charged for entry into and exit from the transmission system, rather than be based on the 
distance travelled.  The LNG terminal would constitute an entry point to the regional 
system.   
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However, it is likely that only a small part of terminal costs will initially be recovered via 
entry fees, because of low utilisation.  We expect that the remainder will have to be 
socialised to the entire customer collective, as a transmission surcharge.  Thus cash-
flows will be secure enough to allow debt financing, regardless of actual throughput.   

For this reason, TSOs need to be the primary bookers of capacity, able to resell it to 
shippers, potentially in an auction based process.  TSOs will hold primary capacity on a 
use-it-or-lose-it basis, i.e. they will not be able to unduly monopolise capacity to prevent 
shippers from trading.  There would need to be mechanisms in place to release all 
capacity to the market for varying durations on a firm and interruptible basis in response 
to market requirements.  The same principle applies to shippers holding capacity.  

The LNG terminal operator will be restricted to operating the terminal, running capacity 
auctions and to promoting utilisation.  He should not be allowed to trade in gas, or to hold 
capacity.  The LNG terminal operator is compensated by a management fee, coupled 
with incentives to increase terminal utilisation and treat all shippers fairly and equitably.   

5.5.1 Private vs. public ownership 

Gas infrastructure is characterised by economy of scale, large irreversible investments 
and external effects, which may lead to market failure.  Therefore, the market may not be 
the best instrument to attract optimal investments. 

Traditionally, most LNG facilities are privately owned.  However, political concerns about 
fossil fuel energy security, a desire to encourage construction of new facilities, a move 
towards privatisation in energy sector and reduced funding availability as a consequence 
of the financial crisis, have led to alternative ownership structures being considered. 

The alternatives to private ownership are public ownership or regulation of private 
ownership.  Transferring public ownership of production and/or transmission and 
distribution systems to private ownership may be a part of a liberalisation process. 

There are pros and cons to both public and private types of ownership.  Under private 
ownership, the major challenge is the design of a regulation that gives incentives both for 
efficient utilisation of the existing LNG infrastructure, and for optimal investments.  Under 
public ownership, the major challenge is the design of incentives for efficient use of 
resources, avoiding inefficiencies due to high-cost operations and investments.  There 
are examples of successful public LNG ownership in several South American countries, 
as a part of a LNG programme designed to reduce uncertainty in gas supply.  However, 
the EU has guidelines on provision of state funds and any support from public funds may 
require approval from the EC. 

5.5.2 Cost allocation between all countries in the region 

The majority of costs (i.e. those not covered by entry fees) will be carried by the entire 
consumer collective.  Thus, costs are distributed between countries in relation to market 
size.  Over time, the surcharge will have to be adjusted to reflect market growth, and 
terminal utilisation. 

5.6 Economic analysis of Baltic infrastructure projects 

Having identified various projects that could facilitate a regional approach we need to 
consider their viability.  To compare the projects on a like for like basis we calculated 
levelised costs of the projects on a per MWh of capacity usage basis (see Section 3.8.1. 
for this methodology), with the results shown in Table 11.  Please note, that the table 
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contains total costs of projects; these are calculated as present value of capital costs and 
operating costs of these projects, discounted at an assumed cost of capital of 10%. 

For comparison purposes we have assumed a lifetime for each asset 20 years and 10% 
cost of capital for each of the considered projects.  Capital investment costs and 
operating costs assumptions are taken from public sources; in cases where the data was 
not available we have used values from similar projects. 

The analysis shows a regional LNG terminal has similar levelised costs to the PolLit link, 
due to similar sizes of the projects and investment costs. 

A regional LNG terminal in the Baltic region will also require expansion of the capacity of 
the existing pipelines between Estonia and Latvia and between Latvia and Lithuania.  We 
estimate the total costs for the both of the pipelines to be around €115 million.   

Balticconnector has the lowest costs of the two new pipelines, due to the lowest 
investment costs involved, although as this will be a sub-sea link its cost estimate may 
have a high degree of uncertainty.  The Estonia-Latvia interconnector upgrade is also 
cheaper than the Latvia-Lithuania interconnector upgrade, due to shorter length of the 
former. 

Table 11 – Levelised costs of proposed projects 

 
Source: Cedigaz, European Commission, Foster Wheeler, TGE gas, Pöyry analysis 

An alternative measure is to look at the economic impact if the costs are socialised 
across all the regional consumers, akin to a security of supply levy.   

We can also compare the results of the regional levy method against the local levy 
described in Section 4.3.4.  The regional approach has a higher number of projects with 
higher investment costs, as opposed to the local approach, with only one project.  
However, regional gas consumption is much larger, compared to local gas consumption 
of Estonia alone.  As a result, the regional approach results in a lower additional cost of 
€4.7($6.4)/1000m3 over 20 years, or a 1.1% increase over the existing gas price of 
€440/1000m3, see Figure 5 for gas prices.  A relatively more expensive local LNG 
terminal will result in a 2% gas price increase over the current price. 

Pöyry has also been asked to consider the case of a medium sized LNG terminal being 
utilised only by Estonia and Latvia, reflecting the case of Finland remaining non-committal 
to expanding gas usage and Lithuania continuing to develop its own LNG terminal.  In this 
case only two infrastructure projects would be required: the medium size LNG terminal 
and the Estonia–Latvia pipeline expansion.  The total costs of these projects will be €560 

Project Total cost (€ mil) Capacity (bcm/y) Levelised cost (€/MWh) Levelised cost (€/1000m3)
LNG terminals

Medium size LNG terminal 375 2.6 1.57 16.9

Interconnectors
Pollit link 340 3 1.23 13.3
Balticconnector 134 2.6 0.56 6.0

Pipeline expansion
Estonia - Latvia 37 1.7 0.24 2.6
Latvia - Lithuania 87 1.7 0.56 6.1
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million less compared to the regional approach, which will result in a gas price increase of 
1.9%, similar to the local small scale LNG case. 

Table 12 – Socialised economic impact of local and regional approach 

 
Source: Cedigaz, European Commission, Foster Wheeler, TGE gas, Pöyry analysis 

5.7 Advantages of regional approach 

5.7.1 Market size 

In order to attract market participants, the cost of operating in the Baltic region must be 
exceeded by the expected benefit from operations there.  A single gas market across the 
region would allow new entrants to target all four Baltic nations and minimise set-up 
costs.  Each market alone is unlikely to be large enough to attract significant numbers of 
competitors required to deliver the benefits of liberalisation, but the combined market 
might attract both new sources of gas and market entrants.  Table 13 shows not only the 
benefits of combining the market size but the consistent level of demand, which will give 
some confidence to potential new entrants. 

Table 13 – Baltic region gas consumption 

 
Source: IEA 

5.7.2 Increased competition 

As noted, allowing parties to access a single medium sized regional market rather than 
four small markets may attract new entrants to compete for business.  New entrants 
competing for business should reduce costs for the end user alongside stimulating 
innovative product offerings as retailers attempt to differentiate their products. 

The market could be designed such that the incumbent company in each market (listed in 
Section 2.2) has the obligation to release gas from their portfolios to allow new entrants 
access to existing supplies. This has been practiced elsewhere when competition has 
been slow to develop (UK, Germany and Denmark).  The incumbents should also be 
allowed to compete for market share in the neighbouring markets, instantly creating three 
credible alternatives to each incumbent (assuming consumers are prepared to switch 
away from their own national provider).  However, as the ownership of three of the 
incumbents is very similar (Finland being the exception), the question remains whether 
they would actively compete for market share. 

Approach Total costs, € mil
Additional cost for 

20 years, €/1000m3
Additional cost for 

20 years, $/1000m3
% increase over 
the current price

Local 125 8.9 12.2 2.0%
Regional 972 4.7 6.4 1.1%
Estonia + Latvia 412 8.2 11.2 1.9%

bcm/year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Estonia 1.01 1.00 0.96 0.65 0.70
Finland 4.76 4.57 4.74 4.27 4.71
Latvia 1.76 1.70 1.67 1.53 1.82
Lithuania 3.07 3.62 3.25 2.73 3.12
Total 10.60 10.89 10.61 9.18 10.35
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5.7.3 Security of supply 

A single regional market with increased interconnection will increase security of supply for 
the region.  Security of supply would be further enhanced through the introduction of a 
LNG terminal which would reduce dependence on Russian gas. 

A regional market could benefit from infrastructure being better optimised on a regional 
basis than on a national basis.  The existing infrastructure (pipelines from Russia, the 
storage facility at Incukalns, current interconnection between Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania) and the proposed new infrastructure (such as Balticconnector) suits a regional 
market and would deliver security of supply for each of the Baltic countries.  This would 
be a more efficient outcome than each country attempting to address security of supply 
concerns in isolation from each other. 

5.7.4 Signal for EU support 

The only gas market that is not currently run along national borders is that in the North 
and Republic of Ireland, with further integration rules planned.  However, the 
development of a regional gas market in the Baltics would thus send a strong signal that 
the Baltic nations are committed to the EC vision of a single European gas market and 
wish to demonstrate that the Baltic region is an open market for all participants. 

5.8 Barriers to regional approach 

A single gas market across four separate nations will cause some barriers which would 
need to be overcome before the benefits of liberalisation can be delivered.  We have 
identified the following issues. 

5.8.1 Political issues 

The development of a Baltic regional market will require the governments of all countries 
involved to believe that such a plan will benefit the region and will not be to the significant 
detriment of any single nation within the region.  The countries will become increasingly 
interdependent and thus the gas network and development of infrastructure will be for the 
benefit of the region rather than to secure the interests of any single nation.  Currently, 
three of the Baltic States have plans for a LNG terminal, but only one will be necessary – 
so two of the countries will need to ensure that they are able to secure the benefit of the 
terminal being located in a neighbouring state.  The progress of the East Baltic LNG Task 
Force will illustrate the political will of the parties to work together. 

5.8.2 Time to put in place 

A single gas market will require four governments, regulators, and gas companies to 
agree on a range of complex issues.  Assuming that the political will is present, there 
remain a number of detailed agreements that would need support from the major market 
participants.  This will take time to develop and agree.   

There would be a considerable advantage if the regional market could be agreed by 
2015, which is the latest date that the derogation from EU Third Party Access (TPA) rules 
could expire.  Putting in place a single regional market at this time rather than four 
national markets and then having to combine the rules thereafter would prevent 
significant inefficiencies. 

2015 also coincides with the expiry of the long-term contracts supplying Estonia and 
Lithuania.  If new entrants are persuaded that there will be a regional market by this time, 
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there may be an opportunity to replace the contract supplying the incumbents with more 
than one contract supplying competing market participants.   

The physical infrastructure required will take considerable time to plan, build, and 
commission. 

5.8.3 Single source of gas 

Developing a regional market may not be a sufficient condition in isolation to ensure the 
success of competition.  If all parties are supplied by Gazprom, then it will be difficult for 
any new market participants to enter the market without a separate gas release 
programme by the incumbents.  The role of a LNG terminal to introduce competition to 
Russian gas is therefore vital. 

The incumbent companies having a similar cost base (currently based on Russian 
imports) may not in itself be a bar to competition developing; for example in the case of 
Great Britain competition developed from a position where many parties were supplied 
via similarly priced oil-indexed contracts.  Parties could compete through reducing non-
energy costs or through developing attractive or innovative terms and conditions. 

The BEMIP high level group has observed that cost differences do exist between the 
nations as Estonia and Latvia have negotiated a 15% discount on the price of gas from 
Gazprom that Lithuania has not secured.  It has also noted that Baltic prices are above 
the German border prices despite the lower transit costs of supplying the Baltic region.   
These facts could be taken to demonstrate that Gazprom is able to extract a significant 
rent from its position as a monopoly supplier. 

5.8.4 Cost allocation 

New infrastructure is unlikely to be commercially viable in isolation.  The benefits to the 
region will be delivered through enhanced security of supply and through reduced costs 
to end users as competition is stimulated.  It may be necessary to allow the socialisation 
of the initial capital costs in order to encourage investment.  If costs are to be socialised, 
the rules by which costs can be passed to the gas users of the four Baltic States will need 
to be agreed. 

5.8.5 Financing and ownership 

Assuming that rules can be agreed that determine how the costs of any investment will be 
recovered, investors will need to be found to raise the capital required.  It is important that 
the investors are independent of the current incumbent supplier in order to allow genuine 
competition to develop.  Ideally investors would also be independent of the incumbent 
suppliers as well (even if the Gazprom did not hold a significant stake in three of the four 
incumbents). 

However, based on Pöyry’s experience of advising utilities and banks on major 
infrastructure projects such as these being considered here, it is clear that without EU 
grants and/or loans private funding from Banks and other institutions will not be 
forthcoming.  So projects will either have to receive funding via consumer levies or direct 
from Government funds, with both potentially requiring EU approval under state aid 
guidelines. 
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5.8.6 TSO cooperation 

There is currently a national TSO in each country in the region.  In order to operate the 
combined transmission system on a regional basis a significant level of cooperation will 
be required between them.  It may be more efficient for a single regional system operator 
to be established that will be able to optimise the operation of the combined system.  This 
may be achievable via some form of contractual joint venture between the existing TSOs. 
Whatever the solution, significant political will and effort is likely to be necessary to 
ensure this step. 

5.8.7 Is a Baltic regional market big enough to attract new entrants? 

A combined market would be slightly larger than the markets in either Ireland or 
Denmark.  Both countries have liberalised markets and have witnessed development of 
competition between suppliers to end consumers.  For example, in Ireland, though Bord 
Gais Energy (BGE) has a 93% share of the residential supply it has only a 40% share of 
the total gas market, with less than 50% market share in industrial and commercial 
sectors30.  There are approximately six independent new entrants to the industrial and 
commercial sector, and it is expected that over time competition within domestic users will 
also develop.  Competition has also developed through BGE entering the electricity 
market and offering dual fuel products to customers. 

5.9 Summary 

A regional rather than a national approach would deliver the greatest benefits to the end 
consumers of the Estonian and other Baltic gas markets.  However, there will be 
significant political and logistical barriers which will take time and will to resolve.  The 
costs of new infrastructure will be high, but investment is necessary to introduce a 
competing source of supply to Russian gas.  Security of supply to the region, as a whole, 
would be significantly enhanced by a LNG terminal and improved interconnections, e.g., 
the Balticconnector, and so some of these costs should be shared amongst the 
consumers of the region.  The infrastructure required to build a new LNG terminal and 
provide the interconnections across the region will require EU funds, either through EC 
grants or EU loans through the EIB.  These will not be forthcoming unless the projects are 
agreed as delivering the objectives that the EC has laid down for linking the Baltic gas 
markets into the rest of the EU. 

The regional market would ideally be operated by a single market operator that is able to 
optimise gas flows across the region.  An entry-exit system would be introduced and 
entry-paid gas traded freely at a new single hub, which may be termed the Baltic 
Balancing Point (BPP). 

It would be expected that the size of the regional gas market would be sufficient for new 
entrants to be encouraged to enter the market and to begin to compete against the 
incumbent suppliers. 

Finally, a region wide gas release programme would require all the incumbents to auction 
a fixed percentage of their contracted gas supplies to new entrants thereby encouraging 
greater competition and reducing barriers to entry.  The market incumbents would be able 
to compete across the region. 
  

                                                           
 
30  Gas Market Update Q4 2010, Commission for Energy Regulation 
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6. IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS 
There are a number of potential developments being considered for the Estonian gas 
market, see Section 4.  In Section 5, the Baltic region gas demand and planned 
infrastructure was described in detail and the advantages of and barriers to a regional 
approach to liberalisation were discussed.  In this section we first consider whether LNG, 
both small and regional scale, could be competitive with Russian gas pipeline deliveries.  
We will then consider the feedback from consultations we have undertaken with various 
stakeholders across the region and use this to develop a set of scenarios that bring about 
improvements to security of gas supply and/or achieve a liberalised market.  Finally, we 
will identify what needs to be done in order to achieve the best outcome for liberalisation 
and set out the next steps. 

6.1 Pipeline and LNG price projections 

Pöyry projects oil-indexed contract prices, based on our oil price model and assumptions, 
and a LNG spot market price which is derived from detailed proprietary modelling of 
European, Far Eastern and US gas market developments using our Pegasus model (see 
Annex E.3.1. for more details). 

In Table 14 we show various illustrative projections of likely market prices for both 
pipeline supplies from Russia and LNG supplies that could potentially compete if a LNG 
terminal was built.  It should be noted that these are based on our Pöyry Central scenario 
projections using an internally consistent set of assumptions. The actual outturn of prices 
is likely to be different.  In addition, a different set of assumptions would produce a 
different set of projections but by using a scenario approach it does allow a comparison to 
be made based on the same set of assumptions and so provide an indicator of what 
future prices may be. 

Table 14 – Illustrative gas source price projections, 2011-2020 (€/MWh) 

 

LNG costs are based on an average of a basket of illustrative LNG costs in the Atlantic 
basin, including such supply sources as Algeria, Nigeria, Egypt, Norway, and Trinidad 
and Tobago.  LNG prices include the likely oil indexation component pertinent to LNG 
contracts and the additional transportation costs to Estonia.  For the medium sized LNG 
terminal we assume a standard size LNG vessel is used. 

For small scale LNG we believe it will be delivered to Estonia via two stages: first to a 
large LNG regasification terminal in a large LNG tanker and, second, reloading this LNG 
onto a smaller tanker and delivering it to the small scale LNG terminal.  Terminals such 
as Zeebrugge in Belgium have such a facility and the GATE terminal in the Netherlands is 
considering investing in such capability. 

Pipeline gas costs are derived from new supplies delivered from the Yamal region of 
Russia.  These fields are expected to provide much of the Russian gas exports in the 
future, as the traditional fields deplete.  In a similar way to LNG, pipeline gas prices have 
a large oil indexation component, which is already present in existing Gazprom contracts. 

Gas price in Estonia on current 
terms (80% oil indexed)

Projected price of new Russian 
pipeline gas developments

Medium size LNG price 
(delivered to  Estonia)

Small scale LNG price 
(delivered to Estonia)

21 - 24 27 - 28 26 - 29 29 - 32
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It is also worth noting that LNG has lower costs compared to Russian gas from new 
developments, due to relative difficulty of gas development in remote areas of Yamal and 
due to the requirement of building significant new infrastructure to bring it to the European 
markets.  That said, LNG is also used heavily in the Far-East and this region has 
historically shown that it is prepared to pay higher oil-indexed prices than spot cargoes 
currently entering the European market. 

In addition, in Table 14 we have benchmarked both LNG and pipeline gas prices against 
oil indexed gas prices delivered under an estimate of the current Estonian gas contract 
price with Gazprom.  The latter has been projected into the future by assuming that the 
gas price has fixed and an oil indexed components, as is the case with other known 
Gazprom contracts, and using the same Pöyry oil price projections used above.  It has 
the advantage of showing any potential benefit of retaining the current contract terms and 
prices. 

Table 14 shows that based on the scenario assumptions, LNG and new pipeline gas 
prices to Estonia are very similar over the long-term.  Small scale LNG is expected to be 
more expensive and so be less competitive with pipeline gas due to additional 
transportation costs involved.  It also shows that the gas price in Estonia based on current 
terms is lower compared to the projected price of gas from new fields, due to easier 
availability and pre-existing infrastructure. 

In considering how competitive the gas price could be it, it is worth noting that LNG has 
higher margins compared to pipeline gas, so the LNG price can be reduced to a larger 
extent, especially when there is supply competition with sufficient demand to make LNG 
deliveries attractive.  However, the global nature of LNG also means that the very high 
prices being paid in Asia could result in a significant proportion of spot LNG cargos not 
being available to the European market at the prices identified above.  The extent of this 
will depend on how Chinese and other Far-Eastern gas demands grow in the next 
decades. 

In summary, a small scale LNG would struggle to compete on price with Russian pipeline 
supplies.  A medium sized facility has the potential to compete, especially if there is 
sufficient new demand to make the extra delivery costs worthwhile.  That said, if the 
current Estonian Gazprom contract is renewed under the existing terms from 2015, LNG 
is unlikely to be able to compete. 

6.2 Key issues and stakeholders’ views 

Before identifying a set of scenarios for potential liberalisation it is important to consider 
the views of various stakeholders across the region.  As part of this study Pöyry has 
undertaken a series of stakeholder interviews.  The parties interviewed were: Balti Gaas; 
Eesti Gaas; Elering; Estonian Ministry of Finance (MoF); Estonian Prime Minister’s Office; 
Estonian Competition Authority (CA); EG Võrguteenus; Estonian Ministry of Economic 
Affairs (MOEA); Eesti Energia; Estonian Parliament representatives; Latvijas Gaze; 
Gazprom (shareholder in Eesti Gaas); Klaipedos Nafta (developer of a Lithuanian LNG 
terminal); Latvian Department of Energy, Ministry of Economics; and Vopak (potential 
developer of a LNG terminal in Estonia and partner in the GATE LNG terminal in the 
Netherlands). 

From these we have identified the following key issues that the stakeholders believe are 
vital before a successful liberalised market can be achieved.  It should be noted, 
however, that not all parties believe such a change is necessary. 
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6.2.1 Single source of gas 

Gazprom does not believe that having a single gas supplier has disadvantaged the Baltic 
gas consumers, and this was illustrated by end-user gas prices being lower than the EU 
average, see Figure 5 on page 19.  A number of stakeholders cited the single source of 
gas as a barrier to competition and consequently to liberalisation.  Others have cited it as 
a security of supply risk, which Eesti Gaas discounted. 

However, in the next few years the Baltic gas markets could have moved on – the current 
Estonian supply contract with Gazprom expires; the exclusive Latvijas Gaze AS contract 
for storage use will expire in 201731.  If oil prices are much higher by this time, contract 
renewal negotiations could start from a higher base price, and whereas other markets in 
Europe have the traded hubs to offer an alternative, the Baltic region may find 
negotiations with a single supplier more difficult. 

The timeline in Table 15 shows the expiry of the contracts coincides with plans to 
unbundle Eesti Gaas and develop LNG supplies.  Even if a regional market was not yet 
complete, progress towards better interconnection across the region and with the rest of 
Europe would certainly offer some leverage in negotiations with Gazprom. 

Pöyry would recommend measures to encourage new gas supplies into the region on the 
grounds of avoiding the single supplier risk in the future; potential new suppliers will 
encourage new entrants and contribute to gas market growth. 

6.2.2 Regional approach 

The regional approach to liberalisation is a good idea for all the reasons outlined in 
Section 5.6, but stakeholders have identified many of the barriers also outlined in this 
report. 

LNG developers see the regional market as an opportunity to sell more gas, but individual 
countries need to be persuaded that there will be benefits for all, wherever a terminal is 
situated.  Eesti Energia is not concerned in which country the LNG terminal is located but 
considers access to the gas networks essential.  This will require TSOs working together 
and a single system operator to establish rules for a robust entry-exit model and TPA. 

The size of the Estonian gas market makes some stakeholders downplay the importance 
of gas, ‘it plays a minimum role’, and a regional market may encourage more of an 
interest.  Various stakeholders also identified that improved interconnection would be the 
next most important step after having more than one supply.  It would provide market size 
to attract new entrants and provide more efficient pricing signals. 

Pöyry recommend pursuing a liberalised, regional gas market because it delivers the 
lowest cost to consumers and meets the criteria set by the EC for future funding.  Without 
such funding it is not clear that any of the identified infrastructure projects will get the 
financing needed to meet both the security of supply concerns and achieving the 
integration of the Baltic gas markets with the rest of Europe.  Whilst there are barriers to 
be overcome and even if plans for a regional market take longer than expected to deliver 
results, the threat of competition can go a long way to encouraging a better outcome from 
the current incumbents. 

                                                           
 
31  www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-07-29/latvia-seeks-to-allay-estonian-fears-over-lng-

terminal-plan.html 
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6.2.3 The future of gas demand in the region 

In Section 3.8 we describe the potential of gas as a fuel for electricity generation in a low 
carbon Europe.  In terms of cost, gas is cheaper than renewable generation technologies 
and in terms of emissions it is relatively clean and efficient compared with other fossil 
fuels. 

As members of the EU, the Baltic States will have to meet increasingly demanding targets 
for CO2 emission reductions.  Historically, gas has proved to be a good value choice to 
achieve emission targets in other EU countries, such as the UK, and Eesti Energia 
suggest 1000MW of oil shale power generation in Estonia must be replaced by 2023, and 
a potentially a large proportion of the new generation could be gas-fired.  This potential 
was analysed in detail in Section 4.4, which showed a positive benefit from such a switch.  
However, not all stakeholders believe this will be the outcome, with many expecting a mix 
of generation, including nuclear and new renewables. 

So the future for gas in power generation has the potential to transform the position of 
gas in Estonia.  However, Eesti Gaas have concerns that subsidies to renewable energy 
will be a problem for gas, and so believes the potential future market will be the industrial 
sector. 

6.2.4 National policy framework on gas 

The national policy framework for natural gas is one factor influencing the liberalisation 
agenda which is controlled to a large extent by the Estonian Government.  To help give 
stakeholders confidence that liberalisation will progress and ultimately be achieved, this 
should provide strong and clear long-term policy signals on the future role of gas which 
are consistent with the Government’s liberalisation strategy.  

The Office of the Prime Minister and Parliament have both stated that the political will to 
undertake further gas market liberalisation exists.  However, a number of stakeholders 
have commented that the Estonian authorities have in recent years seen growth in 
natural gas usage as undesirable given the current import dependency on Russia, and 
that this has not been a positive message to potential new suppliers or investors in 
infrastructure.  There is a strong theme through the current national energy policy of 
maintaining oil shale as a major fuel for electricity generation (with plans to even use this 
in gas turbines assuming this becomes technologically proven), whereas in a properly 
liberalised market natural gas could compete successfully, on both economic and 
environmental grounds, without compromising security of supply (see Section 4.4). 

The current target for natural gas to form less than 20% of the energy mix in 2020 is also 
relatively stringent in the context of an expansion of gas-fired power generation, the 
addition of a single 400MW CCGT running at a 70% load factor potentially breaching this. 

Pöyry recommend that the national policy framework relating to natural gas is clarified in 
the light of the liberalisation process.  This might well provide a clearer and more positive 
long-term signal on the future role of gas to market participants.   
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6.3 Implementation scenarios 

There are various liberalisation options available to Estonia, as outlined in Section 4.  Our 
view is that a regional approach, as outlined in Section 5, has the potential to resolve 
many of the issues facing both the Estonian and the wider Baltic gas markets.  However, 
at the present time, outcomes are uncertain for various initiatives and infrastructure 
projects, including new LNG terminals and interconnectors.  The current timeline for these 
developments in Estonia and the Baltic region are shown in Figure 27. 

In order to put some structure to the potential options associated with these timelines we 
have considered some alternative scenarios.  Having established that ownership 
unbundling is the most robust form of implementing the 3rd Gas Directive, we have 
assumed this goes ahead in each scenario, but the other developments differ under our 
scenarios as follows and summarised in Table 15: 

 Estonian supply security – where only a small scale LNG terminal built in Estonia, 
there is little growth in the gas market, no Balticconnector is built and there remains a 
continued reliance on Russian gas. 

 Estonian power switch – where a medium sized LNG terminal is built and there is a 
transformation in the gas market through the development of CCGTs as a 
displacement of oil shale in power generation.  In addition, a gas release programme 
is established. 

 Regional liberalisation – where a regional Baltic market is developed alongside at 
least one medium sized LNG terminal, gas demand for competing suppliers is larger 
through access to c10bcm of regional demand and the Balticconnector and other 
inter-state interconnectors are built.  Under this scenario we also anticipate the 
liberalisation of all Baltic gas markets and gas release programmes from the 
incumbents being established.  We do not assume any transformation of the 
Estonian power market. 

Table 15 – Summary of market development scenarios 

Scenario Ownership 
unbundling 

LNG 
terminal 

CCGT 
demand 
growth 

Regional 
Market 

Balticconnector 
& other inter-
state pipes 

Estonian supply 
security 

 Small scale    

Estonian power 
switch 

 Medium 
size 

   

Regional 
Liberalisation 

 Medium 
size 

   

 

These scenarios are now discussed in more detail. 
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6.3.1 Estonian supply security scenario 

Under the Estonian supply security scenario Eesti Gaas ownership unbundling is enacted.  
The System Operator develops a Network Code that provides transparent transportation 
rules based on an entry-exit system. 

According to our assumptions from Section 4.3.4, a small scale LNG terminal will have an 
investment cost of €100 million.  Assuming that the cost of the terminal is socialised 
through a security of supply levy across Estonian gas customers, consuming 0.7bcm of 
gas, the investment cost would equate to a €8.9/1000m3 levy, which equates to a 2% 
increase in consumer bills over the assumed 20 year lifetime period. 

However, as shown in Section 6.1, the price of small scale LNG is not attractive when 
compared to Russian pipeline supplies and so little or no gas is delivered to challenge the 
Russian dominant supply position.  Thus, there is no development of a gas trading hub or 
competition at the wholesale level.  The small scale LNG is not large enough to 
encourage any switching to gas in power generation. 

Efforts towards a regional market are not progressed and the region as a whole remains 
an isolated energy market.  No new entrants enter the market, which remains small and 
unattractive to outside investment.  Supply competition does not develop and Eesti Gaas 
retains its current level of market share. 

The goal of effective gas market liberalisation is not achieved, although the security of 
supply improvements achieved through the above mentioned levy may be deemed 
worthwhile to some stakeholders. 

6.3.2 Estonian power switch scenario 

A medium sized (c.2.5bcm) LNG terminal is developed (in either Paldiski or Muuga) which 
is competitive, on price, with Russian gas supplies.  In parallel, the decision is made to 
switch the current oil shale generation to new gas-fired CCGTs, realising the benefits 
identified in Section 4.4.  This provides sufficient demand security to underpin the LNG 
terminal investment and to attract competitive spot LNG cargos or for longer term 
contracts with LNG producers.  As a result of this, there is no need to socialise the costs 
across consumers. 

The Eesti Gaas Networks business ensures connection of the LNG terminal to the 
transmission system and any necessary reinforcement is put in place so that LNG can, if 
required, flow to the Incukalns storage facility in Latvia.  Additional flexibility is available to 
the Estonian gas market through LNG storage tanks that are developed as part of the 
LNG terminal.  Thus, Estonian security of supply concerns are alleviated. 

Significant utilisation of the LNG terminal provides the incentive for the development of a 
wholesale gas market, encouraging large end users to seek alternative suppliers to Eesti 
Gaas.  LNG is also used for injection into the Latvian storage facility to improve seasonal 
supplies and security of supply.  Such a LNG facility would be funded through a 
combination of EU funding and private investment. 

In addition, a gas release programme is mandated, whereby Eesti Gaas is required to 
auction a fixed percentage of its contracted gas supply to new entrants, thereby 
encouraging greater competition at the wholesale level.  Ownership unbundling of Eesti 
Gaas takes place and the unbundled transmission operator establishes an entry/exit 
capacity, tariff and balancing regime. 
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In this scenario, the growth in the market and the competing supply source encourages 
the development of more competition at the wholesale gas level and some new shippers 
enter the market to serve the larger Industrial and Commercial (I&C) and CCGT demand.  
However, the retail market remains at its current size and there is likely to be little 
development of competition at this end of the market due to low margins and a high cost 
to serve the end user. 

The benefits to the Estonian gas market under this scenario are at the wholesale level as 
LNG provides access to international markets.  This in turn leads to competitive pressure 
on the current dominant supply source and leads to a market price for gas.  By capturing 
the value from switching to cleaner gas in power generation Estonia is able to make a 
significant step forward in delivering a lower carbon footprint and reach 78% of the 2020 
target. 

6.3.3 Regional liberalisation scenario 

Under this scenario, a regional gas market is achieved that includes Estonia, Finland, 
Latvia and Lithuania.  It is vital that Finland participates: it has the largest gas demand and 
its inclusion means that infrastructure projects are more likely to receive EC funding in 
support of the objective to remove the isolation of the Baltic States from the rest of the EU. 

This will be achieved by the Balticconnector link between Estonia and Finland,, the Amber 
PolLit pipeline between Lithuania and Poland, enhanced interconnection between Estonia 
and Latvia and between Latvia and Lithuania and a medium sized LNG facility located at 
one of the proposed sites in the Baltic region.  The investment into these five projects (see 
Section 5.6) will require capital costs of €810 million or €972 million of total costs, which if 
socialised across all regional consumers would equate to an additional €4.7/1000m3 levy.  

This scenario does not assume a switch to using CCGTs in Estonia, although such an 
additional switch would perhaps further secure gas supplies into the regional and increase 
its attractiveness to potential LNG developers.  It is likely that access to new gas supplies 
will mean demand will grow across the region, meaning that the costs will be further 
diluted. 

The regional market is operated by a single market operator that is able to optimise gas 
flows across the region.  An Entry-Exit system is introduced and the market incumbents 
are able to compete in each other’s home markets. 

A single gas trading hub, termed here as the Baltic Balancing Point (BBP), is established 
and entry-paid gas can be traded freely.  This encourages further liquidity at the wholesale 
gas level which is reflected in competitive gas prices for I&C and residential sectors. 

Due to the size of the regional gas market, new entrants are further encouraged to enter 
the market and begin to compete at the retail level.  In addition, liberalisation of the retail 
electricity market means dual-fuel offerings can be made by all suppliers, further 
increasing the level of competition. 

Security of supply to the region, as a whole is enhanced by the LNG terminal and the 
various interconnectors, and in particular the Balticconnector. 

A region-wide gas release programme is established, which requires all the incumbents to 
auction a fixed percentage of their contracted gas supplies to new entrants, thereby 
encouraging greater competition and reducing barriers to entry. 

This scenario will likely deliver the greatest benefits to the end consumers of the Estonian 
and other Baltic gas markets as the costs to all are lower than the alternative of a single 
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Estonian supply security scenario.  However, we recognise that there will be significant 
political and logistical barriers (which are outlined in Section 5.8) to the achievement of 
such a regional approach and that it may realistically be some way into the future.   

6.4 Implementation recommendations 

Our conclusion from our analysis is that the scenario that delivers a liberalised market with 
the greatest overall benefits and for the most reasonable cost to consumers is the regional 
approach.  This scenario includes new infrastructure including a LNG terminal and 
improved interconnection between the Baltic States.  The interconnection between 
Estonia and Finland, via the Balticconnector, is vital as Finland is the largest market in the 
region. Although this scenario has the greatest potential benefits, it also faces the greatest 
challenges in terms of political will, investment incentives, coordination and timing. 

The next option that delivers positive benefits to Estonia is to adopt a policy of switching 
from oil shale to gas-fired power generation.  This would provide a very significant 
increase in demand in the country and provide the incentive for a medium-scale LNG 
terminal to be built.  This has the benefit of providing competitive gas supplies and ending 
the reliance on a single supply source from Russia.  Under this scenario, delivering 
ownership unbundling and mandating a gas release programme will further embed the 
benefits that can be achieved from the liberalisation process. 

The option with little or no direct benefit to achieving a liberalised market and with the 
highest cost to Estonian consumers is that where a small scale LNG terminal is 
constructed to only improve security of supply.  Small scale LNG will be unable to 
compete with Russian supplies on price, leading to low throughput and little incentive to 
external investors.  Such a LNG terminal will need to reimbursed by a security of supply 
levy on Estonia consumers.  In this scenario, ownership unbundling of Eesti Gaas will, by 
itself, have no direct benefit and cannot be seen as a precursor to other events, unless 
commitments are made to either transform the Estonian power generation mix and/or 
progress to a successful regional implementation plan. 

6.5 Next Steps 

To deliver our recommendations, the Estonian authorities need to take these next steps: 

Increasing demand 

 Encourage increased use of gas, especially in power generation, to increase the 
market attractiveness to new suppliers and new entrants.  The most efficient way of 
achieving this is to commit to converting oil shale generation to new CCGT gas fired 
plants.  This also has the additional benefits of lowering Estonia’s carbon footprint. 

Developing a regional approach 

 Commit to removing barriers and promoting options that allow the successful 
integration of the Baltic States. 

 In particular, assist in facilitating the development of the Balticconnector and resolving 
the location of a new regional LNG terminal using an agreed set of benefits criteria. 

Improving competition between gas suppliers 

 Mandate a gas release programme whereby a fixed percentage of gas imported by 
Eesti Gaas is either auctioned or sold at an agreed tariff or at a level to reflect 
international prices (say NBP or TTF linkage) on the wholesale market. 
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Unbundling strategy 

 Full ownership unbundling is recommended but only as part of the wider package of 
liberalisation measures. 

National gas policy statement 

 Development of an Estonian Gas Sector Development Plan to encompass the above 
changes as a clear and open statement of the commitment to bring about change. 

 The plan should also consider whether, for security of supply benefits, a small scale 
LNG terminal should be built in Estonia, although without other changes, such as 
significant increases in demand or size of the market, this will have to paid for by a 
levy on all consumers.  If the wider liberalised market is achieved there is a risk that 
such a small scale LNG terminal would not be required, unless it forms the start point 
for the expanded regional facility. 

For liberalisation to be successful it will require progress to be made across all of these, 
as achievement of one, on its own, will not achieve the expected benefits.  The Estonian 
government does not have direct control over all of these factors, but where it does, it will 
need to engage with stakeholders to bring about a common understanding and 
acceptance of the changes being made.  For example, it should look to avoid the type of 
legal disputes happening in Lithuania in response to its new unbundling law.  We have 
highlighted some best practice principles in Annex C.4 for consideration in developing the 
detailed activities. 

6.6 Key dates 

In order to deliver the actions identified above it is important to consider the short window 
of opportunity available to achieve successful liberalisation.  As shown in Figure 27, the 
expiry of the existing gas contracts with Gazprom in 2015 provides the back-stop date by 
which many of other activities need to be completed.   

The development of an Estonian Gas Sector Development Plan would signal to the 
market and to potential new entrants: 

 the intention of the government to expand the role of gas in the energy mix; 

 The key interdependencies between the various elements; 

 the support mechanisms and deliverables that are required to achieve it; and 

 the dates and key milestones that will need to be achieved.   

Key elements of the Gas Sector development Plan will include: 

 support mechanisms for new gas supplies and associated infrastructure on a national 
and regional basis; 

 the achievement of  ownership unbundling; 

 the establishment of a gas release programme; and 

 agreement between the Baltic states on how to integrate the markets with improved 
interconnection and access rules through a common system operator. 
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ANNEX A – THE LIBERALISATION PROCESS 
This section discusses the theoretical benefits of gas market liberalisation.  It is not the 
intention of this section to address the specific issues faced by the Estonian gas market 
unless this is clearly indicated. 

This section also outlines the development of EU gas market legislation and provides an 
overview of the liberalisation process in several selected Member States. 

A.1 Market conditions  

Gas market liberalisation can bring a wide range of benefits which filter through to 
consumers if market conditions are favourable.  The degree to which liberalisation is 
successful at generating such benefits and delivering them to consumers is driven by the 
following market conditions: 

 ownership unbundling; 

 access to competing sources of gas; 

 access to infrastructure (transport and storage); 

 legislation that facilitates switching between suppliers; 

 investment incentives; 

 transparency of aggregated market data and confidentiality of individual market data;  

 decoupling of contractual and physical flows; 

 market liquidity; 

 existence of a secondary market for transport and storage capacity; and 

 competition with alternative fuels. 

This section discusses the above conditions and addresses the requirement that the 
benefits of liberalisation need to exceed any additional costs resulting from liberalisation. 

A.1.1 Ownership unbundling 

In the context of gas markets, unbundling means the separation of the different activities 
of a gas company, for example the separation of transmission and distribution from 
production and supply.  Unbundling is a fundamental pre-condition for gas market 
liberalisation, as it enables cost reflective pricing of the different services32.  This is 
essential if new entrants are to be able to compete fairly.  In particular, it enables an 
efficient Third Party Access (TPA) regime in gas transportation, in which incumbent 
companies are prevented from giving favourable access to their own supply businesses.  
This in turn enables the entry of gas traders into the market who compete with supply 
companies through gas price arbitrage, promoting competition and liquidity in supply.  
Where unbundling is not undertaken in full, the incumbent may have the power to 
disadvantage new entrants by: 

 restricting access to sources of supply or creating an artificial shortage of supply; 

 restricting access to transport infrastructure; and 

                                                           
 
32  International Energy Agency, 2000.   ‘Regulatory Reform: European Gas’ 
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 pricing new entrants out of the market.   

Unbundling can take different forms.  In order of ascending strength (weakest form first) 
these are33: 

 Accounting separation: commodity purchases and sales and transportation 
accounted for separately within the same vertically integrated company.  Vertically 
integrated entities charge the same price for transportation for themselves and for 
others. 

 Functional separation: accounting separation plus 1) use of same information on 
the transportation network when buying and selling gas by all market actors, and 2) 
separation of employees involved in gas purchasing and sales from those involved in 
transportation. 

 Operational separation: ownership of the transmission grid remains with the gas 
merchant, but a fully independent entity has responsibility for operation and takes 
decisions on investment in the network.   

 Ownership separation (divestiture): gas sales and transportation are separated 
into distinct legal entities with no significant common ownership.   

Ownership unbundling is the strongest form as it removes the capability as well as the 
incentive for a vertically integrated company to discriminate in favour of its own supply 
business on transportation access.  Under the 3rd EU Gas Directive34, the options for 
unbundling of Independent Transmission System Operator (ITO), Independent System 
Operator (ISO) and full ownership unbundling are based respectively on functional 
separation, operational separation and ownership separation. 

Which form of unbundling is appropriate is a question of striking a balance between price 
competition and greater long-term security of gas supply.  In a situation where supply is 
abundant and the infrastructure already exists, the most efficient structure is one which 
allows most efficient use of these resources.  This is where pure competition in the 
absence of discrimination (and strong unbundling) is the more efficient model. 

However, vertical integration of utilities enables a reduction of risk and transaction costs.  
The alternative of agreements between separate organisations each with their own profit 
motive inherent risk of one party reneging on contractual agreements, increasing the cost 
of capital involved.  Where new sunk investments might be required, these risk are 
particularly expensive.  During periods when infrastructure investments are required, the 
vertically integrated structure can be the most efficient.  For import dependent countries 
weaker forms of unbundling may therefore be appropriate in order to secure the 
conditions for investment and diversification.   

The differences between the economics of transmission and distribution network imply 
that these should generally be unbundled.  A transmission network is not a natural 
monopoly, as extensions need to be made to meet project specific needs (for example, to 
ship gas from a new producer or to supply gas to a new power station) or to increase 
transportation capacity between two points already served by a pipeline, and in many 
cases these projects are profitable.  Competition can occur between companies able to 
undertake these kinds of projects.  Experience in Germany and the US has shown that 
freedom to build and operate transmission pipelines (and hence the possibility of parallel 
pipelines) is not economically inefficient.  Distribution networks are closer to a natural 
                                                           
 
33  International Energy Agency, 2000.   ‘Regulatory Reform: European Gas’ 
34  Directive 2009/73/EC. 
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monopoly as in most cases duplications of distribution system by a newcomer would be a 
loss-making project.  Achieving economically efficient use of transmission and distribution 
systems therefore tends to require different approaches to regulation, for which vertical 
separation is a pre-requisite.   

A.1.2 Access to gas supplies 

Access to gas supplies is crucial for new competitors to enter the gas market.  The 
existence of a range of supply sources is favourable for attracting new entrants.  Having a 
number of sources of supply from which to choose reduces the risk of depending on a 
single supply channel and enables each competitor to make a commercial decision on 
how to source gas and which customers to target.   

Additional sources of supply may become available through market integration.  Given 
sufficient access to interconnection, retailers will be able to contract with producers from 
other countries.  Producers may have access to different sources of gas and diverse 
channels of supply, increasing diversity of supply for the market.   

Long-term supply contracts to incumbents need to be taken into account when analysing 
availability of supply to new entrants.  Liberalisation legislation needs to address situations 
where incumbents have long-term contracts for access to a proportion of available or 
transportable supplies that would prevent competition.  One way of addressing this issue 
is to mandate the incumbent to introduce a ‘release gas’ programme whereby a 
percentage of the incumbent’s gas supply is auctioned to new entrants. 

New sources of supply may deliver gas of different quality from existing supplies.  To 
avoid differences in quality restricting competition, access to treatment and blending 
facilities needs to be available.  If required, investment in treatment and blending facilities 
should be recoverable from all network users to incentivise building of sufficient capacity.   

A.1.3  Access to infrastructure 

Non-discriminatory access to existing infrastructure is required to ensure new entrants are 
able to serve their customers without commercial disadvantage when compared to the 
incumbent.  New market entrants should have equal access rights to: 

 Transport infrastructure (including interconnection): establishing non-discriminatory 
access to transport infrastructure for all market participants. 

 Storage facilities: access to storage facilities is important for security of supply in case 
of an emergency, for network optimisation, and for matching customer demand with 
access to supply.  For example, customers may not switch to new entrants if these 
cannot meet demand from storage facilities in case of an emergency.    

 Balancing services: each gas supplier has to meet balancing requirements.  The 
requirements set by transport companies should be non-discriminatory.  Artificially 
small balancing zones may disadvantage new entrants compared to incumbents.  As 
an alternative to balancing services provided by transport companies, a market for 
balancing services can be established where feasible.   

A.1.4 Legislation to facilitate switching between suppliers  

Competition is only possible in an environment in which consumers can easily change 
suppliers.  The ability of customers to seek lower prices and better terms from their 
existing suppliers and to switch between suppliers is important drivers of competition.  
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Legislation driving liberalisation can facilitate inexpensive and convenient supplier 
switching for customers by: 

 ensuring customers have non-discriminatory access to the relevant information 
needed to make an informed switching decision; and 

 giving customers the right to withdraw from supply contracts without charge. 

A.1.5 Investment incentives 

Liberalisation measures should create long-term investment incentives for establishing: 

 new sources of supply;  

 transport infrastructure; and 

 storage facilities. 

If such incentives are not in place any future increase in demand may lead to capacity 
constraints and drive new entrants from the market.   

If the right investment incentives for new entrants are in place, potential barriers to 
competition may be reduced.  For example, if new entrants have an incentive to invest in 
new sources of supply and storage infrastructure, incumbents should not be able to create 
artificial supply shortages.   

Market players may need permission to exclude competitors from access to new 
infrastructure to incentivise sufficient investment.  Where this is necessary, it is important 
to find the right balance between investment incentives and allowing non-discriminatory 
access to infrastructure to ensure competition is not detrimentally affected.   

A.1.6 Transparency and confidentiality of data 

To allow efficient decisions, network users require access to aggregate (real-time) 
information on: 

 supply availability; 

 consumer demand; 

 available transport capacity; 

 available storage capacity; and 

 market prices. 

Whilst aggregated information should be publicly available, the transportation system 
operator needs to ensure that individual data from the network users remains confidential.  
Otherwise market participants with access to this information may have an unfair 
advantage in relation to their competitors.   

A.1.7 Decoupling of contractual and physical flows 

Where contractual rights and physical flows are decoupled new entrants may gain 
immediate access to unused physical capacity.  Where this is not the case, contractual 
congestion may occur through long-term contracts between the incumbent, producers, 
and the transport operator blocking the physical flows of new entrants and preventing 
them fulfilling their contracts with customers and suppliers.  One way of achieving this is to 
introduce a use-it-or-lose-it (UIOLI) mechanism whereby unutilised transportation capacity 
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is made available as interruptible capacity.  This encourages the primary capacity holder 
to make unutilised capacity available on a secondary market. 

A.1.8 Market liquidity 

Market liquidity is a key driver of effective competition and according to the International 
Energy Agency ‘determines the scale and scope of the benefits of a liberalised market for 
end-users’35.  A large number of market participants able and willing to trade are required 
for gas markets to be liquid. 

A.1.9 Secondary market for transport and storage  

The existence of secondary markets in which market participants can buy and sell unused 
transport and storage capacity drives more efficient use of the network by reducing the 
amount of unused spare capacity.  Transport bottlenecks may be resolved by secondary 
markets when market participants requiring urgent access to transport and storage 
capacity are able to buy access from other network users which require access less 
urgently. 

Successful secondary markets can be supported by anti-hoarding mechanisms such as 
UIOLI that provide an incentive for the primary capacity holder to sell capacity to other 
system users. 

A.1.10 Competition with alternative fuel types 

In markets with a power station fleet fired by a mixture of fuels, gas suppliers compete 
with suppliers of other fuels for supply contracts with electricity generators.  If a liquid 
short-term market for gas is established, traders and consumers should be able to 
purchase gas at the lower price which results from cross-fuel competition. 

A.2 Benefits of liberalisation 

The European Commission believes the criteria for judging whether gas market 
liberalisation has been a success are: 

 Significant real reduction in transportation costs, but still with sufficient incentives for 
grid operators to increase capacity in line with demand. 

 Reduced retail and wholesale gas prices. 

 Gas border prices being driven down to the long-run costs, which in turn will be 
continually reduced, but under conditions where producers were still encouraged to 
develop new large gas sources which could be brought onto the market smoothly 
without supply disruptions and associated price hikes.36 

This section now develops a list of potential benefits from gas market liberalisation 
including those recognised by the European Commission. 

The benefits created by liberalisation are highly interlinked.  One benefit may give rise to a 
number of other benefits.  For example, creating a liberalised competitive gas market may 

                                                           
 
35  ‘Regulatory Reform: European Gas’, International Energy Agency, 2000 
36  ‘Report for the European Commission – Directorate General for Transport and Energy to 

determine changes after opening of the Gas Market in August 2000 – Volume I: European 
Overview’, DRI WEFA, July 2001  
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be a pre-requisite for integration with the gas markets of neighbouring countries.  Market 
integration may give companies access to additional sources of supply which will increase 
security of supply and availability of supply.  New entrants may be incentivised to enter 
the market and increase competition.  Increased competition should in turn lead to lower 
consumer prices.   

A.2.1 Competition, costs and efficiency 

In gas markets which meet the conditions introduced in Section A.1, liberalisation may 
lead to increased competition through incentivising: 

 new gas producers to supply the market; and 

 new gas suppliers to enter the retail market. 

Competition drives both producers and retailers to increase efficiency and reduce costs to 
be able to compete on price: 

 Producers will look to develop new sources of supply at lowest cost and to make 
more efficient use of existing resources. 

 Retailers will aim to reduce supply and transport costs by negotiating new contracts 
and by using the network more efficiently. 

 Retailers will aim to develop innovative products tailored to customer requirements to 
attract customers. 

 Both producers and retailers will aim to maximise the efficiency of their operations by 
optimising their business structure37. 

A.2.2 Benefits for consumers 

Where liberalisation drives competition in upstream and downstream gas markets, 
benefits should filter through to consumers.  The range of benefits that consumers may 
receive includes: 

 more efficient gas prices linked to supply and demand balance; 

 increased choice;  

 higher quality of service;  

 increased security of supply;  

 better consumer protection; and 

 access to innovative products that are tailored to specific consumer requirements. 

A.2.3 Synergies of merging electricity and gas transport functions 

Merging electricity and gas transmission businesses can create operational synergies 
through shared expertise and best practice.  A more efficient, effective, and secure 
operation of both networks, for example by reducing support functions or combining 
emergency planning may result.   
                                                           
 
37  In general competition is not introduced in the transport part of the network due to natural 

monopoly characteristics, meaning it would not be economically efficient to have multiple 
transport networks operating in parallel.  However, where a market for transport is brought 
into existence the same competitive pressures will apply to transport operators.  Strong 
regulation can also serve as a proxy for competition. 
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Shared knowledge about trends in electricity generation and availability of supply for gas-
fired power stations can allow a combined gas and electricity transport operator to 
optimise the operation and design of both transmission networks.   

A.2.4 Security of supply  

Security of supply is one of the core concerns for gas consumers and regulators alike.  
Competition may bring about increased security of supply where: 

 Market participants invest in the exploration of new sources of supply. 

 Competition leads to market integration and access to a wider range of existing 
international sources of supply results. 

 Market participants are incentivised to invest in storage facilities and other means to 
supply gas in an emergency. 

 Network users have an incentive to maintain high operating standards to be able to 
provide high service quality. 

 Secondary markets allow prioritising of customers with urgent requirements when 
there are bottlenecks. 

A.2.5 Social and economic benefits 

Wider social and economic benefits may result from liberalisation of a gas market, such 
as: 

 Reduction in the number of households in fuel poverty due to reduced gas prices. 

 Reduction in the need for regulatory intervention thereby reducing cost to government 
and bureaucracy costs to market participants. 

 According to the European Commission38, competitive energy markets allow the 
introduction of policy tools, which can be used to correct market externalities, for 
example the environmental benefits from the emissions trading scheme.   

A.2.6 Market integration 

A liberalised gas market may be a requirement for getting permission to integrate with a 
neighbouring gas market.  In this way gas market liberalisation could give a country 
access to additional sources of supply and hence drive a number of the benefits 
discussed previously. 

A.3 Costs of liberalisation 

Liberalisation may lead to inefficiencies where economies of scale and scope (synergies 
from providing more than one of the functions in the gas market) are eradicated through 
ownership unbundling. 

Many activities in the gas market (e.g. billing) benefit from economies of scale, and 
therefore the introduction of competing suppliers reduces the benefit possible from such 
economies of scale.  Suppliers are likely to need a critical mass of customers to be able to 
benefit from portfolio effects (for example the demand portfolio behaving more predictably 

                                                           
 
38  ‘Prospects for the internal gas and electricity market’, Communication from the Commission 

to the Council and the European Parliament, 10 January 2007 
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as the number of customers increases).  There may also be minimum volumes at which 
storage and transportation can be booked, leading to increased costs for small suppliers. 

Consumers switching suppliers will generate costs that did not exist when customers had 
no choice of supplier.  Suppliers are also likely to incur costs in advertising and marketing 
that a single incumbent supplier would not incur.  Competing suppliers could incur higher 
costs per unit than an incumbent supplier if they are unable to command the purchasing 
power that was previously held by the monopoly supplier.  If gas is sourced from the open 
market this should not be an issue, but may be more significant in the face of a 
monopsony.   

Economies of scope that arise from having a single party organising production, storage, 
transportation, and supply of customers will be lost when these functions are forcibly 
separated. 

When designing liberalisation measures it is thus crucial to take the existence of market 
failures such as natural monopolies into consideration.  Otherwise liberalisation could lead 
to: 

 inefficient and more than likely higher gas prices; 

 under recovery of investments; and 

 lower quality of service. 

For liberalisation to be successful, the benefits of liberalisation must exceed the costs.  
Many issues can be resolved through appropriate market design and regulation.  Other 
costs (for example removing opportunities for economies of scale) will need to be 
outweighed by the benefits listed in Section A.2. 

A.4 Liberalisation in EU gas markets 

A.4.1 Background to EU liberalisation 

The European Commission (EC) has attempted to liberalise the gas markets in the EU to 
bring the benefits of competition to consumers. 

European reforms have had two primary principles: 

 Completion of the EU internal market – to remove trade barriers between all EU 
countries. 

 Establishment of a competitive European natural gas market based on the belief that 
competition will deliver the lowest prices for consumers and the most efficient 
outcome. 

In addition there are some secondary objectives related to a view that monopolies were 
not in the best interests of consumers.  In order to deliver the principles and the secondary 
objectives the various gas directives and regulations have aimed to be objective, non-
discriminatory, transparent, efficient, economic, deliver security, protect consumers, 
achieve fair prices, be cost reflective, and environmentally friendly.   

Achieving the liberalisation of the EU gas market has required a combination of five key 
deliverables: 

 legal market opening; 

 third party access (TPA); 
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 ownership unbundling; 

 interoperability and harmonisation of rules; and 

 independent regulators. 

The EC continues to monitor the development of the liberalisation process and consults 
with the industry through a regular gas regulatory forum, the Madrid Forum.  In addition to 
opening the markets to competition, the EC is also concerned with security of supply.   

A.4.2 EU directives 

The process of establishing a legal framework across all EU Member States led to a stage 
by stage delivery of the principles and objectives.  The timetable and key features of the 
legal process can be summarised as follows: 

 First gas directive 1998 – established market opening thresholds, initial steps towards 
changes in market structure and network access, with the introduction of legal 
unbundling and negotiated and regulated TPA. 

 Second energy directive 2003 – required full market opening by 2007, regulated TPA 
for networks and negotiated and regulated TPA for storage, management unbundling, 
introduction of national regulatory authorities, and market based instruments favoured 
but none is specified. 

 Third energy directive 2009 – established an independent regulatory requirement, 
unbundling, improved market operation, notably greater transparency, effective 
access to storage facilities and LNG terminals.  Essential focus is on improving the 
operation of retail markets. 

The impact of the legislative process on improving the deliverables is summarised in 
Figure 28. 

Figure 28 – Legal market opening improvements 
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the European Commission, TSOs, storage operators, producers, gas suppliers and 
traders, consumer groups, network users, and gas exchanges. 

The Forum convenes twice a year in Madrid and was set up to discuss issues regarding 
the creation of a true internal gas market, which are not addressed in the directive. 

The most important issues addressed currently at the Forum concern cross border trade 
of gas; in particular the application of tariffs at cross border gas exchanges, the allocation 
and management of scarce interconnection capacity, and other technical and commercial 
barriers to the creation of a fully operational internal gas market. 

A.4.4 Market opening status 

Full market opening was required within the 2003 second energy directive.  Except for a 
few derogations, full market opening was to be transposed by EU members by July 2007.  
Gas markets in all NWE countries have theoretically been fully opened to competition 
since then. 

A.4.5 Trends in EU legislation 

In February 2011, the European Council of Ministers conducted the first summit on 
energy.  It was concluded that the safe, secure, sustainable and affordable energy 
contributing to European competitiveness remains a priority for Europe.  To achieve this it 
was agreed to back four main commitments: 

 Complete the common energy internal energy market by 2014. 

 Eliminate ‘energy islands’ by 2014 – where some Member States are presently 
disconnected from the rest of the EU in terms of energy. 

 Boost energy efficiency.   

 Improve coordination and cooperation on energy with non-EU neighbours, particularly 
those to the east and the south. 

At the summit it was stated that EU needs a fully functioning, interconnected and 
integrated internal energy market.  The internal market should be completed by 2014 to 
allow gas and electricity flow freely.  This requires national regulators and TSOs in 
cooperation with ACER step up their work on market coupling, guidelines and on network 
codes applicable across European networks.   

Applying EU wide liberalisation guidelines to Baltic gas market, liberalisation on regional, 
rather than on national level, may be more sensible, given the proximity of Baltic States, 
enhanced economic ties between those, high cost of gas market infrastructure and 
comparatively small gas markets in each individual country.  Liberalisation of the Baltic 
region as a whole may help transmission companies enhance their coverage area, due to 
exclusive rights to supply on a regional level, increase bargaining power of Baltic States 
and increase defensive power of Baltic States against Gazprom trying penetrate their 
transportation networks. 

The Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan (BEMIP), described in detail in Section 5.1, 
is an action plan on energy interconnections and market improvement in the Baltic Sea 
region.  This plan is an important part of this initiative in that it explicitly calls for and 
supports construction of new infrastructure required in the region and seeks solutions to 
the economic and political challenges it presents. 
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A.4.5.1 Financing 

The bulk of the financing for infrastructure investments will have to be delivered by the 
market, with costs recovered through tariffs, which should be set in a transparent and non-
discriminatory manner at levels consistent with financing needs and to the appropriate 
cost allocation for cross-border investments, enhancing competition and competitiveness 
and taking account of the impact on consumers.   

It is envisaged that some projects, justified from a security of supply/solidarity perspective, 
will be unable to attract enough market-based finance and may require some limited 
public finance to leverage private funding.  The Commission was invited to report by June 
2011 to the Council on the size of investments likely to be needed, suggestions on how to 
respond to financing requirements and how to address possible obstacles to infrastructure 
investment.  As of the end of September, no results have been published. 

A.4.6 Experiences of selected gas markets 

A.4.6.1 Germany 

The German gas market had a highly fragmented structure with more than 700 integrated 
gas companies.  However, this position has changed over recent years.   

Germany produces about 10% of its gas requirement from its own onshore reserves, 
mainly located in the north-western state of Lower Saxony.  Like Dutch gas it has a low 
calorific value.  The majority is produced by BEB with about 20% split between companies 
such as RWE-Dea, GdF and Wintershall. 

The remaining gas is imported and historically this has been purchased under traditional 
long-term take-or-pay contracts with oil indexation.  However, in the last year pressure 
from cheaper gas from spot markets and decreased demand caused by the recession has 
led to German buyers wishing to reduce their obligations under the main import contracts. 

The regulator, BNetzA, introduced rules requiring non-discriminatory network access 
based on an entry-exit system, which came into effect 1 October 2006.  Operators were 
asked to unbundle sales and network activities and TPA tariffs were subject to regulatory 
checks.  Incumbents were also ordered to end long-term supply contracts with only one 
supplier.  2006 also saw the start of competition in the gas household sector and in 2007 
BNetzA standardised the market process for charging gas suppliers (GeLi Gas).   

The supply market is still dominated by E.ON Ruhrgas, which sells around 50% of 
Germany’s gas by volume and holds shares in 30% of the regional distribution companies.  
Further large market shares are held by RWE, VNG, Wingas, and BEB.  New entrants to 
the German market currently tend to rely on the spot market and/or the balancing regime 
due to low balancing costs (based on spot prices). 

In 2007 Germany had 14 different market areas.  This was reduced to six in 2009 and 
from October 2011 there will only be two – GASPOOL and Net Connect Germany (NCG).  
GASPOOL will include the low calorie gas (L-gas) area Aequamus, which means that the 
hub operator will have to include a fee to convert high calorie gas (H-gas) to L-gas.  The 
smaller number of hubs has helped improve hub liquidity.   

A.4.6.2 Great Britain 

Before the 1960s, gas in the UK was town gas distributed through distribution networks 
local to towns.  Town gas was derived from coal.   
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A LNG terminal was opened at Canvey Island in 1964, taking gas from Algeria.  A 
transmission pipeline was built to allow deliveries to the north of England. 

With the discovery of the first North Sea gas field (West Sole off Humberside) in 1965, the 
nationalised gas industry (created in 1948) began a huge programme of infrastructure 
investment, creating a new pipelines network and replacing domestic and commercial 
boilers (necessary because the calorific value of the new fuel was different).   

The Gas Council which had the first option to buy all the gas landed (Continental Shelf Act 
1964).  The Government owned the Gas Council and also granted the gas production 
licences, and had control of the taxation of the oil companies’ profits.  The Gas Council 
was under no obligation to charge market prices, only to recover its total costs.  The Gas 
Council was therefore in a uniquely powerful position. 

Long-term take-or-pay contracts between British Gas and the Gas Council were 
established, generally setting a price, over 25 year period (subject to price variation 
provisions).  This had to be paid whether or not gas was actually taken, although there 
was provision for gas paid for but not taken to be credited to later years.  The oil 
companies could be certain of the price component, which removed a significant element 
of risk from investment decisions and provided a favourable basis for developing the 
national gas infrastructure at a reasonable cost of capital. 

The state owned vertically integrated monopoly gas company, British Gas, was privatised 
in 1986.  Although British Gas remained a monopoly after privatisation, it was anticipated 
by the Government that accountability to shareholders would increase efficiency in the 
use of capital.  In addition, as a private company it would be able to keep its profits, 
providing a further incentive for efficiency over a public company.  Privatisation would also 
have the effect of separating ownership and regulation.  In the British case, there was a 
political desire within the Government to create a share-owning democracy, and to raise 
money from the sale of the assets.  The significant portion of debt in the sale (£2.5 billion 
out of £9 billion) also gave the Government some fiscal flexibility.  It was regulated by a 
new body, Ofgas.  The regime was light touch, with an RPI-X price cap, and a regulator 
charged with general duties.   

A report by the Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC) (the UK competition 
authority) in 1993 concluded that there was an inherent conflict of interest between 
ownership of the natural monopoly transmission and distribution network, and the supply 
business.  It proposed breaking British Gas in two, the costs of the break-up being 
reflected in a softer price cap (RPI-4 rather than RPI-5), and domestic competition in 
2002.  British Gas resisted break-up, instead proposing functional separation and 
competition from 1998.   

The Gas Act 1995 removed the monopoly of British Gas.  The long-term gas contracts 
with North Sea suppliers then became liabilities because the assumption that up-stream 
costs could simply be passed on to customers no longer applied; they could now defect to 
cheaper spot gas prices, which collapsed in the mid-nineties due to a supply surplus.   

As a result of the contracts problem, to protect the transmission and distribution networks 
business, British Gas decided to split itself up, the take-or-pay contracts and supply 
contracts going to Centrica together with production rights from Morecambe Bay (as the 
contracts and supply business alone would have been loss making, making it legally 
impossible to set-up a company with on this basis alone).  BG Plc was formed from the 
transmission business Transco and the international exploration and production business.  
The gas supply and transportation businesses within GB have therefore been fully 
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ownership unbundled since 1997, although at the time the theoretical merits of this were a 
secondary reason. 

Great Britain (GB) has therefore been at the forefront of the liberalisation process across 
Europe.  It has an annual demand of around 90bcm (2009).  With its indigenous supplies, 
interconnections to Europe and the worldwide gas market through LNG, it is a key market 
in Europe. 

GB has various pipelines that provide access to gas from the continent.  The first 
interconnector was built in 1998 linking Zeebrugge in Belgium to Bacton in GB.  This 
pipeline has the ability to flow gas in both directions.  The second, known as BBL, links 
the Netherlands to GB but can only flow gas into GB.  In addition, GB has two import 
pipelines bringing gas from Norway into St. Fergus and Easington. 

As indigenous supplies have declined, a number of LNG terminals were developed; with 
the main sites being at Milford Haven and Isle of Grain. 

As a result of the above, GB has several ways of sourcing gas; all of which compete to 
sell gas at the National Balancing Point (NBP).  There are many buyers of gas at the NBP 
including power generators and suppliers of gas to industrial and commercial users and 
residential homes.  Significant gas shippers and suppliers of gas to end-users include 
Centrica (previously part of British Gas), E.ON, RWE, Scottish and Southern Energy, 
Scottish Power (owned by Iberdrola), and EDF. 

A.4.6.3 France 

Liberalisation of the French gas market has been completed in several stages and since 
July 2007 domestic consumers are allowed to choose their own supplier.  The switching 
rates in the non-residential retail gas market (measured in volume of gas consumed) are 
significantly greater than in the residential market.   

The French gas market has a total demand of around 47bcm in 2010 supplying over 11 
million customer sites.  The market is dominated by the former integrated utility Gaz de 
France, which has now merged with Suez to become GDF Suez; and by Total in the 
south-west of France. 

With indigenous gas production only representing 2% of national consumption, France 
imports most of its gas.  In 2010, about 29% of gas demand was met via imports from 
Norway through pipelines in the north.  Russian imports, which transit via pipelines in 
Germany and Switzerland, amounted to 16% of demand in 2010.  Other imports come 
from the UK and the Netherlands via Germany and Belgium.  And, in the south a small 
amount of gas comes via pipeline from Spain whilst the rest is imported via the LNG 
terminals.  27% of total French gas demand was met by LNG in 2010.   

Gas is traded at the borders or at one of the three balancing zone exchange points, called 
PEG Nord, PEG Sud and TIGF.  In 2009, PEG Nord became an important market place 
when it merged with PEG Est and PEG Oest; however French hubs are not yet as liquid 
as other international hubs.   
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A.4.6.4 Ireland 

The legal framework for the first phase of liberalisation of the gas market in RoI was given 
by the Energy (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 199539

 and Ministerial Directives issued 
under Sections 11 and 15 of the Gas Acts 197640-200041.  These facilitated 
implementation of the European Gas Directive 98/30/EC42. 

BGE published a Transmission Code of Operations in October 1999.  The Code sets out 
the operational rules that facilitate gas transportation on the high-pressure transmission 
system. 

The next phase of gas market liberalisation took effect from 30 April 2002, facilitated by 
the enactment of the Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act 200243.  In summary, this Act provides 
for the following: 

 the independent regulation of the natural gas sector in RoI by the CER by transferring 
certain powers and functions from the Minister for Public Enterprise, including; 
 pipeline consents; 
 granting of gas supply and distribution rights; 
 tariff setting; 

 the creation of new powers and functions for the CER, including; 
 licensing of gas undertakings (gas suppliers, pipeline operators and storage 

operators); 
 direction on and approval of codes of operation; 
 preparation of gas capacity statements; and 

 the further opening of the gas market by reducing the threshold for third party access 
from 25 million cubic metres205 (mcm) per annum to 2mcm per annum (in addition to 
operators of gas-fired power stations, irrespective of annual consumption, as was 
previously the case). 

In January 2003, the threshold for third party access was reduced to 0.5mcm per annum.  
This had the effect of increasing the number of eligible customers to around 250, 
representing around 85% of total gas demand, and including sites served by the 
distribution system. 

In July 2004, the I&C market opened to third party access and this now means that RoI 
complies with Article 23 of the European Directive 2003/55/EC.  Full residential market 
opening took place in 2007, having been delayed repeatedly. 

RoI has extended deadlines for implementation of the unbundling requirements of the 3rd 
EU Gas Directive (2009/73/EC), due to the structural changes required44.   

                                                           
 
39  Energy (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1995. 
40  Gas Act 1976 
41  Gas (Amendment) Act 2000.  No.  26 of 2000. 
42  Directive 98/30/EC on common rules for the internal market in natural gas. 
43  Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act, 2002.  No 10 of 2002 
44  The International Comparative Legal Guide to Gas Regulation 2011.  Global Legal Group. 
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BGE is the statutory body established under the Gas Act 1976.  As a vertically integrated 
state-owned monopoly, BGE substantially developed the downstream transmission and 
distribution infrastructure in RoI.  BGE is currently responsible for the transmission and 
distribution of natural gas in the RoI.  It is also the incumbent gas supplier to the I&C and 
residential sectors.  BGE is broadly split into 3 business units: 

 Bord Gáis Networks – responsible for the ownership of the higher pressure 
transmission gas pipeline network, and the lower pressure distribution networks.  

 Bord Gáis Energy Trading (BGET) – responsible for the buying and selling of 
wholesale gas (and electricity). 

 Bord Gáis Energy Supply (BGES) – responsible for the sale of gas (and electricity) to 
end consumers, associated customer services and new product development. 

Gaslink is the independent system operator with responsibility for developing, maintaining 
and operating the natural gas transportation system in Ireland.  Gaslink was established in 
2007 in compliance with the unbundling requirements of the EU Gas Directive 
2003/55/EC. 

The primary function of Gaslink is to ensure the secure, reliable and efficient operation of 
the transmission and distribution systems under economic conditions and with due regard 
to the environment.  Also Gaslink ensures non-discriminatory access to the natural gas 
network and avoids conflicts of interest in the gas supply market. 

Gaslink is also responsible for the planning and development of the gas network, with 
responsibility for preparing a seven year development plan and a five-year price control 
plan. 

A number of the Gaslink roles are carried out by Bord Gáis Networks under an operating 
agreement.  These roles include the operation of the grid control function and network 
analysis. 

Today, the RoI imports over 90% of its gas requirements of around 5.2bcm/a.  The 
majority of the gas (3.4bcm/a) is used in the power sector, with gas being the fuel source 
of around 60% of electricity generation.  Available indigenous gas resources have 
declined sharply in absolute terms since 1996 when they made up 80% of the market’s 
requirements.   

Gas is imported to the RoI through two interconnectors which both connect to the GB 
transmission system at Moffat in Scotland.  This overwhelming reliance on imported gas 
from the GB market will continue to increase until gas from the 28bcm Corrib gas field is 
developed (expected in October 2012). 

The total gas demand in NI is around 1.5bcm/a; supplied principally via pipeline from GB 
which also transports gas directly to Ballylumford Power Station which generates over half 
of Northern Ireland’s electricity needs, and feeds the gas distribution system in Belfast.   

Phoenix Supply Limited was the previous monopoly gas supplier to the Greater Belfast 
Area and retains around a 90% market share.  However in 2007, the gas market was fully 
liberalised, with all customers able to choose their gas and electricity supplier.  A small 
number of commercial customers have switched to either Energia or firmus energy, a 
subsidiary of Bord Gáis.  Firmus energy also has a monopoly to supply and distribute gas 
to ten towns along the route of the new Belfast to Derry pipeline and the south-north 
pipeline.   
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Competition has been slow to develop in both the RoI and NI markets, particularly for the 
retail sector.  The Common Arrangements for Gas (CAG) project which is expected to 
result in an all island market will address some of the issues that are preventing 
competition from becoming established and will introduce common retail arrangements for 
both markets.   

The ultimate goal of the CAG project is to secure economies of scale.  Both jurisdictions, 
in isolation, are of a size in which meaningful competition (e.g. in energy supply or in 
electricity generation) is difficult to achieve organically.  By combining the markets, they 
become more attractive to potential entrants whilst offering the possibility of real savings 
in system operation and in capacity planning. 

We anticipate that the material benefits from a single gas market should derive from 
economies of scope or scale, in that future arrangements reduce operational costs, 
increase investment efficiency and attract new entry (especially in the retail sector).  At a 
minimum, the revised arrangements should, in the short term, support gas nominations 
and flows between all entry and exit points on the island (which is not presently the case), 
and in the medium term must ensure that there are no distortions to incentives to invest in 
assets (whether these relate to gas infrastructure, or gas-using infrastructure such as 
generation).  As part of the CAG development, it is likely that a single system operator will 
be appointed to undertake all system operation duties.  The structure of the system 
operator is yet to be decided.  An entry/exit regime will be introduced for the all-island 
arrangements along with a single transmission network code.  A second phase of the 
project will consider distribution and retail arrangements. 

The gas markets of the Republic of Ireland (RoI) and Northern Ireland (NI) are on target to 
merge by 2012. 

A.4.6.5 The Netherlands 

The Netherlands has significant indigenous natural gas reserves.  The Groningen gas 
field was discovered in 1959.  The White Paper on Natural Gas in 1959 laid down a strong 
emphasis on security of supply through State involvement in the management of reserves.  
In the original gas market arrangements, production and sales were closely integrated in a 
public-private partnership called Maatschap Groningen, in which the state owned a 40% 
share and the private sector concession consisting of Shell and Exxon (Nederlandse 
Aardolie Maatschappij, or NAM) owned the remainder.  The supply of gas was the 
responsibility of the state, but exploitation and marketing gas were to be carried out by the 
private sector.   

Domestic gas supply was realised through a two-tier structure, with a single dominant 
transmission company (N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie, known as ‘Gasunie’).  Gasunie was 
owned by the state (50%), Shell (25%) and Exxon (25%) and was exclusively responsible 
for co-ordination and marketing of gas purchasing activities.  It purchased domestic gas or 
imported gas under long term take-or-pay contracts and delivered it to distribution 
companies, power generators and large industrial consumers.  The distribution companies 
then provided gas to households and smaller industrial users.   

Gasunie was also required to follow a strict depletion policy in order to ensure that 
adequate supplies of gas were available to domestic customers and to future generations.  
In addition, as a result of the Energy White Paper 1974, the Netherlands also pursued a 
‘Small Fields’ policy, according to which, small gas fields were exploited in order to limit 
the depletion of the Groningen gas field.  Depletion of the Groningen field was further 
limited by Government initiatives aimed at constraining demand through energy efficiency 
drives, increased gas prices and restrictions on exports.   
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The Dutch Government strongly opposed the liberalisation of the gas market until the mid-
1990s, primarily based on the belief that a liberalised market based on short term 
contracts would undermine investment in multiple gas fields and hence weaken security of 
supply.  There was also little inefficiency in the Dutch gas market due to the desire of the 
partly state owned monopoly to maximise profits from the sale of gas.  However 
distribution companies and large industrial consumers were supportive of liberalisation 
due to their extremely limited negotiating power, and a desire for lower gas prices than 
available from Gasunie.   

A change of Government in 1994 together with revised proposals for the Gas Market 
Directive which incorporated the concepts of Public Service Obligations (PSOs) and 
negotiated third party access led to the pro-liberalisation Third Energy White Paper in 
1996.  The White paper contained measures providing for:  

 the separation of the transmission and supply activities of energy utilities and the 
creation of non-discriminatory third party access to networks;  

 a transition from a supply driven to a demand driven market, mainly through a free 
choice for consumers, resulting in improved services and lower energy prices; and  

 continued involvement of the state in the management of natural gas resources 

The strong continued desire of the Dutch Government for Gasunie to remain partly state 
owned prevented privatisation of the gas industry at the same time as liberalisation, the 
Dutch Government also considering that the experience in other countries indicated that 
liberalisation needed to come before privatisation.  Parliamentary debates at the time 
focused on a level playing field vis-à-vis other European gas markets leading to the 
introduction of a reciprocity clause allowing refusal of network access to markets which 
themselves refused network access to domestic suppliers.   

As a result of developments in the wider EU (including unanimous acceptance by Member 
States of the First EU Gas Directive), the decision in 2000 of the regulator to break up all 
of its long-term supply contracts with distribution companies, and the realisation that under 
EU competition law that the European Commission had the power to break up national 
monopolies, Gasunie gave all its customers a free choice of supplier from 2004.  This was 
not required under the EU Gas Directive until 2007.   

The activities of Gasunie were split up in July 2005.  The trading activities were 
transferred to a new company, GasTerra, owned by the state (50%) and Shell and 
ExxonMobil (25% each).  The remainder of Gasunie became 100% state owned, with a 
new subsidiary Gas Transport Services (GTS) owning and operating the transmission 
system.   

The sole gas TSO has therefore been ownership unbundled since July 2005, which went 
beyond the legal and functional unbundling requirements of the second gas directive.  The 
Netherlands did not take advantage of the unbundling exemptions available to DSOs 
serving less than 100,000 customers.    

Prior to the requirement of legal unbundling required in the Gas Act 2000, the distribution 
network was owned and operated by regional energy companies, which were in turn 
owned by public sector regional authorities (provinces and municipalities).  The regional 
energy companies also had gas trading and supply arms.  Legal unbundling of the supply 
and network elements of the regional energy companies had occurred by the end of 2005 
and tended to be implemented through a subsidiary company in the form of a Plc.  
Following this, the distribution network was owned and operated by 12 regional network 
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operator companies, and supply and trading activities occurred in legally separate 
companies.   

Due to the strong desire (based on security of supply concerns) on the part of the 
Government to ensure the continuing state ownership of distribution networks, and the 
complexity of achieving this under other models, the Unbundling Act 2006 was passed.  
This required full ownership unbundling of the distribution networks from supply and 
trading activities.  This was controversial as it went far beyond the requirements of the 2nd 
EU Gas Directive then in force.  The energy companies opposed ownership unbundling 
because they feared it would make them easier targets for foreign takeovers, and their 
financing of investments would become subject to a higher cost of capital due to a 
perceived increase in risk on the part of lenders, negatively impacting security of supply.  
The Unbundling Act was ruled contrary to EU law on the free movement of capital by the 
Court of Appeal of the Hague in June 2010.  The Government prohibition on the 
privatisation of distribution networks would also appear to be a barrier to the free 
movement of capital and therefore also unenforceable.   

At present, the Netherlands has the largest indigenous gas reserves in north-west Europe 
and production of 73.5bcm/a.  The Groningen gas field accounts for most of it, with 
42.5bcm/a.   

Despite declining indigenous reserves, the Dutch government is keen to see the country 
become a gas hub for North-West Europe by raising its transit activity.  The Netherlands 
already has an extensive pipeline network, which it uses to transit its own production and 
gas from Norway to other parts of Europe.  The BBL pipeline, which links the Netherlands 
to the UK will be introducing non-physical interruptible reverse flows (i.e. from Bacton to 
Balgzand) in January 2011.   

In addition, Gate LNG terminal in Rotterdam is due to become operational in September 
2011.  Its initial capacity of 12bcm is due to be expanded to 16bcm with the 
commissioning of the fourth tank in 2015. 
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ANNEX B – MARKET DESIGN 
In considering how the liberalisation process should proceed and the unbundling 
requirements of the EU Regulations it is important to identify the market design that will 
best facilitate the process.  In this section we review market designs used across Europe 
and how these match against the EU regulation requirements. 

B.1 Market roles and stakeholders 

A successful post-liberalised gas market requires all parties to be able to access the 
market in a non-discriminatory manner to allow the development of effective competition.  
There will be different roles performed by different parties, which together will ensure a 
functioning gas system, see Figure 29. 

Figure 29 – Schematic gas market structure 

 
 

B.1.1 Regulator 

Regulators oversee the market to ensure that there is fair competition, usually intended to 
bring the benefits of liberalisation to the end customers.  The regulator therefore has a 
strong interest in whether the market rules that are in place are working effectively and 
encouraging the market participants to behave in an appropriate way.  The regulator is 
commonly a government agency.  In Estonia this is currently the Competition Authority. 
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B.1.2 Transmission System Operator 

The Transmission System Operator (TSO) will be responsible for managing the high-
pressure gas transmission system.  This is typically recognised as a natural monopoly, 
and thus there will often be a single TSO for each country or balancing zone.  The TSO 
will be responsible for managing the system pressure within appropriate safety margins 
and is also responsible for managing the physical balance of the system.   

The TSO will provide physical and commercial access to the transmission network under 
published terms and conditions that are the same for all market participants.  Market rules 
should encourage the TSO to invest in upgrading the network where this is required by 
users, but should not allow the TSO to benefit from investment in capacity that is not 
required.   

The TSO should be unbundled from the incumbent supplier and operated as a separate 
entity which earns revenue through providing the pipeline capacity required.  The TSO 
should not be involved with gas production, trading, or supply.  The return that can be 
earned by the TSO is usually set by the regulator. 

B.1.3 Shippers 

Shippers are the users of the gas transmission network.  All shippers require non-
discriminatory access to the transmission network.  Therefore shippers will encompass 
companies from across the value chain outlined in 1.1. 

Shippers will be able to book capacity to have gas transported physically through the 
system.  The market rules that determine the commercial terms and conditions on which 
the shippers use the transmission system should incentivise each shipper to balance their 
supply and demand.  Though the TSO will be ultimately responsible for system balance 
on a cash-neutral basis; i.e. the cost of any action taken by the TSO to manage system 
balance will be re-charged to the shippers which caused the imbalance. 

Shippers are free to enter whichever areas of the gas value chain that appear attractive.  
For example some shippers may specialise in gas production and storage, whilst others 
focus only on supplying customers. 

B.1.4 Distribution System Operators 

Distribution System Operators will be responsible for taking gas from the high-pressure 
transmission network and delivering it to end-users throughout their zone.  As with a TSO 
this role is a natural monopoly, so there is typically only a single DSO per zone the DSO 
will also earn a regulated rate of return. 

B.2 Network access, capacity allocation and pricing 

When considering the market design it is important to correctly define how the gas 
network is accessed, its capacity allocation and pricing and capacity regimes.  
Considering each one of these decisions in turn we have assessed the different 
implementation options and where relevant we have presented our recommendations on 
which is the most appropriate. 

B.2.1 Network Access 

As a part of the Third Energy Package, the European Commission has set a requirement 
for all Member States to make public the criteria it uses to define when and how Third 
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Party Access should be applied.  This Regulation sets out a number of rules that are 
intended to ensure third party access is provided on an objective, transparent and non-
discriminatory basis.  To ensure this they must develop access arrangements that are 
compliant with the Gas Regulation and relevant provisions of the Gas Directive, as 
transposed into domestic legislation. 

Building on the rules set out in the Second Gas Directive, the Third Package introduces a 
number of additional requirements for the access regime for gas markets intended to 
strengthen regulatory powers to ensure the facilities are operated in a technical and 
economically efficient basis.  These additional rules include:  

 strengthening provisions to prevent discrimination in respect of TPA;  

 requiring the unbundling of vertically integrated companies;  

 increasing information provision and transparency requirements; and  

 enhancing monitoring duties and enforcement powers of the national regulatory 
authority. 

Under these arrangements the EU legislation allows for access to be either negotiated, 
regulated or a hybrid of the two.  Below we have reviewed each of the three access 
arrangements. 

B.2.1.1 Negotiated TPA 

Negotiated Third Party Access refers to arranging supply contracts on the basis of 
voluntary commercial agreements.  Contracts will be negotiated with the relevant gas 
asset owner, who will publish the commercial conditions on an ex-ante basis.  Under this 
approach any disputes relating to access will be settled by an independent regulator and 
in the event of cross-border disputes, the authority that covers the facility shall act as the 
settlement authority.   

B.2.1.2 Regulated TPA 

Regulated Third Party Access refers to a system of access based on published tariffs 
and/or other terms and obligations determined by the regulator.  As a minimum the 
information published under an rTPA regime would be equivalent to those of the 
negotiated TPA (nTPA) regime; however, additional obligations would also be in place.  
For instance, such additional obligations may include having to apply to the regulatory 
authority for approval of methods for calculating a tariff and for verification of the resulting 
tariff.   

B.2.1.3 Hybrid TPA 

The Hybrid framework of Regulation is a mix of regulated and negotiated access, whereby 
some service elements of the contracts are negotiated.  Whereas other elements, such 
are capped by a level of ‘fair profit’.  Negotiations will also be undertaken with the 
regulator about the length of contracts. 

B.2.1.4 Regulatory compliance 

Recent decisions show that there is not a strict adherence to these guidelines by Member 
States.  For example in the storage market in the UK has followed a policy to implement 
negotiated Third Party Access for all new storage facilities, however if this decision was 
based solely on an assessment of the list above then a number of the storage facilities in 
the UK would need to have regulated Third Party Access in place (although regulators 
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have enforced a series on undertaking and requirements on Storage Operators to ensure 
that the spirit of the CEER’s guidelines is maintained).  This indicates that there is some 
leeway for the Estonian regulator when it decides upon access rules for gas infrastructure. 

B.2.2 Capacity allocation 

The capacity regime sets out the way in which gas transporters sell pipeline capacity.  In 
the case of a regulated monopoly transporter of gas, the structure of the capacity product 
and the capacity tariff are of particular importance as they are likely to determine the 
revenue recovery for the transporter necessary to finance its business and make a 
reasonable return on assets and future investments. 

In order to assist in the determination of the most suitable capacity regime, this section 
outlines the principles, advantages and disadvantages of the entry/exit and postalised 
models.   

B.2.2.1 Entry/exit 

Under entry/exit regime shippers book entry and exit capacity independently of one 
another and can book different amounts to reflect load diversity considerations or to allow 
for specialisation within the gas chain.  Once gas is in the system it can be traded and 
then notionally offtaken at any exit point (subject to adequate capacity being held by 
whoever holds title at that point).  There is no doubt that this form of capacity regime or 
capacity type is preferred by both shippers and regulators.  It is seen as more flexible and 
also offers a number of additional benefits; in particular entry/exit creates the concept of 
‘entry paid’ gas and a notional or virtual balancing point.  For example, the GB market saw 
the rapid development of a traded hub where gas can be bought and sold within the 
system – the NBP.  Additional market liquidity is facilitated because trading of a 
homogeneous commercial product can take place at one point rather than being divided 
between a number of entry points. 

Regulators are keen to encourage new entrants into the market to compete with the 
incumbents.  Entry/exit has two main advantages for new entrants, firstly it allows new 
shippers to book capacity in a more flexible way and at less risk and secondly the 
formation of a balancing point offers more choice for sourcing gas for the new shipper’s 
customers.  The so-called portfolio effect which appears to favour the incumbent under 
point-to-point is also reduced (when compared to point-to-point regimes) under an 
entry/exit regime. 

A downside is that there is less capacity available for sale under an entry/exit regime 
compared with point-to-point regimes.  The problem for the transmission operator is that in 
selling entry capacity independently of exit capacity it needs to make (conservative) 
assumptions about the likely pattern of usage of the system at peak conditions.  (In 
practice most transmission operators make similar assessments under point-to-point 
regimes as well, at least in designing and sizing their networks.) It is notable that the GB 
regulator has sought to financially incentivise National Grid Gas to increase the level of 
entry capacity which it declares as available, even at the risk of needing to buy back 
capacity subsequently. 

Advantages 

The main advantages of entry/exit regimes are as follows: 

 Enables the TSO to offer innovative capacity services that may lead to a more 
efficient utilisation of the pipeline capacity, particularly through the introduction of 
short-term and interruptible capacity services. 
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 Enables the TSO to determine capacity quantities available at individual system 
points on both a firm and interruptible basis enhancing transparency. 

 Investment signals are clear under an entry/exit system although in order to produce 
long-term investment signals appropriate long-term capacity booking opportunities 
should be made available. 

 Separate tariffs for each system point can provide locational signals to gas producers 
and large end users indicating where to land gas or to site facilities. 

 Enhances flexibility for shippers so that gas can be entered at a number of entry 
points and offtaken by the same end-user at exit. 

 Allows shipper imbalances to be aggregated at a notional balancing point 
encouraging spot trading to minimise imbalances given appropriate balancing 
incentives. 

 Allows shippers to trade entry paid gas at a balancing point within the system. 

 It can reduce the competitive advantage enjoyed by the incumbent via the portfolio 
effect that can be seen in point-to-point regimes. 

 It can encourage new entrants to the market, especially if a trading point is created. 

 It can further encourage the development of competition in shipping and supply. 

 It facilitates a secondary market for capacity, particularly at entry points enabling 
shippers to match their gas supplies and capacity holdings leading to a more efficient 
distribution of capacity. 

 More efficient use of the pipeline system, if the transporter or TSO offers short-term 
capacity services. 

 Increased incentives for investment in new indigenous gas sources. 

 It complies with existing and forthcoming EU Directives on tariff and capacity regimes. 

Disadvantages 

The main disadvantages of an entry/exit regime are as follows: 

 The amounts of capacity offered for sale under entry/exit may be reduced when 
compared to other regimes such as point-to point as there is greater uncertainty of 
gas flow route. 

 Compared to point-to-point regimes, there will be more uncertainty where gas will 
enter the system and how the scheduling of the system should be optimised, although 
entry/exit nominations provided by shippers at the day-ahead stage should greatly 
alleviate this. 

 The entry/exit systems requires a high degree of cooperation between the network 
operators. 

B.2.2.2 Postalised 

Under a postalised regime, shippers book capacity, with no reference to the entry or 
offtake point.  Postalised pricing seeks to charge each user of the service a standard flat 
price regardless of points of entry or exit, just as per a postage stamp.  The advantages of 
such an approach are that it is simple to implement and administer, and is seen to be 
politically ‘fair’.  However, there are several disadvantages of postalisation – it provides no 
price signals and therefore destroys any ability for a market to generate efficient practices, 
and that it affords no opportunities for wholesale trading.   
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Advantages 

The main advantages of a postalised regime are as follows: 

 It is relatively simple to implement and administer. 

 Recovery of revenue for transportation assets is spread equally across all tariffs and 
therefore all consumers (this may also be a disadvantage, particularly if tariffs for 
some consumers increase). 

 It provides greater levels of transportation flexibility for shippers (although it limits 
choice). 

 The system appears to be more fully utilised as ‘spare’ capacity is minimised due to 
the permissive structure of the capacity type. 

Disadvantages 

The main disadvantages of a postalised regime are as follows: 

 The regime limits shippers choices and flexibility to balance their portfolio. 

 Lack of investment signals since there is little indication about where supplies might 
enter the network in the future. 

 Loss of ability to differentiate capacity charges at entry and at exit and thus provide 
locational signals. 

 The gap between commercial model and physical reality may create constraint issues 
requiring extra rules and/or costs. 

 Regulators may be concerned about loss of ‘cost reflectivity’, although this could be 
partly mitigated through differential commodity tariffs. 

 A TSO may use a less physically accurate model as an excuse to build extra capacity 
or otherwise increase costs of transport through constraint rules. 

 A lack of cost-reflectivity in charging at an entry or exit point level, although this could 
be partly mitigated through differential commodity tariffs. 

 It becomes complex to manage the transportation network in a postalised regime with 
more than one entry point, particularly when dealing with constraint management. 

 It does not comply with forthcoming EU requirements to implement entry/exit tariffs.   

B.2.3 Other forms of capacity allocation 

Other forms of capacity allocation exist, however these are considered illegal or 
unpalatable under European legislation, e.g. point-to-point (where the contract with the 
transporter is for specific routes, and therefore requires a form of balanced portfolio for 
each route) or bundled capacity (which is linked to a sale or purchase agreement).  In 
addition the CEER have stated they regard the point to point regime as inflexible, and a 
shipper with a large portfolio of customers a will have a competitive advantage since this 
shipper can use internal swaps in a way a new shipper with perhaps only one entry point 
cannot.  There is also a view that it will inhibit the development of trading hubs. 

B.2.4 Capacity tariffs 

It does not necessarily follow that adopting a certain capacity allocation regime 
automatically means that the same tariff charging regime is required.  However, that said 
the entry/exit capacity type does naturally lends itself to entry/exit tariffs.   
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For example, entry/exit tariffs avoid some of the design problems which confront point-to-
point regimes, typically involving distance related tariffs, such as distance capping, back-
haul allowances and average distance travelled calculations.  In addition compared with a 
postalised regime, entry/exit retains the ability to provide differential ‘cost reflective’ 
signals within the capacity charge, allowing commodity charges to be kept relatively 
simple, as required.   

B.2.5 Conclusions 

Table 16 below summarises the pros and cons of the two regimes.  Taking into account 
the assessment above alongside the current structure and maturity of the Estonian gas 
market, it is our recommendation that an Entry-Exit regime for capacity allocation and 
tariffs should be implemented.  We believe that this regime should lead to flexible capacity 
services and will facilitate the development of gas and capacity trading.  Although the 
postalised scheme would also lead to increased flexibility we feel that it would create a 
number of uncertainties into a developing market which would not be outweighed by the 
advantages.   

As a reference we have also presented in Table 17 below combinations of capacity 
allocation and tariff type across a number of countries. 

Table 16 – Summary of Entry/exit and Postalised capacity models 

Criteria Entry/exit Postalised 

Revenue certainty   

Maximises capacity available for sale   

Maximises system utilisation   

Flexibility for shippers   

Encourages competition in gas shipping and supply    

Simplicity for shippers    

Simplicity for transmission operator    

Encourages capacity trading    

Provides investment signals    

Encourages gas trading    
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Table 17 – Examples of combinations of capacity allocation and tariff types 

Capacity allocation Tariff type 

Entry-Exit Postalised Distance based 

Entry-Exit GB For electricity, most 
EU TSOs 

 

Postalised  Some US pipelines  

Point-to-point Northern Ireland Spain Germany  
Note: Germany to be checked 

B.3 Transmission balancing 

The main product for a gas transporter is pipeline capacity; however the main day-to-day 
task of the TSO is the safe and efficient operation of the gas network.  This involves the 
management of gas within the system, ensuring that there is a balance between gas 
entered into the network and gas taken out of the network is maintained.  We have 
identified two options for the further development of the gas balancing regime: 

 a full residual balancing regime with stronger shipper incentives; and  

 a DM/NDM regime in which the transporter balances NDM load on behalf of shippers. 

B.3.1 Residual balancing regime 

Under a residual gas balancing model, shippers are given greater financial incentives to 
balance on the day.  Additional balancing tools are developed for the transporter to enable 
access to shorter-term balancing contracts.  This should lead to greater cost reflectivity 
and cost targeting of balancing costs, since the incentives placed on shippers to balance 
reduces the requirement for the transporter to take balancing actions. 

In Section B.3.1.1 and B.3.1.2 below, we have set out the main advantages and 
disadvantages of a residual balancing regime from the point of view of the TSO and the 
view of shippers and regulators. 

B.3.1.1 Advantages 

The main advantages of a full residual gas balancing regime from the view of the TSO are 
that it would provide: 

 strong incentives on shippers to balance leading to: 
 a reduced requirement for transporter balancing actions; 
 a greater requirement for within-day trading by shippers; 
 greater responsibility taken by shippers for their own balance position; 

 an opportunity to develop new products such as a linepack or daily tolerance services 
leading to greater utilisation of the pipeline system and potentially higher transporter 
revenues; and 
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 potential for commercial incentivisation of the transporter creating opportunities for 
unregulated revenue, however, this may also have a downside and lead to some 
limited financial exposure. 

Whereas the main advantages of a residual gas balancing regime from the view of 
shippers and the regulator, are that it would introduce: 

 a high degree of cost-reflectivity and cost-targeting; 

 more efficient gas balancing price discovery; 

 potential for lower balancing charges;  

 greater shipper participation in the balancing mechanism; and 

 more within-day trading-out of imbalances leading to greater spot market liquidity. 

B.3.1.2 Disadvantages 

The main disadvantages of a residual gas balancing regime from the view of the TSO are 
that it would introduce: 

 more complex arrangements for procuring short-term balancing gas; and 

 the need to support a shipper to transporter trading mechanism. 

The main disadvantages of a residual gas balancing regime from the view of shippers 
(and possibly the regulator) are that it would introduce: 

 greater exposure to more variable cashout prices; 

 greater requirement to source within-day flexibility tools; 

 more complexity in managing within-day balance positions; and  

 greater requirement to accurately forecast within-day gas demand. 

B.3.2 Daily Metered / Non-Daily Metered (DM/NDM) regime 

This regime separates between the daily metered and non-daily metered sectors of the 
gas market.  Under this regime the daily metered sector would be exposed to incentives to 
achieve within-day balance whilst the non-daily metered sector would be balanced within-
day by the TSO.   

Gate closure would also be introduced for shipper nominations of gas for the non-daily 
metered sector.  After this gate closure had expired, no changes to shipper nominations 
would be permitted.  Cashout for the non-daily metered sector would be based on the 
differences between shipper nominations at gate closure and input allocations after the 
day.  The TSO would be responsible for taking balancing actions if non-daily metered 
offtakes varied to such an extent that a balancing action was required.  The cost of these 
balancing actions would be targeted back to non-daily metered shippers. 

As in Section B.3.1above, we have again set out the main advantages and disadvantages 
of this balancing regime (in B.3.2.1 and B.3.2.2 below) from the point of view of the gas 
TSO and the view of shippers and regulators. 

B.3.2.1 Advantages 

The main advantages of a DM/NDM gas balancing regime from the view of the gas TSO 
is that it would introduce: 
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 greater transporter control over gas flows for the NDM sector; 

 greater incentives on DM shippers to balance; 

 removal of within-day uncertainty as to whether or not NDM shippers will respond to 
demand changes; and 

 encouragement of new entrants and approval from regulator. 

The main advantages of a DM/NDM gas balancing regime from the view of shippers and 
the regulator are that it would introduce: 

 Greater simplicity for NDM shippers and less exposure to uncontrollable risks such as 
weather variation, leaving them to concentrate on market development. 

 Potential for more efficient balancing of the NDM sector by the transporter, leading to 
lower overall costs. 

 Ability to gradually move towards a full DM residual balancing regime by shifting the 
DM/NDM boundary over time based on experience. 

B.3.2.2 Disadvantages 

The main disadvantages of a DM/NDM gas balancing regime from the view of the TSO 
are that it would introduce: 

 A greater requirement for gas balancing actions by the transporter on behalf of NDM 
shippers. 

 A greater degree of responsibility on the transporter to ensure that demand forecasts 
are accurate and reconciliation volumes are kept to a minimum. 

 Greater pressure from NDM shippers for the transporter to procure gas at cheaper 
prices. 

 A requirement to identify balancing actions due to NDM sector and those due to DM 
sector, if possible, otherwise a methodology would have to be developed to distribute 
costs between sectors equitably. 

The main disadvantages of a DM/NDM gas balancing regime from the view of shippers 
and the regulator are that it would lead to: 

 Less control for NDM shippers over their costs. 

 Removal of competitive advantage, whereby one shipper may be able to manage its 
gas portfolio better than another for the NDM sector, leading to a detrimental effect for 
competition. 

 Less within-day trading between shippers, making development of a spot market less 
likely. 

 Uncertainty over reconciliation volumes. 

B.3.3 Conclusions 

Our recommended entry/exit regimes capacity allocation is compatible with either of the 
gas balancing proposals (residual or DM/NDM) discussed in this section.  The relative 
merits of the two proposed balancing models is summarised in Table 18 below. 

Taking into account the assessment above alongside the current structure and maturity of 
the Estonian gas market we believe that the DM/NDM model could provide an acceptable 
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approach by both the regulator and shippers.  However, the residual gas balancing model 
is considered more attractive in terms of the intent of minimising the role of the TSO 
through incentivising of individual shippers to balance their own deliveries and offtakes to 
the system through strong incentives (it is also considered more technically challenging 
and as such would require a more sophisticated and commercial approach to balancing 
by the TSO).   

It is therefore our recommendation that the TSO develops a residual balancing role.  The 
balancing will be done using traditional flexibility tools, such as storage facilities, LNG 
storage, gas linepack, etc. 

Table 18 – Summary of proposed gas balancing models 

Criteria Residual DM/NDM 

Incentivises shippers to balance   

Maintains revenue neutrality   

More flexibility for shippers   

Reduced role for transmission operator   

Simplicity for transmission operator   

Simplicity for shippers   

Efficient balancing prices   

Encourages competition in shipping and supply    

Encourages traded market development   

Reduces overall cost of balancing   
 

B.3.4 Interaction between balancing and the recommended capacity regime 

It is our recommendation that there is an introduction of an entry/exit capacity regime and 
a balancing regime that is based on the TSO taking a residual balancing role.  We believe 
that by introducing an entry/exit capacity regime and the strengthening of the incentives 
on shippers to balance could contribute to the development in time of a spot market for 
gas.   

B.4 Consumption estimation, metering rules 

The frequency of gas meter reading is likely to be separated into segments, depending on 
the consumption of the end users.  For significant users (e.g. a power station), it is 
important to know consumption closer to real time than for small users.   
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B.4.1 Frequency of meter readings 

Balancing the system will depending upon live metering for some sites alongside 
estimations for groups of smaller consumers.  The market rules, imposed by the regulator 
will need to set out the obligations for reading meters for both entry and exit flows from the 
system.  For example, in GB any site with annual seasonal normal consumption greater 
than 2196MWh (203,286cm) must have a daily meter reading.  The choice of transmission 
balancing mechanism will determine the most appropriate rules for consumption 
estimation (particularly the relevant responsibilities of the shippers and the TSO) and 
metering rules. 

B.4.2 Consumption estimation 

The TSO may be responsible for estimating consumption each day and providing signals 
to the shippers relating how much of the demand on the transmission system will be 
allocated to their accounts.  TSOs often have the best information for estimating demand 
on the entire system as they have access to live metering at various points on the 
network, and can assist shippers by providing an estimate of demand.  For example in the 
Netherlands, each shipper submits an estimate of its portfolio demand ahead of the day in 
question.  The system operator then tracks the difference between the forecast and the 
real-time data it can see in the market on the day itself, and communicates this difference 
to each shipper. 

The estimate may be provided purely to help shippers with their own forecasting, or the 
forecast may itself be the level of demand to which the shipper should match supply (with 
the TSO taking responsibility for any difference between the forecast and the actual 
demand). 

Alternatively, the TSO could make provision for the information it has to be made public 
and shippers decide for themselves how best to forecast demand and then balance their 
portfolio.   

B.4.3 Reconciliation 

In most countries there is a process for post-period reconciliation where the estimates at 
the time are reconciled with the meter readings as data is collected from end user sites in 
the days and months following the day concerned.  This data can then be used to adjust 
shipper balances for the calculation of imbalance penalties, entry and exit capacity 
charges, and transportation charges, if required.  For example, in the Netherlands, the 
real time data is used to calculate any position imbalance for each shipper.  Any 
difference between this data and the final allocations is settled at a neutral (not imbalance) 
gas price (e.g. system average price in Great Britain). 

B.5 Wholesale and retail gas markets 

Next we have undertaken an assessment of the requirements for competitive wholesale 
and retail gas markets.  As part of this assessment we have considered EU initiatives for 
developing competitive wholesale gas markets, including measures to improve liquidity 
through trading.  We then consider the requirements of a well-functioning retail market.  
As part of our assessment of the retail gas supply market we have proposed a number of 
supply models that could increase competition given the current dominance of Eesti Gaas 
in the market. 
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B.5.1 Wholesale market 

Well-functioning wholesale markets should lead an increase in transparency and 
efficiency within a gas market.  As a wholesale market develops there should be an 
increase in the accuracy of market signals on price, capacities, flows, etc.  in a 
transparent and non-discriminatory manner to market participants.  While at the same 
time, they increase the efficiency of trading and associated functions such as balancing 
and settlement thereby reducing transaction costs. 

Previous EU gas directives did not explicitly set out wholesale market design as a key 
objective, instead there was a view that the development trading would develop on its own 
once the other objectives of the EU directives were implemented (for example through the 
implementation of rules on transportation, generation, distribution and supply).  Although 
trading has historically been the responsibility of the member state the EU now believe 
that the efficiency of a wholesale market (e.g. power exchanges, gas hubs and OTCs), 
can be improved by a number of initiatives.  The initiatives set out by the EU are as 
follows: 

 Efficient development of markets related to trade: for example, within-day 
balancing markets and access to storage and short and long-term supplies and 
capacity.  Where one or more of these elements is missing, there is likely to be 
discrimination within the market leading to a decrease in in efficiency. 

 Transparent provision of information: it is essential that relevant information in 
regard to the gas market (trades, flows etc.) is accessible to all market participants.  
All market participants need transparent information on the processes for accessing 
the networks and therefore it is essential that information is provided by TSOs and 
operator of gas storage facilities and LNG facilities. 

 Development of spot markets and (regional or national) gas hubs: price 
differentials between the hubs will lead to trade and thereby competition.  Again there 
is a requirement that market participants have non-discriminatory access to storage, 
suitable tariffs and balancing system for trade between the regions. 

 Upstream gas production: this initiative is designed to keep the overall level of 
production at a certain level. 

B.5.2 Trading and the development of products related to trading 

We will now review the development of power exchanges, gas hubs and OTCs and the 
impact on the liquidity and ultimately the efficiency of a wholesale market.  Liquidity in 
trading and transparent prices is necessary to achieve an efficient wholesale market.  A 
liquid trading hub will help existing gas market participants gain access to gas and provide 
an incentive to potential new entrants.  In an illiquid market new entrants are likely to find 
it difficult to trade gas, and may ultimately they not be able to purchase capacity or gas 
when needed.  This has historically been a problem in markets dominated by incumbents 
who already have long-term contracts.   

The development of trading hubs, described in Section 3.7.1, has been a key determinant 
of liquidity in other EU Member States.  Most of the trading at these hubs is OTC (over-
the-counter, i.e. trader to trader sometimes via a broker) but many of the hubs also have 
exchanges for clearing futures and short-term trades, e.g. APX at TTF and NBP, ICE at 
NBP and Endex at NCG.  However, it is important to note that the creation of a hub does 
not automatically lead to an increase in liquidity, in the majority of EU hubs issues of 
transparency and liquidity still remain.  In France, for example, despite the presence of 
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two hubs, the main price driver has recently been Germany’s NCG and the Dutch TTF.  
Prior to this, the main influence on French hub prices was Zeebrugge. 

B.5.3 Retail markets 

In addition to the development of wholesale markets, it is also vitally important that there 
is the development of a competitive retail market for gas to ensure competition for end 
users.  New suppliers will only consider entering markets if they perceive them to be 
sufficiently attractive and profitable.  Anything that reduces this attractiveness and profit 
incentive can be considered a potential barrier to entry.   

However, in considering barriers it is important to account for the complexity of their 
impact.  For example, they may limit some types of entrant rather than preventing entry in 
total (e.g. requiring a minimum scale of operation or some degree of vertical integration), 
and they may differ in their materiality on the performance of the market, making some 
uneconomic and costly to overcome. 

The main incentive for new suppliers to enter is the headroom that exists between their 
potential cost of supply and the tariff offered by the incumbent supplier.  This headroom 
arises from the ability of the new entrant, through greater efficiency, flexibility and 
innovation, to reduce their costs of supply.  The cost elements where there is scope for 
differential costs between new entrants and incumbent suppliers are: 

 wholesale purchase costs of electricity or gas; and 

 supply business costs (including billing, metering, customer service, customer 
acquisition and the supply margin). 

B.5.4 Retail supply market models 

A critical factor in the development of retail market competition is the dealing with the 
commercial advantage the incumbent has enjoyed through economies of scale and 
scope.  This advantage relates to the fixed costs of entering markets and in the 
asymmetric risk exposure of operating with a small, less diversified portfolio.  To the 
extent that this asymmetry can create a fundamental distortion, we consider a number of 
options that could mitigate this incumbent advantage and help promote competition.  
Below are two possible options to delivering a fundamental restructuring: 

 the promotion of a shallow supply model that removes the obligation for providing 
many of the supply activities that incur set-up costs for new entrants from the supplier 
and put them on an independent entity; and 

 mechanisms for divesting market share or targeting market share loss of the 
incumbent in certain market segments to overcome initial portfolio asymmetries. 

Whereas the former is intended to alter the cost structures of supply companies and then 
rely on commercial decisions to change market structure, the latter mandates a change in 
structure over a set period. 

B.5.4.1 Shallow Supply model 

One of the problems in a small market may be that economies of scale in retail activities 
are so large that they are a complete barrier to entry for independent suppliers, thereby 
restricting the market to either the incumbent or a small number of integrated, established 
market players.  If it is possible to restrict the role of a supply company so that it does not 
have to develop or procure some of these high fixed cost elements independently, then 
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suppliers may focus on competing around energy costs – enabling greater focus on 
product innovation whilst maintaining economies of scale in the other activities. 

B.5.4.2 Divestment of the incumbent and/or restrictions on bidding 

The shallow supply model addresses some of the problems related to economies of scale 
and set-up costs.  A more radical option would be to pursue a policy that aims at a 
fundamental restructuring of the supply market.  This may involve some or all of the 
following: 

 forced divestment of part of the existing customer portfolios of the incumbents; 

 agreement on market share reduction targets with the incumbents; or 

 restrictions on competition by the incumbents – this may be in the form limitations on 
the response to competing tariff offers by the incumbent (e.g. restricting the 
incumbent to fixed regulated tariffs rather than offering them the flexibility to alter tariff 
offers) or preventing the incumbent from re-signing a customer for a set period after 
they first lose the contract. 

This option is likely to help new suppliers achieve a larger market share over a shorter 
period of time. 

B.5.4.3 Improving contract market liquidity  

The ability of new suppliers to secure efficient wholesale purchase is a key determinant of 
their ability to undercut the incumbents offer.  As a consequence, any wholesale market 
imperfections are a major barrier to competition.   

A liquid wholesale market would allow suppliers to have access to various physical 
purchasing options as well as financial hedging instruments.  This type of ‘liquid’ 
wholesale market would allow suppliers to reduce significantly their wholesale 
procurement risks, and allow a better hedge to peak price exposure. 

One way of implementing this option would be to develop bulletin boards to enable greater 
trading of specific products between companies and as liquidity begins to increase it is 
likely to attract more brokers to the market, which would further increase liquidity. 

B.6 Customer switching process 

A customer’s ability to choose between alternative suppliers is a key feature of any 
competitive retail market.  Switching is particularly important for SME and domestic 
customers who are normally offered standard contractual terms and conditions by 
suppliers and are not able to negotiate their contracts on an individual basis.  Therefore 
the ability to choose between alternative tariffs (offered by competing suppliers) is 
essential to the development of competition in these markets. 

In Estonia there has been some limited switching in the last couple of years, peaking at 
1539 customers in 2009.  One reason for this may be customer perceptions and 
experiences of the transfer process, which play an important part in determining whether 
they believe switching is worthwhile.  However, the 2009 Competition report (produced by 
the Estonian Competition Authority) suggests that the switching process in Estonia 
appears relatively efficient.  This report states that “sellers of gas have to enable the 
termination of contracts within in one month following receipt of an application to switch by 
the seller provided that the obligations related to the contract that is to be terminated are 
fulfilled”, these timescale are similar to the ones used in the GB market, which is often 
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seen as a ‘best practice’ for switching processes.  However, the same report also 
highlights that the majority of consumers are choosing to switch to the incumbent Eesti 
Gaas45; this would appear to indicate a lack of competition in the market more than issues 
with the switching process 

Given the Competition Authority report appears to shows that an efficient switching 
process is in place the proportion of customers switching is still small.  Therefore the 
remainder of this section focuses on measure that can be used to improve customer 
participation in the switching process.  These measures include: 

 customer is awareness; 

 price transparency;  

 dual fuel strategies; and 

 quality and availability of data 

B.6.1 Customer awareness 

A precondition for effective supply competition is that customers are aware of their right to 
choose an alternative supplier and thereby save money on their bills.  The extent to which 
customers are aware and the extent to which they exercise these choices could have far 
reaching implications for the structure of the market and the conduct of suppliers within 
the market.  For instance, a decrease in customer awareness could act to lower switching 
rates, which could in turn deter future growth and entry by suppliers into the market. 

B.6.2 Price transparency 

If customers do not have pricing information that they can easily understand, they may not 
be making informed choices about switching.  If customers find the available pricing 
information unhelpful, confusing or misleading then the regulator will need to assess 
whether this is because prices are inherently complex, or whether there is a need for 
additional information to be provided to customers.  Most research shows that it is vital 
that pricing information is transparent, relevant and accurate for the customers who use it, 
particularly where it underpins the decision to switch supplier. 

B.6.3 Dual fuel strategies 

For suppliers the ability to offer dual fuel deals provides a means through which they can 
offer sufficient discounts to encourage switching behaviour.  The discounts can reflect the 
economies of scope associated with a wider product offering including lower costs of 
customer acquisition, combined customer service operations, joint metering services and 
better cash flow management. 

Furthermore, the addition of another margin stream may increase the profitability of the 
operation.  Where the dual fuel offer is extending a single-fuel supply arrangement (i.e. 
where the supplier is the incumbent gas or electricity provider); it can be a means of 
securing the existing customer base.  In these circumstances, the supplier’s marketing 
costs are often lower – they already have access to, and reputation with, the potential 
customer – and they are able to focus their discounts onto the new fuel, thereby 
maximising the perceived benefit for the customer.   
                                                           
 
45  Studies have shown that price is not the only factor in switching, customers will stay with a 

marginally more expensive company as a result of loyalty, marketing / service quality etc. 
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From the customer’s perspective, while cost savings may be the primary driver for 
switching, they also offer the added benefit of dealing with a single company for both 
electricity and gas –single direct debit payments, single point of contact on customer 
service, etc. 

B.6.4 Quality and availability of data 

Incomplete or imperfect information on potential customers has several implications for 
new entrants: 

 It makes it more difficult to formulate appropriate tariff offers to customers as 
knowledge of their consumption patterns is incomplete, thereby preventing some 
more efficient contract options from being exploited. 

 Similar to the above, it makes suppliers less willing to tender for new customers.  
However, without reliable data against which to assess the risk associated with the 
contract some suppliers either will not tender or will impose risk premium that may 
overstate the actual impact of the customer on the supplier’s portfolio. 

 Wholesale costs will generally rise as suppliers over hedge their positions. 

Therefore reliable information available on a timely basis to all suppliers would lower the 
transactions costs of acquiring customers and increase benefits to consumers. 

B.6.5 Conclusions 

Customer switching in the Estonian Gas market is already taking place and the processes 
put in place to facilitate switch customers appear to be well developed.  However given 
the limited number of customers who have switched it does appear that their needs to be 
more encouragement (through increased customer awareness, price transparency, offer 
strategies and the quality / availability of data) to ensure, where competition is available, 
that more customers are in a position to make an informed decision regarding whether to 
switch supplier or not. 

B.7 Consumer price differentiation 

The key requirement of tariffs design is that the supply company is able to recover its 
revenue and provide signals to customers the costs of resources.  Properly designed 
tariffs should also minimise distorting effects, for example around the boundary between 
different tariff prices.   

B.7.1 Supply Tariff design 

As we briefly highlighted above supply tariffs serve two main functions, to collect 
revenues, and to provide signals to customers about the cost of the gas they are 
consuming.  Both of these functions are obviously important, the first allows a supply 
company to cover the costs of supplying the gas while the second enable smaller 
customers to be unmetered and charged on the basis of annual estimated costs.  While it 
is cost effective to meter large sites individually, suppliers are required to group small 
consumers, into tariff categories.  This enables the suppliers to group consumers with 
similar marginal cost characteristics (while taking account of any administrative costs of 
identifying separate consumer groups). 

This second function can also as an incentive on consumers to alter their level and pattern 
of gas use, however it is important to consider that certain customers (e.g. domestic) have 
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limited ability to change their consumption patterns demands (e.g. heating and cooking 
requirements in the evening). 

B.7.2 Structuring the Supply Tariffs  

Below we set out the components that are used to develop an appropriate gas tariff.  
Some of these components are fixed and will be consistent between suppliers while 
others will be at the discretion of the supplier.  Ultimately though these components only 
form a guide since in a competitive market a supplier is in principle able to set the tariff at 
any level they see fit. 

 Connection Charges – the connection charge element cover incremental cost 
incurred in connecting a new customer to the network.  This cost usually covers the 
actual cost of connection together with the meter installation cost).   

 Fixed Customer Charges – these charges relate to charges which are paid 
irrespective of a consumer’s gas consumption or peak demand.  Although these 
charges can be considered fixed they can vary based on a suppliers number of 
customers.  For example these costs include meter reading, billing, and account 
management in general.   

 Demand Charges (Daily Metering) – reflect the costs associated with the costs of 
procuring and transporting gas at peak times.  For daily metered customers the 
charges may be levied either on the basis of actual peak demand in the billing period 
or on the basis of a forecast of peak demand that is estimated from the previous 
year’s metered peak consumption.   

 Demand Charges (Non-Daily Metering) – high metering costs (relative to the 
potential benefits of metering) mean that for the majority of domestic and SME 
customers demand are estimated.  For these customers, demand-related costs can 
be charged on the basis of a fixed (monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly or annual) charge 
but will not be reflective of marginal costs.   

 Commodity charges – relate to the non-demand costs of purchasing gas, although 
they may also include a small amount of network costs that are associated with each 
kWh of gas flowing through the network. 

 Interruptible discounts – the flexibility provided by interruptible customers is 
important as it allows a supply company to contract for less gas, therefore saving 
significant costs.  Interruptible discounts are offered to daily metered customers, as a 
discount on the usual tariff.  The tariff will set out the period of time a customer is 
willing to be ‘interrupted’, which is usually set out as a maximum number of days 
within a year. 

B.7.3 Examples of tariff differentiation 

In Figure 30 below we have presented the GB retail and wholesale prices for the 2005-
2010 period.  The chart shows that in general retail market prices loosely follow wholesale 
market prices, but they vary significantly for different customers groups.  This chart 
highlights how GB energy suppliers have continued to set and develop tariffs to target 
particular customer groups, with the differential between the small scale and large scale 
tariffs increasing over time.  Without this ability to develop targeted tariffs it will become 
difficult for a supplier to remain competitive across the different market sections 
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Figure 30 – GB retail market prices for different customer groups 

 
*Wholesale price shown here is spot market price.  Sources: IEA, DECC and Heren. 

B.7.4 Conclusion 

In this section we have highlighted the importance of tariff differentiation in developing 
cost reflective tariffs in retail supply market and set out the components that are used to 
develop an appropriate gas tariff.  Through tariff differentiation a new entrant will be able 
to target selective customer groups where they feel they can offer more competitive tariff 
compared to the incumbent supplier.  Through building on its position in one market the 
new entrant may eventually to be able to hedge its gas purchasing to enter additional 
markets, thus eventually increasing competition across all consumer groups. 
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ANNEX C – REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS 
Reviewing transmission assets, it is important to understand regulatory considerations, as 
it is the regulator who establishes the tariff.  Two types of tariffs are usually used as 
described in Section B.2.4.  Choosing the right type of tariff, one needs consider 
advantages, disadvantages and appropriateness of these. 

Transmission assets have high capital requirements and, therefore, the tariff set for 
transmission assets’ operation depends to a large part on the initial capital requirements 
of transmission assets.  In order to determine a reasonable tariff, which will cover 
transmission assets’ costs and will provide a desired return in the future, one needs to 
value transmission assets correctly.  There is no liquid market for transmission assets, 
and they are valued according to different method described in Section C.3, as opposed 
to conventional valuation methods. 

C.1 The role of a regulator 

The role of an energy regulator is to ensure that energy wholesale and supply markets are 
competitive.  To achieve this, a regulator needs to balance the interests of three 
stakeholder groups: the government, energy service suppliers and customers.  Each of 
these groups has potentially conflicting interests. 

A key element of the regulator’s role is striking the balance between encouraging 
investors and protecting consumers, while fulfilling government objectives.  The regulator 
should ensure that both suppliers and consumers uphold their obligations relating to 
commercial operations.  The utility has the obligation (via licensing) to provide a service 
under the approved tariffs and quality standards.  Consumers have an obligation to pay 
for that service to ensure the financial viability of the sector. 

The purpose of regulation is to ensure that price reflects the least cost of service and 
meets required quality and reliability standards.  To do this a prudent regulator monitors 
prices paid by customers for energy in the retail supply markets and produces regular 
reports on competition in the retail sector, covering customer switching rates and other 
indicators. 

C.1.1 Energy transportation regulation 

Energy transportation businesses are natural monopolies – there is no realistic means of 
introducing competition.  A regulator protects customers’ interests by regulating the 
companies through price control periods, which include limits on expenditure as well 
incentives to be efficient and to innovate technically. 

The price controls set the maximum amount of revenue which energy network owners can 
take through charges they levy on their networks’ users to cover their costs and earn a 
return.  The users in this case are shippers which use gas networks to transport gas to 
customers. 

Regulators may be responsible over the following exemplary items for which they must 
both monitor current practice and intervene if necessary: 

 approval of network access tariffs and conditions, including transmission, 
distribution and LNG facilities; 

 the level of transparency and competition issuing authorisations and licenses; 

 monitoring the security of energy supply; 
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 management and allocation of interconnection capacity; 

 mechanisms to deal with congested capacity within the national system; 

 the time taken by transmission and distribution undertakings to make connections and 
repairs; 

 the effective unbundling of accounts to avoid cross subsidies and the unbundling 
compliance programme; 

 organisation, monitoring and control of the tendering procedure for generation; 

 deciding on derogations in relation to take-or-pay commitments for gas; and 

 dispute settlement arrangements for access to upstream gas pipelines. 

C.1.2 Associations of regulators 

Europe’s national regulators of electricity and gas cooperate at an international level 
through a number of associations. 

Energy Regulators Regional Association (ERRA) is a voluntary organization of 
independent energy regulatory bodies primarily from the Central European and Eurasian 
regions, with affiliates from Africa, Middle East and the United States. 

Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER) is a non-for-profit association, where the 
national regulators cooperate and exchange best practice.  A key objective of the CEER is 
to facilitate the creation of a single, competitive, efficient and sustainable EU internal 
energy market that works in the public interest. 

CEER works closely with and supports the work of the Agency for the Cooperation of 
Energy Regulators (ACER).  ACER, which has its seat in Ljubljana, is an EU Agency with 
its own staff and resources.  CEER, based in Brussels, deals with many complementary 
(and not overlapping) issues to ACER’s work such as international issues, smart grids, 
sustainability and customer issues. 

C.1.3 The role of Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators 

Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) is a European Union body 
established in 2010.  The aim of the agency is to assist National Regulatory Authorities 
(NRA) in exercising the regulatory tasks in gas and electricity areas that they perform in 
the Member States and to coordinate their action. 

ACER monitors European Networks of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO), NRAs, 
cross-border infrastructure, provides consultations and transparency to market 
participants and reports on the electricity and gas sectors. 

ACER is assisting the entry into force of the third energy package and setting of a firm 
regulatory, institutional and political background to achieve completion of the internal 
energy market by 2014. 

In 2006, the previous regulator, ERGEG, under the framework of Regional Initiatives 
created seven electricity and three gas regions (North West, South South-East and South) 
as an interim step to complete the single energy market.  At present, Baltic States are not 
a part of any of these regions. 

According to the Gas Regional Initiatives, ACER and the European Commission promote 
the integration of the gas markets in close cooperation with the stakeholders of the gas 
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sector and Member States.  This implies development and more efficient use of the 
infrastructure.  Network code on capacity allocation, hub-to-hub trading in the EU and 
transparency monitoring are required to achieve this goal. 

C.2 Tariff setting 

Transmission tariff and capacity regimes set by the regulator are of fundamental 
importance to transmission network owners, operators and gas transporters as they 
determine the way in which the primary product, pipeline capacity, is sold.   

According to the previous gas regulatory group (ERGEG) tariff structures should take into 
account following fundamental principles: 

 The tariff structure should be simple and transparent, contributing to the development 
of the European gas market and its liquidity. 

 Tariffs structure should support efficient development and operation of the network by 
the TSOs. 

 The tariff structures should encourage the efficient use of the network by all users and 
should deliver predictable results. 

 The tariff structures should allocate total costs between users in a non-discriminatory 
and transparent manner. 

 Tariff setting should avoid cross-subsidies among network users.  A limited level of 
cross-subsidisation can be justified if other advantages are introduced by a specific 
tariff model. 

Capacity tariffs determine recovery of the revenue necessary to finance its business, 
return on assets and need for the future investments.  The first stage in developing a tariff 
is to consider the Annual Revenue Target (ART) for the network assets.  The ART is 
derived from: 

 Recovering the annual operating costs of operating a safe, reliable and efficient 
transmission system. 

 Delivering a financial return on the assets that have been invested in the past. 

 Recovering the asset depreciation costs. 

C.2.1 Operating Costs 

Typically there are two categories of operating costs: 

 Direct Costs – those that are directly controlled under the transmission budget such 
as direct labour, contractor, staff payments, etc. 

 Indirect Costs – those that are shared with other parts of an organisation such as IT, 
HR, corporate services, sales & marketing costs. 

Establishing the levels of direct costs should be relatively easy – depending on the levels 
of financial reporting, whereas, identifying the indirect costs can be much more difficult. 

When introducing competition, the normal corporate reaction is to load as much of the 
shared costs to the monopoly elements of the company to limit the potential impact of 
competition on their financial performance.  However the regulator will be well aware of 
this, and may specifically require the cost allocation methodologies to be disclosed. 
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Activity Based Costing is typically an accepted approach, whereby a cost driver is 
selected to allocate the costs, i.e. employees is the cost driver for HR costs, PC users can 
be the cost driver for IT costs, etc. 

C.2.2 Return on investment 

The concept of recovering an ongoing financial return for an investment (the pipeline 
assets) is equally relevant for a state-owned enterprise, as it is for a commercial 
organisation.  Hence a transmission company needs to determine the required level of 
return on asset. 

This will involve determining the current value of the transmission assets, followed by 
calculating a required rate of return. 

Obtaining an accurate inventory of transmission assets in itself can be an impossible task, 
never mind trying to determine the depreciated value of these assets.  Typically old 
records are lost or destroyed, so that operational knowledge is the only way to verify some 
of the older assets.  However, their current value would of course be minimal. 

A tariff based purely on a commodity element with no capacity charge increases the risk 
of the utility not being able to generate adequate cash flows to service debt in years with 
lower than expected consumption.  This risk needs to be reflected in the required rate of 
return, one of the most contentious areas on setting the ART.  Transmission companies 
are typically relatively low risk and capital intensive, and have long term views on 
investments; hence they tend to have fairly modest rates, i.e. 6.5-7.5%.   

There are various ways of determining the rate of return by assessing the Weighted 
Average Cost of Capital (WACC).  The methodology for determining the WACC, and the 
elements included are described in detail on the webpage of the CA.  WACC of gas 
transmission in 2010 calculated by CA is 7.76%.  By applying the rate of return to the 
current asset value, one can derive the required return on asset.   

C.2.3 Depreciation 

Again depending on the treatment of the asset valuation, there are a number of 
methodologies for determining the depreciation costs. 

Typically straight-line depreciation is used, with asset lives allocated to each category of 
asset.  It will also be appropriate to allow residual values for certain assets. 

C.2.4 The Treatment of Other Income 

Depending on your connection policy, there will also be annual income from connection 
fees and capital contributions.  This income will need to be netted-off the ART to avoid 
double recovery of assets. 

C.3 Principles for valuing transmission assets 

The value of transmission assets is based on historical investment costs and represents 
the value upon which companies earn a return in accordance with the regulatory cost of 
capital (WACC) and receive a regulatory depreciation allowance.   

Due to the capital intensive nature of typical transmission networks the value of the 
Regulatory Asset Base (RAB) forms a critical input into determining the regulated tariffs 
and is as an important indicator of efficient pricing and future investment. 
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Different methods can be used for valuation of specific assets.  These include: 

 Indexation  

 Replacement cost analysis; and  

 Modern equivalent asset analysis. 

Indexation is used for assets which undergo little technological change and most direct 
costs incurred for those assets would have to be incurred again if the assets were 
replaced.  The value obtained by this method is directly linked to the historical value of the 
relevant assets, thereby ensuring that all of relevant costs are included in the valuation. 

Replacement cost analysis (RCA) is used in valuing assets which undergo little 
technological change and in cases for which the first method is not applicable.  This 
method values the relevant assets at their current unit prices.  Such prices may be 
referenced to the purchase price of like assets or to documented quotations for the sale of 
similar assets in the recent past.  The prices should include the usual purchasing 
discounts and are adjusted to cover relevant design, procurement, construction and 
commissioning costs.  Therefore, this method simply updates the assets cost without 
updating technical parameters (efficiency, capacity, etc.). 

Absolute valuation using modern equivalent asset (MEA) analysis values assets at the 
cost of modern equivalent assets with a similar service potential (e.g., an asset which 
replicates at least their current capacity and functionality).  This method is used when it is 
not possible to determine the current replacement cost for an asset, e.g. because that 
asset is no longer manufactured. 

C.3.1 Optimised Depreciated Replacement Cost method 

Transmission assets are usually specific; they either do not have a market or the market is 
illiquid and therefore, their market value is not possible to determine.  To value 
transmission and distribution networks an Optimised Depreciated Replacement Cost 
(ODRC) methodology is typically used.  ODRC value is the minimum cost of replacing the 
service potential with modern equivalent assets in the most efficient way, given the 
service requirements, the age and condition of the assets. 

This method is a variation of RCA method.  As the name suggests, according to this 
method, assets’ replacement costs are depreciated and optimized.  The difference of this 
method from the parent, RCA method, is that it takes into account inefficiencies of current 
assets, i.e. it removes assets’ excess capacity and requires thinking on assets’ 
optimization. 

This approach is used to assess the value of assets where: 

 The value of assets can be based on historical asset costs, indexed replacement 
costs or on a MEA base. 

 An optimisation component is introduced to ensure that assets are constructed in the 
most efficient manner possible while maintaining required service standards. 

ODRC method determines a hypothetical market value of the assets in cases when 
market value for specialised assets is not known.  The ODRC is calculated based on the 
gross current replacement cost (GCRC) of assets that are adjusted for over-design, over-
capacity and/or redundancy and includes a deduction for depreciation. 

For a range of assets there is a quoted price and a liquid market.  The assets for which a 
market GCRC is appropriate will be valued based upon their market value.  In cases 
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where there is no market value, the ODRC value assumes that the maximum amount a 
potential purchaser would be prepared to pay for an asset is represented by the 
purchaser’s lowest alternative cost to replicate the asset, given its existing age and 
condition.  The GCRC of individual assets is based on the required level of service 
potential consistent with the future growth in demand.  In other words, users will only pay 
for those assets that are required in a commercial context, disregarding any excess 
capacity or over-engineering embodied in the existing assets. 

The ODRC methodology follows generally accepted valuation principles and involves the 
following steps: 

 defining and identifying the assets; 

 assessing replacement costs of the identified assets; 

 optimising the configurations of the assets; and 

 calculating the ODRC value. 

C.4 Best practice for consulting with stakeholders 

In a course of either a liberalisation process or as part of regulating the transmission 
assets mentioned above the regulator will need to consult with stakeholders to provide 
timely, accurate and transparent information.  The consultation process improves the 
quality of decisions, prioritisation, general understanding of the course of work by 
stakeholders and enables progression towards the best solution.  In this section we 
outline some best practice that regulators follow in order to have the maximum 
engagement with stakeholders and to gain consensus on the outcomes proposed. 

Typically before deciding on an issue requiring regulatory intervention the regulator or 
government should engage stakeholders to collect their views on issues of concern for the 
following year.  After an issue is chosen, the regulator should publish a consultation 
document, setting out the issue, options for consideration and inviting views.  More 
consultation documents may be published later to seek further views. 

A consultation may also be supplemented by seminars and presentations with 
stakeholders, e.g. groups representing customers’ interests and industry players.  These 
events should be structured to enable attendees to participate effectively, to improve the 
effectiveness of overall consultations. 

Every consultation document should include a timetable for responses, seminars or 
workshops, progressing with the proposals and a contact name for all responses and 
requests for more information or guidance. 

A regulator or government should provide sufficient time period for a consultation, at least 
four weeks, and leave sufficient time to obtain written responses depending on the nature 
and timing of the consultation.  Comments on the published documents should be taken 
into consideration by the regulator, when implementing its policy. 

After the consultation period is closed, the regulator or government should publish its 
decision document on the policy in question.  The decision document should contain their 
response to the views expressed by stakeholders, its decisions and invite further 
comments. 
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C.5 Liberalisation checklist 

In our review we have developed a set of criteria and actions that regulators and/or 
government authorities would need to undertake in order to deliver a successful gas 
market liberalisation, including those needed to support moves to a regional market. 

 General Regulation 
 Develop a competition law. 
 Ensure independence of regulatory authorities. 
 Develop provisions relating to autonomy in the implementation of the regulatory 

authority budget. 
 Develop a list of objectives, duties and powers of a regulation authority (including 

refusal of certification to TSOs that do not comply with unbundling rules; ability to 
issue incentives, binding decisions and impose penalties on natural gas 
undertakings which fail to comply with their obligations). 

 Monitor the balance between gas supply and demand and report the situation to 
the European Commission. 

 Develop a transparent, objective and non-discriminatory system of authorisation 
to build and operate natural gas facilities, or to supply natural gas; and a 
procedure to appeal against authorisation refusals. 

 Encourage cooperation on a regional and pan-European level to promote 
efficient allocation of resources, risk hedging and new entry. 

 Provide clear and comprehensive guidelines to consumers about their rights in 
the gas sector. 

 Transmission, storage and LNG 
 Unbundle transmission systems and transmission system operators. 
 Develop a procedure for approval and designation of TSOs. 
 Develop a procedure for designation of storage and LNG operators. 
 Develop a procedure for designation of an independent SO. 
 Unbundle transmission system owners and storage system operators. 
 Develop a system providing exemptions for access of new gas infrastructure for a 

defined period of time for small and closed distribution system operators. 
 Ensure independence of storage system operators and develop a regulatory 

framework for storage operators. 
 Develop efficient, non-discriminatory and cost-effective balancing mechanisms. 
 Develop a procedure ensuring independence of the staff and management of 

TSOs (appointment and renewal, working conditions including remuneration, and 
termination of the term of office). 

 Develop transparent and cost-effective tariffs for non-discriminatory connection to 
gas sources (storage, LNG terminals, industrial customers to transmission 
system), which will provide investment incentives. 

 Develop a procedure encouraging cooperation of transmission system operators 
at a regional level, including on cross-border issues, and integration of the 
isolated gas systems. 

 Distribution and supply 
 Designate a distribution system operator, which will not discriminate between 

system users. 
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 Unbundle distribution system operators. 
 Unbundle accounts. 
 Encourage development of interruptible gas contracts. 

 Access to the transmission and distribution system 
 Ensure implementation of third party access. 
 Ensure implementation of access to storage facilities and transparency of storage 

capacity offered to third parties. 
 Ensure access to upstream pipeline networks. 
 Develop a process of access refusal provisions to enhance competition in gas 

supply and security of supply. 

 Wholesale market 
 Encourage new entry into the Estonian gas supply market. 
 Develop alternative sources of gas supply apart from Russian gas. 
 Auction a percentage of contracted gas on the wholesale market or mandate a 

gas release programme. 
 Generate competition between gas suppliers. 
 Ensure liquidity and security of supply on the gas supply market. 
 Develop gas flexibility arrangements. 

 Trading 
 Promote a gas trading market. 
 Stimulate competition on the trading market. 
 Set liquidity targets for the gas trading market. 
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ANNEX D – GLOSSARY 
D.1 Conversion units 

Table 19 – Conversion factors used in calculations 

 

D.2 Names, definitions and acronyms 
€/MWh Euros per Mega-Watt hour. 

ACER The Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators is a 
European Union body established in 2010 performing 
regulatory, transmission system related, consultation, 
monitoring and reporting tasks. 

APX-ENDEX Europe energy exchange, operating spot and futures markets 
for electricity and natural gas in the Netherlands, the United 
Kingdom and Belgium. 

Balticconnector A possible natural gas interconnector pipeline between Finland 
and Estonia. 

bcm Billions of cubic metres. 

BBP Baltic Balancing Point. 

BEMIP Baltic energy market interconnection plan initiated in 2009, 
covering energy market integration, electricity interconnections 
and power generation and gas diversification of routes and 
sources. 

BnetzA Bundesnetzagentur is German federal networks agency 
overseeing electricity, gas, telecommunications, postal and 
railway markets. 

Calorific value Calorific value or heating value is a measure of heating power of 
a fuel and is dependent upon the composition of the fuel. 

CCGT Combined cycle gas turbine plant is a gas turbine generator 
producing electricity.  Heat in the exhaust of the turbine is used 
to make steam, which in turn drives a steam turbine to generate 
additional electricity.  Many of the new installed gas fed power 
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plants operating according to this technology. 

CEER The Council of European Energy Regulators is the organisation 
representing Europe's national regulators of electricity and gas 
at EU and international level. 

Conventional gas Gas produced from reservoirs, which are typically underground 
formations composed of sandstone. 

EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development providing 
financing for major European projects. 

EEPR European Energy Programme for Recovery (EEPR) introducing 
by European Parliament to finance defined strategic sectors, 
address the lack of confidence among investors and strengthen 
overall economy.   

Natural gas market 
directives 

Legislative acts of the European Union, requiring Member 
States to achieve directives objectives.  3 directives have been 
published so far. 

Energy island Energy market isolated from the pan-European energy markets. 

ENTSO European network of transmission system operators existing in 
gas and electricity areas 

ERGEG European Regulators' Group for Electricity and Gas is a former 
advisory group to the European Commission on internal energy 
market issues in Europe currently presently known as a Council 
of European Energy Regulators. 

ERRA Energy Regulators Regional Association is a voluntary 
organization of independent energy regulatory bodies primarily 
from the Central European and Eurasian regions. 

IEA The International Energy Agency (IEA) is an autonomous 
organisation working on energy security, economic development 
and environmental awareness  

I&C Industrial and commercial customers, customers consuming 
more than 70MWh of gas per annum. 

ISO Independent System Operator is an organization formed at the 
direction or recommendation of the regulator, coordinating, 
controlling and monitoring the operation of the gas system. 

ITO Independent Transmission Operator is an organisation that 
owns, operates, maintains and develops the gas system. 

ITGI Interconnection Turkey Greece Italy is a proposed pipeline 
between Caspian Sea, Middle East and Europe. 

GASPOOL German trading point for natural gas. 
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GeLi Gas Business processes of a change of supplier gas introduced in 
Germany in 2007. 

H-gas According to gas classification in Germany, gas with a high 
calorific value, higher than 10kWh/m3. 

L-gas According to gas classification in Germany, gas with a lower 
calorific value. 

Litgrid AB Lithuanian transmission system operator. 

LitPol link A proposed new power interconnector between Lithuania and 
Poland. 

LNG Liquid Natural Gas. 

LRMC Long run marginal cost is the total cost incurred in producing 
each unit of output in the long run. 

mcm/d Millions of cubic metres per day. 

NBP National Balancing Point a virtual gas trading point in the UK.  
The most liquid trading point in Europe. 

NCG NetConnect Germany is a joint company created between 
German regional gas network companies, involved in balancing 
management and operation of the German virtual trading point. 

NRA National regulatory authority is a public authority or government 
agency responsible for exercising autonomous authority over an 
area of activity in a regulatory capacity. 

Network code A legal and contractual framework to supply and transport gas, 
which has a common set of rules for all industry players, 
ensuring that competition can be facilitated on level terms. 

OECD Organisation for economic cooperation and development. 

Oil indexation A method of calculating gas prices based on the prices of oil, 
typically in long-term gas purchase contracts. 

Offtake Collection, a channel or a point for such a collection. 

Offtake agreement An agreement between a producer and a buyer to purchase 
future production, negotiated prior to the construction of a facility 
to secure a market for the future output of the facility. 

p/therm Pence per therm. 

PEG Virtual gas trading point in France, run by Powernext. 

Proven reserves Proven gas reserves are the reserves, which, by analysis of 
geological and engineering data, can be estimated with a high 
degree of confidence to be commercially recoverable from a 
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given date forward, from known reservoirs and under current 
economic conditions. 

PSE Operator S.A. Polish Transmission System Operator. 

PSV Virtual gas trading point in Italy. 

Take-or-pay contracts According to these contracts a buyer either takes the product 
from the supplier or pays the supplier a penalty.  Up to an 
agreed-upon ceiling, the company has to pay the supplier for 
products they do not take. 

TAG Trans Austria Gas pipeline between the Slovak-Austrian border 
at Baumgarten an der March and Arnoldstein in the south, near 
the border with Italy. 

TEN-E Trans-European energy networks is a program specifying 
objectives and priorities for the security and diversification of 
supply, interconnection, interoperability and development of 
electricity and gas transporting networks. 

TGL Tauern Gas Pipeline from Bavaria through Upper Austria, 
Salzburg and Carinthia and on to Tarvis in Italy. 

TIGF French logistics coordinator company also active in gas trading. 

TTF Title Transfer Facility, a natural gas virtual trading point in the 
Netherlands. 

TPA policy Third party access policies require owners of natural monopoly 
infrastructure facilities to grant access to those facilities to 
parties other than their own customers, on commercial terms 
comparable to those that would apply in a competitive market. 

nTPA Negotiated Third Party Access policy. 

rTPA Regulated Third Party Access policy. 

TSO Transmission System Operator, a company transporting gas or 
electrical power on a national or regional level. 

Unconventional gas Natural gas resources which require greater than industry-
standard levels of technology or investment.  The three most 
common types of unconventional gas are tight gas, coal bed 
methane gas and shale gas. 
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D.3 Exchange rates 

Table 20 shows the projected real exchange rates used in our analysis, which are 
constant from 2015 onwards.  The real exchange rates convert dollar-denominated oil and 
coal price projections into the currency used for our costs analysis, which is in Euros for 
all markets except the UK.   

The Euro is assumed to strengthen against the dollar so that by 2014, it is 1.5% stronger 
than at present.  Sterling also strengthens significantly between now and 2015 – by 6% 
against the dollar and 8% against the euro.  Sterling has strengthened against the Euro 
throughout the modelled period, particularly in the long-term. 

Table 20 – Real exchange rates (real 2010 money) 

 
Source: Bloomberg and Pöyry analysis 

The real exchange projections are driven by assumptions about nominal exchange rates 
and inflation46.  Real exchange rates are constant from 2015 onwards because nominal 
exchange rates are constant, and the inflation rate is the same across all zones. 

Nominal exchange rates out to 2014 are based on the median composite Bloomberg 
forecast of the spot rate.  We hold nominal exchange rates constant from 2014 onwards. 

Inflation rates for 2010, 2011 and 2012 have been derived by using the median composite 
CPI forecasts from Bloomberg based upon forecasts from approximately 40 financial 
institutions.  In 2013 and 2014, the inflation rate trends between the 2012 value and the 
long-term assumption of 2% for all three economic areas.   

 
  

                                                           
 
46  For example, if inflation is higher in the US than in the euro-zone, the dollar will be weakened 

in real terms (assuming no change in nominal exchange rates). 

US$ per £ US$ per € £ per €
$/mmbtu 

per €/MWh US UK Euro-zone
2010 1.56 1.34 0.86 4.58 1.6% 3.3% 1.6%
2011 1.64 1.37 0.83 4.66 2.3% 4.0% 2.2%
2012 1.67 1.35 0.81 4.62 1.9% 2.0% 2.0%
2013 1.71 1.33 0.78 4.53 2.1% 1.9% 1.9%
2014 1.73 1.33 0.77 4.54 2.1% 2.0% 1.9%
2015 1.74 1.35 0.77 4.59 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

2016-2035 1.74 1.35 0.77 4.59 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%
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ANNEX E – ABOUT PÖYRY 
E.1 Corporate Structure, history and services 

Pöyry Management Consulting (UK) Ltd is part of Pöyry Plc. 

Pöyry Plc is a global consulting and engineering firm focusing on the energy, forest 
industry, water and environment, transportation and construction service sectors.  The 
company operates in 50 countries, employing over 7000 experts and had an annual 
turnover in 2009 of €674m.  Pöyry PLC is listed on NASDAQ OMX in Helsinki.   

Further information and corporate accounts can be obtained from www.poyry.com. 

Figure 31 – Ownership structure 

 
 

Pöyry’s Management Consulting practice employs over 450 staff globally, our energy 
practice consists of 200 experts in 14 European offices.  

E.1.1 History 

Pöyry Management Consulting (UK) Ltd was formerly ILEX Energy Consulting which was 
founded in 1990 with the aim of meeting the challenges of the opening of the electricity 
market in England and Wales.  ILEX rapidly expanded to advise on electricity and gas 
markets in the UK, Ireland, Italy and Spain. 

Following the purchase of the company in 2003 by the Jaakko Pöyry Group, ILEX worked 
with our sister companies Electrowatt-Ekono and Verbundplan to offer pan-European 
energy consulting services. 

A natural progression for the companies was to unite under one Pöyry brand, and so from 
19 June 2006, ILEX along with Electrowatt-Ekono and Verbundplan, became part of the 
consultancy arm of Pöyry Energy Business Group.  ILEX became Pöyry Energy (Oxford) 
Ltd, trading as Pöyry Energy Consulting. 

In 2006 Convergence Utility Consultants also joined as part of the consultancy section of 
the Pöyry Energy Business Group.  Pöyry was further strengthened in 2007 with the 
arrival of Econ Analysis AS. 

Pöyry’s vision is to become the global thought leader in engineering balanced 
sustainability for a complex world. Pöyry aims to be one of the world’s leading consulting 
engineering companies by 2020. 

(c) grafikdienst.com

Pöyry PLC

Pöyry Management Consulting (UK) Ltd

Owns 100% shares of
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The Group’s business structure was changed in January 2010 to better support the 
implementation of the new vision.  The five new business groups are: 

 Energy; 

 Industry; 

 Urban & Mobility; 

 Water & Environment; and 

 Management Consulting 

In January 2011 Pöyry Energy (Oxford) Ltd (trading as Pöyry Energy Consulting) was 
renamed as Pöyry Management Consulting (UK) Ltd as part of the Management 
Consulting business group of Pöyry Plc. 

Pöyry is now Europe’s leading management consultancy specialised in the energy sector 
employing 250 experts in 14 offices across12 countries. 

Figure 32 – Pöyry’s 5 business groups 

 
 

E.1.2 Services 

Pöyry Management Consulting advises governments, regulators, banks and the full range 
of energy market participants, from niche players to some of the largest energy 
companies in the world.   

The company comprehensively covers electricity, gas, renewables and emissions sectors.  
Our detailed understanding of energy markets allows us to advise our clients on how best 
to succeed and help policy makers and regulators design markets that work.   

E.2 ILEX energy reports 

Pöyry produces the renowned ILEX Energy Reports.  ILEX Energy Reports provide 
detailed descriptions of European energy markets coupled with market-leading price 
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projections for wholesale electricity, gas, carbon and green certificates.  ILEX Energy 
Reports and price projections are currently available for the: 

 electricity and/or gas markets including the following countries markets: 
 Belgium  Italy 
 Bulgaria   the Netherlands 
 Cyprus  Poland 
 France  Romania 
 Germany  South East Europe 
 Great Britain  Spain 
 Greece  Switzerland 
 Ireland  Turkey 

 renewables markets in: 
 Italy 
 Poland 
 Romania 
 Spain 
 United Kingdom 

 the biofuels market in Europe. 

In addition to ILEX Energy Reports, Pöyry also produces a number of other reports, 
including electricity reports for Norway, Sweden and Finland, a renewables report for 
Sweden, and a report of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme with carbon price projections. 

E.3 Pöyry’s modelling capability 

Pöyry has a wide range of models used to analyse the energy markets across Europe, 
see Figure 33.  These provide an integrated suite to ensure that there is consistency 
between assumptions across the energy supply chain. The main model used to underpin 
some of the analysis used in this study is our worldwide gas model Pegasus.  We have 
also included a description of our main electricity model, EurECa, as this provides the 
input into Pegasus for the elastic demand from power generation. 

E.3.1 Pegasus 

Pöyry forecasts the price of gas in a variety of zones worldwide using the pan-European 
and US gas model, Pegasus.  The model examines the interaction of supply and demand 
on a daily basis in 20 European countries/zones, plus the US, the Far East and the Rest 
of the World.  This gives a high degree of resolution, allowing the model to examine in 
detail weekday/weekend differences, flows of gas through interconnections between 
countries, and gas flows in and out of storage.  Since the model comprises worldwide 
zones, it can examine the effect of LNG flows across the world, and how these impact 
differing markets. 
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Figure 33 – Pöyry‘s modelling suite for integrated energy markets 

 

Figure 34 – Gas market zones in Pegasus 

 
 

Pegasus itself is comprised of a series of modules, which is shown in Figure 35.  The 
main solving module is based on XPressMP, a powerful Linear Programming (LP) 
package, which runs series of optimisations to find a least-cost solution to supply gas to 
all zones over a gas year.  The solution is subject to a series of constraints, such as 
pipeline or LNG terminal sizes, interconnector capacities and storage injection/withdrawal 
restrictions.  The solving module takes input files held in a database, which allows a 
variety of scenarios to be created by changing variables such as supply, demand, costs, 
storage and interconnectors.  The outputs from the model, such as prices and flows of 
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gas, are sent to a database to allow easy extraction of data at either a daily, monthly or 
annual resolution. 

Figure 35 – Structure of Pegasus 

 
 

Pegasus allows detailed modelling of gas flows in and out of all European countries.  This 
allows effects such as the impact of new pipelines (such as Nord Stream), or new LNG 
terminals, to be investigated. 

Figure 36 shows an example of gas flows in the GB market, and how Pegasus considers 
that they might change into the future.   

Russia is a major gas supplier to Europe, and Pegasus uses the flow of gas from this 
source as a key input.  Estimating the volume of gas that will be available to Europe from 
Russia to 2035 is subject to several constraints, including:  

 the depletion of existing gas-producing provinces in West Siberia; 

 the ability of Gazprom to launch new fields on schedule and the impact of potential 
delays on the availability of gas; 

 Russia’s domestic gas consumption; and  

 the volume of gas that Russia will be able to import from Central Asia. 

In our calculations, we use three scenarios to estimate the volume of gas that will flow to 
Europe.  Our modelling also takes into account the gas supply routes from Russia to 
Europe.  We examine the effect of new pipeline availability (e.g. Nord Stream, South 
Stream and Nabucco from the Caspian region) on deliveries of gas to individual European 
states.   
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Since Pegasus contains details of all worldwide liquefaction plants and regasification 
terminals, it has been used by a number of LNG providers and terminal operators to 
understand the future changes that the LNG market may bring. 

The typical analysis shown in Figure 37 suggests that Far East and Spanish terminal 
utilisation rates may remain flat over time at 50%, whilst Italian import terminal are used 
heavily.  US and GB import terminals are used in highly seasonal ways.  Pegasus allows 
us to explore the implications of a multitude of policy, economic, and commercial 
scenarios. 

Figure 36 – Illustrative Gas flows in the GB market 

 

Figure 37 – Illustrative LNG terminal utilisation across Europe 

 

Pegasus also allows detailed exploration of how gas will flow through interconnections in 
the future.  This is key to understanding gas market development, as flows between 
interconnections determine the extent to which prices in nearby markets are linked. 
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Figure 38 – Illustrative interconnector flows in a variety of scenarios 

 
 

Modelling storage accurately is important for understanding price formation in European 
and international markets, as it affects both summer and winter prices, along with 
weekday/weekend prices.  Pegasus models each current and future GB gas storage 
facility and groups of European and US sites, each with its own injection and withdrawal 
rates, total storage capacity and cost of injection/withdrawal.  The optimisation algorithm 
used not only means that gas is injected into storage during the summer and withdrawn 
during the winter, as expected, but also that injection takes place for high cycle facilities 
during the winter weekends and Christmas periods due to lower demand, as seen in 
reality. 

As shown in Figure 39, Pegasus can be used to understand how storage is used in 
different countries and how that varies over time, both annually, and on a detailed monthly 
basis. 

The outputs from Pegasus are based on economic parameters (i.e. gas takes the 
cheapest route to the highest price market).  The resulting flows of gas do not always 
represent an accurate picture of the contracted volumes.  Therefore, in our modelling, we 
set the take-or-pay specifications to reflect the contracted gas which is planned to flow 
from one country to another.  For instance, in the case of Russian gas flows into 
Germany, we factor in volumes that have already been contracted for Nord Stream.  This 
means on occasion less gas flows via Ukraine than would economically optimum for all 
the zones.   

Contract obligations will remain important into the future, as Gazprom has already 
renewed many of its contracts with its European customers to 2030 and beyond.  
Pegasus models the various European supply contracts, including considerations of take-
or-pay obligations and oil indexation. 
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Figure 39 – Illustrative storage utilisation in Italy, GB and US 

 
 

Pegasus allows the development of sophisticated future scenarios, and the creation of 
price tracks which represent these fundamentals.  The example below shows monthly 
prices for all 18 zones, showing a convergence of prices over time as flows from 
interconnection and LNG increase.  

Figure 40 – Illustrative European and worldwide gas prices 
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E.3.2 EurECa 

EurECa is the model used on a quarterly basis by Pöyry to do price projections, and 
underpins the ILEX Energy Reports produced for most European electricity markets (see 
Annex C). 

EurECa (European Electricity and Carbon model) is based on linear programming.  The 
model has a database of every medium-large non-hydro genset in (nearly) all of Europe, 
and we update this database regularly.  EurECa can model the whole of Europe or any 
portion of it.  It can be used for projecting both physical behaviour (generator output, fuel 
use, electricity flows between countries, atmospheric emissions) and economic behaviour 
(electricity prices and generator revenues).   

The inputs to EurECa are the power station database, hydro and pumped storage 
assumptions, demand assumptions and fuel prices.  Twenty-four sample days per year 
are used to build up hourly results. 

EurECa optimises electricity production across Europe by minimising the total variable 
cost of generation, subject to: 

 meeting regional demand on an hourly basis, in each characteristic day; 

 hydroelectric reservoir generation constraints in each country; 

 pumped storage constraints in each country; 

 interconnection constraints between countries or regions; 

 pollution constraints (e.g.  SO2 limits under the LCPD); 

 commercial constraints (such as take-or-pay levels in fuel contracts); 

 heat load requirements at CHP plants; and 

 multi-fuel constraints that allow individual stations to switch between fuels. 

From this optimisation the model produces a Merit Order Price (MOP) for each country 
and in each period based on variable costs (fuel costs, carbon costs, and variable other 
works costs), and the costs of starting and part-loading plant.  In each country an 
additional component of wholesale price – the value of capacity or scarcity value – is 
spread throughout the year as a function of either the demand profile, so that it is highest 
when the demand is highest, or of the system margin, so that it is highest when the 
system margin is tightest.  As an alternative, in cases where there is significant historical 
price data, the capacity element of the wholesale price may be spread on the basis of this 
historical evidence. 

EurECa may be used not only to estimate future wholesale prices, but also to assess the 
commercial performance of individual companies or power stations.  It can also be used to 
quantify the utilisation and value of interconnectors.  With respect to CO2, EurECa has 
been extensively used to develop abatement curves in the EU power sector, and the 
impact of the ETS on market prices.  As well as the carbon intensiveness of each fossil 
fuel, we take account of the current and future degree of pass-through to electricity prices 
in each country separately.   

EurECa is capable of modelling all European countries simultaneously, and is a very 
flexible platform.  EurECa is summarised in Figure 41, together with some examples of 
typical inputs and outputs from the EurECa model shown in Figure 42 to Figure 45. 
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Figure 41 –  Summary of EurECa – Inputs and Outputs 

 
 

Figure 42 – Electricity prices at both annual and hourly granularity 
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Figure 43 – Capacity charts 

 

Figure 44 – Revenue/gross margins indicators 
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Figure 45 – Balance between different technologies 
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